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The body's
life is the life of

sensations and emotions.
The body feels,

real hunger, real thirst,
real joy in the sun or snow,

real pleasure in the srnell of roses
or the look of a lilac bush;

real- anger, real sorrow,
real tenderness, real warmth,

real passion, real hate, real grief.
All the emotions belong to the
body and are only recognized

by the mind.

D. H. Lawrence (1955)
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INIRODUSITON

Social work is a broadly based multifaceted profession which

assumes responsibility for a wide range of services using a variety of

techniques ancl theoretical perspectives (Strean, 1978). 'Clinica1

social workn, the area this paper is concerned with, has become the

preferred term for that part of the profession which deals with direct

services to people. The purpose of clinical social work has to do with

the "maintenance and enhancement of the psychosocial functioning of

individuals, families, and small groups by maximizing the availability

of needed intrapersonal, interpersonal, and societal resourcesn (Cohen,

1979, p. 30). Developmental, preventive, and therapeutic services are

all important aspects of clinical social work.

While social work encompasses many models of practise in numerous

settings, there is a strong common core of philosophy, purpose,

knowledge, and techniques which identify the profession. The primary

concern of social work is the social context within which famity or

individual problems occur an<i change. Out of this central focus on

social functioning has arisen a body of values as well as a body of

knowledge. These, in turn, have generated an appropriate repertoire of

intervention techniques.

The basic values of social work are in harmony with humanistic

values. nThe ultimate value of social work is that human beings should

have opportunities to realize their potentials for living in ways that

are both personally satisfying and socially desirablen (Northen, 1982,
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p. 27), There is an optimistic belief that people can and will grow

ancl change in their attempts to achieve personal and social ideals.

one of social work's primary values is a belief in the inherent dignity

and worth of the individual, regardless of sex, age, race or sociar,

political, intellectual or sexual- orientation (Compton & Galloway,

19791. This Íìeans that each person shoulri be accepted as a whole

person who is in a unique process of development and maturation. Each

person should have use of resources necessary for survival as well as

for the developnent of personal potential. Another major value is the

right of client self-determination (Levy, r9g3). clients are

considered to have a righL to choose their own goars and live their

lives in the way they wish, provided that the exercise of those rights

does not infringe on or hurt the rights of others. nTo deprive [the

clientl of that right is to deny his dignity and worthn (Biestek &

Gehrig, 1978, p. 4). A concomitant goar is that of client
participation in the helping process. The client and social worker are

ideally part of a collaborative process in which the social worker

helps clients achieve their potenLiat by relying on and maximizing the

strengths of the client. In short, social work is humanistic in that

it has a conrnitment to the welfare of the client as a whole person anci

to the participation of the client in the decision making process. rt
has an optimistic view of people's abilities to change, grov,,, and

mature and a commitment to help people achieve their pobential.

rn order to practise in harmony with these basic values, the

social worker needs a great deal of knowledge about people. Multiple
perspectives are required in order to understand the wide range of:ll

.:l

::l
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human needs and problems as well as the numerous conditions which may

hinder or block a personrs developnent. Concepts from the

psychologicalr biological, and sociat sciences pertinent to effective

social work intervention are required. Theoretical perspectives which

organize this mass of knowLedge are also necessary if it is to be used

coherently and effectively.

c'eneral systems theory, out of which has emerged ecological

systems theory and the life model of social work practise, has providecl

one theoretical orientation proving useful to social workers (stein,

I97Il. According to Germain (1979), nthis perspective is concerned

with the growth, developnent, and potentialities of human beings and

with the properties of their environments that support or fail to

support expression of human potentiar" (pp. 7-B). The systems

perspective'brings a wide-angle lens focus to social work. It avoiris

viewing problens from only an external or internal causation framework,

seeing rather that problems arise out of a dynamic interplay between

people, groups, or environments.

General systems theory is a theory of holism. According to

Battista (1977), "the holistic paradigm constitutes the basic

assumptions of generar system theory and general system theory

constitutes the theoreticar formuration of hotistic assumptionsn (p.

66). TLre essential concept of ecological theory is that any system

consists of a set of elements that are related to each other in such a

way that change in one part of the system resuLts in changes in other

¡nrts. This interdependence implies an active ongoing process of

transformation. while the parts of the system are organized and
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integrated in a complex, interdependent, and fairly stable wây, the

!.rhole is more than the sum of the parts. Feedback within the system is

a circul-ar or simultaneous process which tends to mainLain the dynamic

barance, or homeostasis, of the system. rt is the nature of the

organization of the system which determines the results of the system.

The holistic paradigm of general systems theory sees the universe as an

interconnected system which contains systems within systems within

systems, etc.

The impact of systems theory on sociar work has led to a

broadening and deepening in understanding the scope and nature of the

profession. speaking from an ecologicar viewpoint, Northen (r9g2)

asserts that 'the practitioner needs a holistic understanding of people

as they interact within their families, other social systems, and their
broader networks of social rerationshipsn (p. 301). This horistic
understanding comes out of a rearization that nthere are

interconnections between biological, economic, and social-psychological

components of human functioningn (Northen, 19g2, p. 26). cohen (1979)

reflects this perspective when he writes that nthe concept of the

individual as a biorogicat, psychological, and social being is
indivisibre" (p. 26). Meyer (L976), in a discussion of an ecological

theory of social work, states that nthe accepted. traditional social

casework view of the person-in-situation" (p. 137) presents a now

untenable dichotomy between the social and the psychorogical. she

acclaims a systemic viewpoint in which "there is no inner or outer, but

rather an operational field in which all elements intersect and affect
each other . . all having reciprocity and feedback with each other"
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(Lg76, PP. 138 & 135) '

One of the major strengbhs of systems theory is ils function as a

theory-model which establishes na framework for a complex and changing

set of theories and models needed for the ever-evolving nature of

social-work practice. IL therefore favors an eclect.ic orientation to

practice theoriesn (Siporin, l-980, p. 525). Because social work is

eclectic in that it utitizes knowledge from many disciplines, such as

physiology, social psychology, sociologYr PsYchology, and anthroPologYr

systems theory can provide a crucial role in helping integrate the wide

spectrum of knowledge and the various Íodels of practise used by social

workers. nBody therapy' is one of the many areas of knowledge an<j

practise which could be incorporated into sociaL work by the use of

ecological systems theorY.

This thesis is concerned with the theory and practise of body

therapy, one of the areas of knowledge which is based on a holistic

paradigm. It is this writer's belief that the assumptions underlying

the theory and practise of body therapy are consistent with an

ecological approach to social work. Body therapy not only offers rich

insights into intrapersonal and interpersonal functioning, but also

provides a diversity of models for intervention.

Chapter one of this thesis examines some of the connections

between body and mind. Several aspects of body-mind integration are

discussed, including a holistic view of healthr and the relationship

between body structure and personality traits. A psychological and

transpersonal model, that of the chakra system, is presented as a

paradigm by which to categorize and analyse the various therapies. The
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body as an energv system is emphasized.

chapter two reviews the literature of some of the major body

therapies. The basic concepts, therapeutic processesr and goals of

each therapy are discussed. Relevant research is presented as part of

a critique of these theraPies.

chapter three deals with a number of issues arising from the

practise of body therapy. The ramifications around the use of touch

and catharsis are reviewed. Body therapy as a placebo is considered.

There is also a discussion of how adaptable these therapies are to

different treatment situations, as well as the possible hazards

involved in their use. The rore of the body therapist is considered.

chapter four discusses the possible impact of body therapy on

social work. Fact.ors which may lead to its inclusion or rejection
within social work are examined. Areas of similarity and dissimilarity
between body therapy and social work are considered.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE BODY-MIND CONNECTION

À. A HISTORICAL VIEI^I

rn examining the present emphasis on the unity of body and mind,

it is useful to briefly sketch how body-mind unity has been viewed in

the past. Historically, body and mind have been seen from either a

'monistic" or "dualistic" perspective. Monism views reality as one

unitary organic whole with no independent ¡nrts. Because the universe

is considered to be one interconnected system, all manifestations are

assumed to be the expression of one substance. 'Matter and energy,

sl>ace ancl time, living and nonliving are all viewed as transformations

within the same heirarchically ordered unityn (Battista, !977, p. 65).

A monistic conceptualization of a person assumes that all the sundry

parts of that person comprise a unity.

Dualism considers reality to be comprised of two irreducibte

elements or modes. Thus, a dualistic view of the world divides the

world into different compartments. According to Berger (1972), nman

has consistently categorized his experience, creating dichotomous

rearms of mind and body, spirit and matter, psyche and soma,

psychological and physical, partitioning life into divisions and

subdivisionsn (pp. 191-192). Throughout history, there have been

shifts in emphasis between monistic and dualistic views of rearity.

Descartes' G596-1650) proposition that mind and body are se[>arate
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enbities which influence each other's actions has been a strong

influence on modern psychology. This view is known as interactionism.

Descartes viewed the human body as a machine whose behavior and

structure could be entirely understood by mechanical principles and the

mind as the locus of thought and consciousness. He believed that 'the

mind and the body are united in a peculiarly intimate way and that each

acts upon the other in the pineal gland of the brainn (Xing,

1972, p. 36). Descartes did nob engender a satisfactory explanation of

how the material body inLerrelates with the irunaterial mind.

TL¡e interactionist view of Descartes was followed by the parallel

concept of body-mind relaÈion espoused by Liebnitz, who savl mind and

body as not interacting but following parallel paths. while they are

not affected by each other, what happens in one also happens in the

other because they are ruled by the same laws. Berger (Ig72) conrnents

that the 'adoption of this concept led to a further concentration on

the study of mental processes and to an effort to be rid of the bodyn

(p. 1e4 ) .

In some of Freudrs early thinking appeared concepts related to the

more recent developnents in body therapies. However, he later

abandoned much of this line of thought. Freud maintained that nthe

instincts are the source of the energies on which the mind-body

processes depend, and that the human organism is a mind-body entityn

(Xing, L972¡ p. 51). He believed that emotions resulted in physical

changes. one of his early crucial insights was that a rerationship

existed between neurotic slmptoms and unexpressed emotions. 'Neurosis

is caused by psychological traumas. Any experience which caLls
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up distressing affects may operate as a trauma if there has not

been ran energetic reaction to bhe event that produces an affect'

sufficient to discharge it" (Breuer & Freud' 1995, pp. 6 & 8).

Freud realized' as early as 1893, that blocked emotion needed to

be re-experienced in order to remove the symptom. "Neurosis is cured

by successfully bringing clearry to light the memory of the

event(s) by which it was provoked and in arousing its accompanying

affect; the patient must describe the event(s) in the greatest possibJ_e

detail and rput affect into wordsrn (Breuer & Freud, 1895, p. 2791. By

1894 rreud saw that emotional energy could move with varying intensity

over the body like an erectric charge. Hov/ever, by 1938 the concept

that the discharge of energy could remove the strength of psychic

illness was lost sight of, as Freud moved to stressing intellectual

understanding and even persuasion instead of experiential recall.
nQuite often we do not succeed in bringing the patient to recoltect

what has been repressed. rnstead of that . we produce in him an

assured conviction of the truth of the construction which achieves the

same therapeutic result as a recaptured memory (Freud, 193g, p. 35g).

Under Freud's influence, the "dualistic conception of human nature

became firmly entrenched in contemporary psychological theoryn

(Rappaport, 1975, p. 49). since Freud, most psychologicar theory and

practise has given little weight to the existence of the bdy,
concentrabing mainly on mentar experiencing, the mind, and the brain.

Therapists have been encouraged nto be good risteners, but not. good

observers, They lhave been] trained to work with talking but not with

moving (Murphy, L976, p. 41).
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B. A Hol,rsrrc APPROÀCH T0 BODY-MIND TNTEGRATTON

There is now emerging a new emphasis on the importance of the

body. Even more significanbly, the body and mind are being seen as an

integral whole (oeliman' 1982). The roots of this departure fron the

traditional psychoanalyLic path stems from the work of Reich, whose

fundamental thesis was that there is a functional identiby of the body

and the mind. This emphasis on the body has led to a broad conception

of the unity of the person and has engendered a surge of interest in a

variety of new and old body therapies.

Kraft (1978) defines this emerging view of body-mind integration

as

a holisbic approach to psychology, counseling, and psychotherapy

which has its foundation in humanistic and transpersonal theory.

This approach deals with the whole person--mind, body, and

spirit--in an effort to facilitate a harmonious integration or

balance of the individuat. Mind-body integration as a holistic

approach is concerned not only with an individual's psychological

conflicts, but also with the reflections of these conflicts on the

bodily level as manifested as chronic muscular tension (p. 29).

The most basic assumption of the body-mind approach, on which the

body therapies are based, is Ehat the ¡nrson is an indivisible whole.

Every cell in the body is "both structurally and functionally related

to every other cel1 in your bodyn (oychtwald, 1977, p. 2S). Thoughts,

beliefsr and fears exist in a dlmamic relationship with the mind. The

mind and body interrelate through a "circular feedback system with each

bit of information and experience feeding back through tissue and then
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becoming information and experience once againn (Dychtwald, L977, p.

2Ð. This dlmamic feedback process makes na person's bdy, his

behavior, what he talks about, his attitudes, dreams, perceptions,

[and] posture . . . all parts of a unitary wholen (Kurtz & prestera,

1976, p.4). Thus, one aspect of a person cannot be changed without

changing or influencing all other aspects of a person.

Every aspect of a person is seen as an expression of the core of

his or her being. rt is assumed thab the body never lies, indeed, nit

is incapable of lyingn (Ke1eman, 1981, p. 66). The ntone, co]or,

¡rosture, proportions, Íìovements, tensions and vitality of the body

express the person within' (Xurtz & Prestera, 1976, p. 1). According

to Ferguson (1980), "our bodies become walking autobiographies' (p.

255) reflecting all our present and past tensions, conflicts, and joys.

lowen (1975) asserts that na person is the sum total of his life
experiences, each of which is registered in his personality and

structured in his body' (p. 57). Schutz (1971) adds that

all experiences are recorded in bhe body and all are avail-able for

recall--in the nervous system, in the muscles, in the way the body

is held and moved, in the expression on the face, the chronic

muscle tension, restrictions of breathing, aberrations of

circulation, digestion, and excretion, the patterns of illness,

and the acuteness of the senses (p. 165).

the body-mind perspective assumes that we can change our bodies

over time as a result of our characteristic approach to life. Not only

are our bodies shaped and affected by our heredity, environment,

physical activity, and nutrition, but also by our emotional an<l
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psychological experience. Our feelings and attitudes strongly and

directly affect how we grow, develop, breathe, and move. 'Just as we

partly form ourselves with physical- activity, so do we mold ourselves

with selective emotional activity and experience' (Dychtwald, 1977, p.

ZZ) as well as with our attitudes and psychological choices.

The body-mind perspective arso assumes that psychological

conflicts are felt in the body in the form of tense and contracted

muscles. when the conflict is proronged and unresorved, the body may

develop chronic muscular tension ¡ntterns. As RoIf (1977) expresses

this point, "an individual in trouble unconsciously modifies his flesh,

solidifies his mental attitude into biologicat concrete' (p. 37). This

gradual changing and real-ignment of the body over time is possible due

to the elasticity and malleability of body tissues. "The human body is
an energy system which is never a complete structure, never static

. a flexible, fluid energy fierd that is in a process of change from

the r¡rment of conception until the moment of death" (Johnson, 1977, pp.

t & 2). The end result of this never-ending state of re-organization

is that our rife stories become nwritlen" in our muscle tissues.

when we are troubled, the madness is in our bones, in the vray we

walk and move, in the way we carry objects from one rocation to
another, in the way we use space in relation to other people. our

body is warring against itself. the forces to carry out an

action are battring the counterforces to prevent an action

(Murphy, 1976, p. 36).

change' from the body-mind viewpoint, must go beyond the

intrapsychic and mentalistic. Because 'no condition exists in the self
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which does not have a physical representation in the body. . change

or growth, to be real, must occur in Ehe physical domain" (Rappaport,

L975, p. 66). Green, Green, and Walters (1970) hlæothesize that nevery

change in the physiologicar state is accompanied by an appropriate

change in the mentaL-emotional state, conscious or unconscious, and

conversely, every change in the mental-emotional state, conscious or

unconscious, is accompanied by an appropriate change in the

physiological state" (p. 3). From a body-mind perspective, maximum

change occurs when the body, feerings, and intellect all change

together. A change in one level of a person without a change in the

other parts is incomplete. An intellectual insight not accompanied by

changes in the body and emotions wirl likery lead to rittle change.

conversely, a body change which is not accompanied by corresponding

changes in thought and feeling may be real. Hor¡rever, "there is a

danger that the body will eventually return to its former condition

because the originar cause of the body aberration still existso

(Schutz, 1971, p. 175).

Given this view of change it is not surprising that body-mind

therapists do not compretely trust verbal responses. "words are a

substitute for action, at times a very necessary and valuable one, but

at others they are a block to the life of the body' (Lowen, Ig7S, p.

322). tlords, used as a substitute for feeling, may diminish anci

abstract life. Furthermore, a person may lack memory, and therefore

words as welJ., for events which happened ab a pre-verbal stage of

develo¡xnent. This is not to say that words are not important, for

reliving an experience at the lever of the body needs also to be
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verbalized so as to concretize it at the level of consciousness.

The body-mind approach trusts the inherent "wisdom of the body", a

phrase coined by Cannon (1939) to describe how the body takes

responsibility for regulat.ing itself in many situations where the

conscious, rational mind is not aware of what is good for the whole

person. It is assumed that the wisest approach is to trust the natural

organismic self-regulation process of the body (Riebel, 19g4). Thus,

body-mind therapy attempts to have people become aware of an<j contact

their 'deeper organismic sensations and inclinations and natural_

primary needs and wants' (Brown, Lg73t p. 102). To listen to the

wisdom of oners body it is necessary to be free fron chronic severe

energy bl0ckages, to have a spontaneous free flow of energy, to have a

core system of self bhroughout the body, and to be perceptually aware

of onefs bodily sensations, images, and feelings (Brown, L973). As

this process happens, the body spontaneously moves toward health anrl

healing. vltrile the body is geared toward self-hearing and its own

preservation, it is recognized that the body has its limits. rt can

only function healthily when it is properly cared for. 'The areas that
are choked of life and energy will become l_ess vital, more fragile,
more dis-eased, and therefore more prone to injury and sicknessn
(Dychtward, 1977, p. 71). rt is the responsibility of the individual
to listen to and heed the signals the body gives about its needs, so as

to avoid irreversible damage.

The body-mind approach views people as energy systens. There is a

major focus on energv flow, energy blockages, and energy transference

as ¡nrt of the therapeutic process. Body therapy uses breathing,
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movement, muscle manipulation, and body postures as methods to bring

about the non-verbal release of energy blockages. The goal is a body

that has a free fl-ow of energy coursing through it. This aspect will

later be discussed more fully.

C. À HOLISTIC APPROACH TO HEALTH

Since the theory and practise of 'holistic medicine' emerges from

an approach to body-mind consistent with and related bo the theory and

practise of body therapies, it is helpful to examine its basic tenets.

The term nholismn was coined in 1926 by Smuts (1982) to identify a

philosoply of body-mind unity. A holistic view of medicine

decompartmentalizes the study and treatment of people, seeing people as

indivisible totalities (Otto & Knight, 1979; Shontz, 1975). The term

nhol-ism' used in this context is compatible with general systems theory

in thab it denobes a living organisrn as more than a sum of its parts

and implies an interdependent system in which a change in one parb of

the system results in change in another part of the system. The

holistic concept of health attempts to overcome the body-mind dualism

which has characterized western medicine for a long time. It includes

nan appreciation of patients as mental and emotional, social, and

spiritual, as well as biological and physiological beings' (C,ordon,

1981, p. f14). The practise of holistic medicine is not defined by a

particular set of techniÇßlesr but by its overall broad view of the

person, sickness, and health. iHolistic health is not a change in what

is being prescribed, but a nìore radical change in attitudes and
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perceptions. As such, it is part of a larger recognition of the

underlying relatedness of a1l life" (ninzig, 1981, p. 12).

A holistic perspective assumes that all states of health and all
disorders are psychosomatic (nakal, L979¡ pelletier, 1977, Ig7g, 1gg0).

According to Ellerbroek (1973), 'a rdisease' is determined by al1 the

psycholinguistic and behavioral events in the tife history of the

patient, including his total interaction with his fierd, within and

withoutn (p. 26I). This means that healing involves much more than

getting rid of the specific slmptoms of a disease. rt involves an

integrated approach in which the whole person is treated. Àn example

of this approach is that of Simonton who uses creative visualization
and psychotherapy as a powerful adjunct bo the chemotherapy treatment

given cancer patients (Simonton & Simonton, 1975¡ Simonton, Simonton, &

Creighton, 1978).

In accord with humanistic philosophy, the holistic health approach

views each person as a unique and complex interaction of body, mind,

and spirit. Each person shares in the responsibility for regaining or

maintaining health. The patient is seen as an active participant in
the healing process (Gross, l9g0). It is assumed that "we have the

capacity to understand the psychobioJ.ogical origins of our illness, to
stimurate our innate healing processes, and to make changes in our

lives that will promote health and prevent illness (Gordon, 19gI, p.

117).

All people have within themselves enormous latent po!{ers and unused

resources. wL¡en the individual is seen through the energy system

paradigm, it is realized that 'individual energy systems can
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becoÍìe conduits of therapeutic power and healingn (Otto & Knight, IgTgl

p. 9). The physician or ohealern becomes a facilitator of the healing

process. Whatever the skill of the healer, the attainmenb of health

and wholeness is the primary responsibility of the person seeking

healing. The healer helps people make themserves well by assisting

them in tapping their ov¡n healing resources.

A holistic approach sees health not merely as an absence of

disease, but as a 'leve1 of fitness and physical-emotional harmony that
affords maximum resistance to disease and supports a sustained joy of
living" (Bloomfield & Kory, 1979, p. 20), The promotion of good hearth

and the prevention of disease is emphasized. Since life is seen in an

integrated way in the holistic approach, the guality of life is
examined by rooking at a person's lifestyle, values, and aspirations.

synptoms are seen as pointers to the areas of distress and .disharmony

in the body. The slmptom may point to an underrying problem of a

social or psychological nature. rf that problem is not alleviated, the

symptom being treated may simply be displaced by a new symptom.

A holistic approach views illness as a creative opportunity for
people to learn about themselves and their basic values. nsymptoms 

.

. can serve as a warning Èhat something needs to be explored or changed

in one's rife. . . one message of nearly every illness is that we

need to pay more respect and attention to bhe demands of our bodyn

(.laffe, 1980, pp. 28 & 30). Disease can be painfur and disrupting, but

it can also serve as an effective and essential adaptive process

(Coffey-Lewis, 1982; Miles, l97B). people are helped to tolerate the

psychological dimensions of pain and use it creatively for their
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growth. Disease is seen as a neutral occurence in that, whether the

disease appears or not and 'whether its course is positive or negative,

depends in part on the patient's cognitive interpretaLion of his

illness, i.e. how the patient integrates the probrem within the

framework of his or her own structure of beliefs' (de la pena, 19g3, p.

3). the belief system of patients, their family, friends, and

physician is an extremely inportant factor in bhe treatment of illness
(l.rolf, 1981). A positive hopeful system of belief is a very powerful

force in the healing process (Taylor, l9B1).

!{einer (1974) aptty sunrnarizes the holistic approach to health

when he writes that

to heal man is to heal the mind body sptit the healing

remains palJ-iative when direcbed only at the mind in psychotherapy

or at the body organs in medicine. rt is always the bodymind, not

the body or the mind, that requires treatment. . we must

reunite rnan's body and mind or rather recognize that he is in
truth a bodlmind, if he is to survive (p. 46 & 52).

D. BODY STRUSIURE AND PERSONALITY

one of the major assumptions of body-mind integration is that
there is a strong relationship between body structure and personality.

In reviewing the literature in this area it is important to note that
most of the conceptualizabions about the body come out of observations

of white English Americans. since different cultures vary

significantly in their non-verbal language, it is rikery that there
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vrould also þ differences in bhe expressions and meanings of body

patberns.

Hippocrates divided people into four tlpes: sanguine,

nelancholic, phregmabic, and choleric. He specified the usual

dispositions of temperament and suseptibility to various diseases of

each t149e. Since Hippocrates there have been many other attempts made

to correlate behavioral and physical characteristics.

Kretschmet (I92I) described three tlpes of people: asthenic, a

thin bony type of person with a predisposition toward schizoid

psycho-pathology; pyknic, a more fatty, massive person who tends

towards a Íþre active psycho-pathology; and athletic, a person with an

incompatibre mixture of the previous two tlpes of physigue and

tenperament.

Another of these systems, constructed by sherdon and his
associates in the 1940s, used statistical techniques to attempt to
relate physical t¡pe and ¡ærsonality characteristics. Sheldon proposed

three main tlpes of body structure: endomorphy, in which the emphasis

in the body structure is on the digestive viscera; mesomorphy, in which

the structures of bone, muscles, and connective tissues are emphasized;

and ectomorphyr in which the structural emphasis is on linearity,
fragility, flatness of chest and delicacy throughout Ehe body. sheldon

rated each of these three ty¡pes of physique for each person on a scale

of one to seven and then correlated this with a list of 60 personality

Eraits clustered into three groupings. This study produced a positive
correlation of +.80 between the physical and personality

characteristics listed (Sheldon & Stevens, Ig4Z). While SheLdon,s
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methods have been strongly criticized, his system was an advance over

previous attempts which tended to pJ.ace body tlpes in mutualty

exclusive categories.

The constitutional psychology of people such as Kretschmer and

sheldon has opened the doors for the current interest in the

relationship between body structure and personarity traits, as

exhibited by the new body therapies.

Body therapies view the body as a malleable structure in a

continual process of change. As mentioned before, it is assumed that

all our life experiences have an impact on our body. Given that we

each develop a customary way of approaching the world, our bodies

become shaped in a way consistent with our feelings about ourselves and

our experiences in the world. rn this way, our personality and our

body come to reflect each other. Rolf (1963) states this strongly when

she writes that "the physical body is actually the personality rather

than its expressionn (p. 69). Salkin (1973) adds that 'the physical

posture and movements are the externalization of the inner psychic

experience" (p. f5).

One way to explain how the body and personality reflect each other

is through the concept of conflict. Muscle tension may be caused by a

bodily conflict when one part of us wants to use the muscle and another

part wants to prevent the action. The muscle, prepared for action,
cannot discharge its energy. Schutz (1971) explains what may then

happen:

ftre body becomes increasingry tight as these tension patterns

muJ-tiply and along with the muscle restrictions may come other
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physicar slmptoms. The body is pulled out of arignment with

excessive pressure put on various organs: the blood vessels

become constrictedr thus lessening the blood supply and nutrition

to various parts of the body; breathing gets constricted, thereby

reducing oxygenation of the blood; endocrines and nerve plexes are

under unnatural pressure; and generally the body becomes weakened,

more susceptible to illness, lacking in energy, and less supple,

graceful and economic in motion (p. 36).

If this pattern of tension chronically repeats itself, the tension

literally becomes 'embodied" in the muscles. The muscle, which becomes

chronically tense, serves as a block to keep the conflict of painful

feelings from conscious av¡areness. This results in a reduction or

stoppage of the flow of life energy to that part of the body. Given

that each person tends to tense certain specific parts of the body in a

response to muscular tension, 'posture and feeling become so fused that

one readily leads to the other. . . . therefore, a body posture which

has become habitual, beginning as a reaction to a certain mental state,

may actually come to sustain and perpetuate that staten (Rama,

Balrentine, & Ajaya, 1976, p. 4). Furthermore, each person's unique

"tissue states and . patterns of contraction or weakness in muscles

and organs paint for us the hisLory of that person's rife, and, for the

initiated, reveals their sociological and psychological history. That

is to say, there is a clear connection between somatic motility and

the structure and adaptability of the personality' (Ke1eman, I9g0, p.

34).

Body structure and ¡nrsonality are interrelated from the time of
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conception. The physical and psychological health of the mother has a

profound effect on the development of the child. Kurtz and prestera

(1976) comment that

íf , in the uterus and early extra-uterine environment, v\,e were

poorly nourished, we will find it emotionally difficult to receive

any energies. Somewhere within us the experience of not receiving

full warmth and love is imprinted. we wiil. be untrusting, unable

to open ourselves to the available nourishment around us (p. 73).

Furthermore, \{e emotionally and physicalry respond to the myriad

messages we receive from the people around us as we grow up and devel0p

our self-concept. we may respond by repressing those parts of

ourselves we get negative messages about and enhancing the areas we are

praised for. This all has an effect on how we hold our bodies and how

the different parts develop.

Johnson (1977, 1983) identifies four factors which influence the

vray our bodies develop. First, our unique personal history, incruding

our birth ex¡rerience, illnesses, accidents, the way our parents taught

us to use our bodies, as well as our emotional response to all these

events, has a powerful impact on us. second, our culture, with its
definitions of what comprises beauty, may influence us to distort our

bodies to conformity with a stereotlpical cultural ideal. Thirdr \¡rê

each respond to the pull of gravity on our bodies in our own unique

ways. Fourth, we are shaped by our intentions: nhow we choose to deal

with our environment, our fears and other emotions; the types of
activities we choose; the tife-style we create; the food we eat; our

prograJns of exercise and stress reduction" (p. 11).
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oychtwald (L9771, in his book called Bodymind, assumes that 'the

shape of the physical body is reflective of the psychological body that

is housed within it" (p. 27). The linkages he proposes are a result of

his extensive personal observations rather than the result of a

sysbematic scientific study. Dychtwald describes five nnjor splits

which may occur in the body-mind¿ rLghL/Ieft, [opþo[tom, frontþack,

headþody, and torso/limbs. To determine whether people have one of

these splits it is necessary to look at their overall proportions and

patterns of movements. "Different preferences and gualities will be

reflected in the structure and functions of the top and bottom halves

as well as the right and left halves of the bodymind' (Dychtwald, L977,

p. 39). Dychtwald compares the way we mold our body-minds to the way

in which a football team functions. Like a football player, we locate

the position which best utilizes our strengths and abilities. "Al1 the

working out and practicing we do, whether it is purely physical or

purely emotional, tends to mold our bodyminds in ways that are

simultaneously expressive and definitive of ourselves and our unique

life positionsn (Dychtwald, 1977, p. 39).

Dychtwald (1977 ) also describes bhe various meanings suggested by

the way each body part is held, seeing each part as a metaphor of the

¡nrsonality. For example, he sLabes that massive, over-muscled legs

suggest a person who has difficulty with change, movement, and

spontenaity. A receding jaw usually is indicabive of withheld sadness

or anger, while a jaw protruding forward reflects a defianl attitude.

Dychtwald believes that feelings we have repressed may become lodged in

various muscle tissues. Because specific feelings tend to col-lect in
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similiar areas of people's bodies, each specific body part has certain

emobional memories and feelings associated with it.

Kurtz and Prestera (1976), in their book The Bodv Reveals: An

Illustrated Guide to the Psvcholoqv of the Bodvr also correlate

physical attributes and psychological characteristics. Their premise

is that neach Part, due to its unique place in the functioning of the

organisn, reveals something different about our total structural,

mental, and emotional ¡ntternsn (p. 42). The body comes to reflect

what the heart feels and the mind believes, revealing the total being.

l,ike Oychtwald, bhey describe what may be indicated psychologically by

the various structural configurations of the body. A valuable aspect

of their presentation is the series drawings showing the various shapes

a body part may have. They indicate a normal, ideal type as well as

progressive deviations from the norm. Hov¡ever, they caution that there

are no easy formulas. Looking at individual segments is useful but

limited. Each aspect of the personality can only be understood by

interaction with that person. nWhile it is true that each part

reflects the whole, it is the dynamics of the whole that determine the

meaning of the individual segments. though the body speaks, it
must always be the whole person to whom we listenn (Kurtz & prestera,

1977, pp. 102 & 105).

King (1972) t in her dissertation calleri nan Investigation of

selected Associations Between Personality Traits anrl the Human

Muscular-skel-etal structuren, attempts to correl-ate body parts with

personality traits. Kingrs study consisted of mailing list of 47

hypothesized associations between particular body parts and personality
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lraibs to 141 recognized professional body therapists who acted as

judges to ascertain the measure of agreement for each Íbem. The

population reference hras white, middle-class, adult, and either

Anerican or British. Considering all 47 items and all the judges, the

level of agreement for the hypothesized associations was 73 percent at

the .01 leve1. King reports that there vras no significant difference

between the different body therapies in the level of agreement. she

cautions thab the results of the study indicate the beliefs of the

judges, but do not prove the truth or falsity of the specific

hypothesized associations. King concludes that the fairly high level

of agreement with the hlpothesized associations 'holds promise for the

use of body structure in understanding personality' (p. 156).

Kingrs work, as well as that of Dychtwald, and Kurtz and prestera,

can provide information abouL possible relationships between

personality characteristics and body structures. However, aJ-r their
observations are based, not on rigorous scientific research, but on the

accumulated wisdom of much observation of and experience with many

bodies. These hypothesized associat.ions do not take into account

possible cultural differences. However, they do provide a tentative

and rich picture of what the structure of the body reveals about the

personality.

E. A HOLISTIC PARÀDIGM--THE CHAKRA SYSTEM

There are a number of systems, developed in the East over a period

of thousands of yearsr which offer comprehensive holistic paradigms
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describing how the body functions. Acupuncture and yoga are two of

these systems which explain Ehe functioning of the body in terms of

energy movement (Ouke, 1972¡ Mann, L973; Vtors1ey, 1982).

The chakra system is another ancient holistic construct which

incorporaÈes the full spectrum of existence and consciousness. It is a

rich psychological and transpersonal paradigm based on an energy mo6e1

of the body. since all therapies have their place within this

¡nradigm, it provides a useful means for comparing and evaluating the

various therapies. 'The chakra system offers psychology the

opportunity to become an integrated science" (Kraft, 1978, p. Il).
According to ancient Hindu literature, a powerful energy,

Kundalini energy' flows within the interior of the spine from the base

of the anus to the top of the head (Leadbeater, Ig7gl. T\.ro other

important energy channels having to do with male (Ida) and female

(pingala) life forces begin at the base of the spine and coil up the

spine, crisscrossing at seven major locations (see figure I). Each of

these intersections is called a chakra, a sanskrit word meaning

'wheeln. According to people who can see such things, the chakras are

described as fast moving vortices of energy composed of nshifting

colors, sounds, and densities, rather like liquid convolvulus flowers

or the surface shape of water spiraling in a whirlpool' (Schwarz, L978,

p. 90).

chakras can be viewed as the centres through which energy is

received and transmibted as it moves in and out of the body. 'Each

chakra has a characteristic color and frequency of vibration associated

with bhe guality of bhe energy it is concerned with" (Schwarz, 1980, p.
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13). There is a progression in the frequency of vibration of the

chakras with the lowest vibrabion coming from the first chakra at the

base of lhe spine and the highest vibration coming from the seventh

chakra at the top of the head. Each chakra al-so relates to specific

areas of behavior as well as emotional and psychological development.

Furthermore, each chakra relates to one of the seven rnajor glands of

the body in a way not yet understood by science (see Figures II & III).
As Breux (1981) writes, 'each chakra has a special relationship with a

particular inner realm and psychological function, and supplies vital
energy to specific physical organs, endocrine glands, and nerve

ganglian (p. 263).

Because the chakras are seen as reflecting our mental, physical,

emotional, and spiritual condit.ion at any given point in time, it is
said to be possible to ascertain a person's degree of health by

observing the nature of the energy flow through the chakras. lühile

there is always some flow of energy through the chakras as long as a

person is alive, the flow may not be balanced. Both an excessive and a

deficient flow of energy may lead to disease. Accorrling to schwarz

(1978), nunderactivity Iof the chakrasl represses atl bodily functions

because the organs are not fueled well enough to work properly.

overactivity burns up the nutrients that feed the organs. rn either
case the effect is the same: we äo not receive the nourishment we neerl

to continue to generate and be creative in our livesn (p. g9). The

object, then, is to balance and regulate bhe flow of energy through the

chakras in order "to allow the life force to flow uninterrupted

throughout the bdy, so that the organism can heal it.self and
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experience optimal health and well-beingn (Koenig, 1981, p. 45).

1.he chakras are described as highly complex and intricate. Rama

et al. (1976) give some idea of the richness inherenb in these energy

centres:

The intuiLions and understandings of literature, of art, of

mythology, of religous slmbolism, of physiology, physics and

metaphysics all come together at a central focus in the centers of

consiousness called the chakras. All understanding is distilled
here. . by immersing oneself in this inner experience, an

understanding of the coordination between the various aspects of

oneself and the universe begins to grow. . each center pulls

together different aspects of the external and inner worlds into a

coordinated, but difficult to describe, whole (pp. 224-225).

The location of the chakras implies a progression in the pursuit

of human develo¡xnenb and potentiat. Each progressive level needs to be

unblocked and developed before moving bo the next level.

The seven chakras are seen, not as elements to be ignored or

avoided, but rather as crealive challenges to be cultivated and

transformed. In this fashion, evolution through the chakras and

the various powers and attributes that each chakra represents can

be seen as the naturar and organic developnent of humàn rife
through its various levels of consciousness and bodymind awareness

(Dychtwald, 1977, p. 88).

The first chakra, called the base or root chakra, is located in

the anal region at the base of bhe spine. It is the seat of the

physical life force known as the kundalini. The base chakra
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influences sexual activity and creativity, as well as the male-female

sex glands. Thus, it affecbs sex drive as well as reproduction and

secondary sexual characteristics. This chakra has to do with basic

needs for survival and serf-preservation. people whose energy is

blocked in this chakra may be fearful of being physically or

psychologically hurt by others, or may be inclined to strike out anci

hurt others in sofiìe vray. such people have difficulty giving and

receivingr tending to hoard and possess that which they contact.

"tnotionally and psychologically, this chakra is concerned with the

most primitive fears and the most extreme degrees of pathologyn (Rama

et ar., 1976, p. 229). when the energy of this chakra is flowing

freely, the procreative energy which is transmuted by this centre ncan

be used to enhance all forms of creative activity, personal growth,

health, healing, intuition, and intelligencen (Gunther, 19g3, p. 19).

The polarity of this chakra is between annihilation and survival,
attacked and attacker, or the devil and the divine. A slmthesis of

these porarities results in a quarity of earthiness and solidity.
The anal region has to do with taking in, processing, and giving

out. According to Freurl, the anal stage of development is cruciar in
progressing to healthy emotional maturity. People who have difficulty
being free-f1owing, spontaneous, and creative often express their
tensions in the anal area. lhis may result in the buttocks being held

tight and chronically contracted, the pelvis froor being drawn up, or

tension in the stomach and rower back. 'This armoring seems to

suggest that unresolved anal conflicts and unhealbhy survival-level
interactions will hamper further developnent and maturation as the
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life energies ascend through the bodymind' (Dychtwald, L977, p. 97).

Sullivan has dealt with the experience of being dominated by the

energies and consciousness of the first chakra when he describes the

psychotic experience of being preoccupied with the fear of

annihilation while living in a paranoid world (Rama et al ., Lg76) . A

therapy, such as behaviorism which works towards the systematic

desensitizatiion of phobias, is also linked to this chakra.

The second chakra, called the spleen chakra, is located midway

between the pubis and the navel. This chakra is connected to the

liver, spleen, and ¡nncreas--organs which have to do with digestion,

metabolism, immunity to disease, and the detoxification of poisons.

Located near the sexuar organs, the spleen chakra has to do with

sexuar and sensual pleasure as well as the survival of the species.

Healthy sexual functioning is a sign of vitality in this area, while a

preoccupation with sexual experiences and sensual pleasures

characterizes people whose energv is blocked here. A sign of problems

in this area is when another person is seen as na sexual object rather

than as a companion, friend, competitor, or as someone to be feared as

was the case when the first chakra was predominantn (Rama et â1.,

1976, p. 222),

The polarity of this chakra has to do with maleness and

femaleness. rts synthesis involves becoming aware of, prizing, and

incor¡rcrabing the characteristics of the opposite sex each one of us

has.

The psychology of Freud, Jung, and Reich relates to the genital

chakra. Freud viewed all motivation as based on sexuality, wilh the
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highest stage of developrnent being the genital stage. Jungr both a

colleague and competitor of Freud, dealt with the integration of the

anima, the feminine side of the man, and animus, the masculine side of

lhe r.roman. Both the anima and animus archetypes are usually

repressed. Thus, a major goal of Jungrs therapy is the intrapersonal

and inberpersonal integration of one's maleness and femaleness. Both

Jung and Freud believed human nature to be bisexual. Reich, who was

also strongly influenced by Freud, held that "sexual consciousness and

release suggested the highest of all possible develo¡xnents in the

human organism' (Dychtwald, L977, p. 108).

The Ehird chakra, the solar plexus chakra, located just above

t.he navel, is related to the adrenal glands which strongly influence

the sympathetic nervous system, heartbeat, digestion, muscular energyt

and circulation of the blood. This chakra comprises the centre of

emotion and power. It has to do with the polarities of domination and

submission, superiority and inferiority. Peop1e whose energy in this

area is unblocked are able to accept their feelings as well as the

feelings of others. They can be dlmamic and assertive with their own

povJer without dominating others. Blockage in this area leads to

attempt.s to dominate and control others, seeing them as either

superior or inferior to oneself.

Àdlerian psychology focuses primarily on the third chakra (Dass,

1971; Rama et â1., 1976). Adler believeci that Èhe feelings of

inadequacy and inferiority experienced as a result of one's childhood

experience of relative helplessness results in attempts to overcome

the feeling of inferiority by gaining superiority. He saw people as
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being overly concerned wibh issues of power, competition, domination

and adeguacy' attempting to mask feelings of inferiority by creating a

pseudo sense of suPerioritY.

The fourth chakra leaves the instinctual and material areas of

life, moving to a concern which transcends the individual. The heart

chakra, which is located in the centre of the chest slightly above the

diaphragm, is the transiLion point between the lower and upper

chakras, and represents the polarity between oners lower and higher

natures as well as the polarities existing between bhe right and left
sides of the body. This chakra, the centre of nurLurance, is

associated with feelings of love, compassion, and empathy. It is 'the

source of boundless love and compassion, rather than one dimensional

sexual or sentimental romatic passionn (Gunther, 1983, p. 2ll. The

heart chakra influences the thlmus grand and the lymphatic system

whose funct.ion is to help the body resist disease.

Blockage in the area of the heart chakra is expressed through a

self-protectiveness which results in muscular armoring used to defend

against hurt or attack. However, this armoring also traps feelings of

warmth and caring inside. A free flow of energy through the heart

chakra is characterized by the ability to express empathy,

sensiLivity, compassion, and selfless love. This 1ove can be

described as 'the unrestricted experience of life. Its existence is

continuous, but we experience it only to Ehe degree that þ¡e have

allowed our bodyminds to be opêrìr integrated, and bal-ancedo

(oychtwald, L977, p, 150).

Rogerian therapy, with its emphasis on 'unconditionaL positive
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regard'r, non-judgementalness, and empathy, is related to the heart

chakra (nama et al., 1976). Bioenergetics is al-so associated with

this chakra since its goal is to integrate heart, mind, and genitars,

and enable love to flow from the heart (Lowen, 1975).

The fifth chakra, bhe bhroat chakra, is situated in bhe throat,

the area where food and air are received by the body. This chakra

affects the thyroid gland which regulates metabolism, the balance of

the nervous system, and muscular contror. physiorogically and

psychologically, the throat chakra has to do with accepting and

receiving nurture.

V'lhen consciousness is first focused at the throat chakra, onef s

role is still that of the receiver of 'grace'. The ability to

receive grace is a step above the capacities of the heart chakra

where one is limited to being compassionate, to sharing as a

separate being with a rimited other. Now, instead, one is able to

accept from an inner, unlimited source. Eventual]_y, through the

experience of receiving this grace, one's consciousness moves

towards the next center (the one above the throat chakra) and the

realization thab giver and receiver are one begins to dawn (Rama

et aI., 1976, p. 262).

The throat chakra is the first "spiritualn chakra since it is the
point at which people start to comprehend their rerationship to
themselves as well as the universe. The ego longs and searches for
growth, greater potential, and "nurturance from aboven (nama et êI.,
1976, p. 257). The polarity of this chakra is between being crosed or
open to one's higher self. Its synthesis has to do with the ability to
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grow and evolve'

The psychology of Maslow (1954, 1968, 1971) relates bo this

chakra. In fact, there is remarkable simitarity between Maslow's

conceptualizations of human develo¡xnent and the chakra system (Rama et

aL., L9761. Maslow views people as possessing a heirarchy of needs

ranging from such basic needs as food, shelter, sleep, sex, safety, and

security, to the higher needs for love, esteem, and belonging. Vlhen

these fundamental needs are realized, a still higher order of needs for

growth and developtnent emerges. These needs for beauty, truth,

goodness, justice, meaning, order, simplicity, perfection,

self-sufficiency, and transcendence, come out of an intrinsic

motivation every one has to become whole self-actualizing persons.

The sixth chakra, the brow chakra, is located between and slightly

above the space between the eyebrows in the centre of the forehead--the

area known as nthe third eyen. According to the ancients, this centre

influences the pineal gland. However, it may also involve the

pituibary gland, which affects all of the other endocrine glands. The

developnent of heightened self-awareness and ex¡nnded mental powers is

involved here, as is the ability to see intuitively in ways physical

eyes cannot see. This intuition

is a stable, reliable function of the higher leve1s of

consciousness and awareness from which a wider range of

information is accessible. There intellect and emotion flow

together and become integrated, permitting a new kind of knowing

which both depends on and promotes self-realization.

Intuition unquestionably comes from the highest source of
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knowledge. It dawns bit by bit with the growth of consciousness

(nama et al., 1976, p. 265).

At the level of developnent of 'the third êyê'r an increasingly

intense recognition of the unity of all things energes. 'Here is the

source of ecstacy, extrasensory perception, clairvoyance,

clairaudience, heightened intuition, and the paranormal ponrrers"

(Gunther, 1983, p. 23). This is the gateway to the npsychic" anri

mystical realms. Recent ¡nrapsychological research suggesbs the

presence of additional senses and abitities open to us (nama et ê1.,

L976). These heightened capacities have to do with the sixth chakra.

The polarity invorved here has to do with the right (rda) and left
(eingala) aspects of Ehe personality. Integration of these polarities

results in an inner vision as well as access to inbuition.

The seventh chakra, the crown chakra, is located ab the top of the

head. rt is connected to the pineal gland, which was thought by bhe

ancients to be the seat of the soul. Medically, however, the pineal

gland seeÍìs to have no function. rt "atrophies in most people by the

age of thirteen because it is not used. Indeed it cannot be used until
all the other energy centres are baranced and fully functioningn

(Schwarz, 1978, p. 95). The crovJn chakra is associated with the

highest levet of human develo¡xnent. "rn mystic lore, when the rower

energies are balanced, refined, and raised to this region known as

cosmic consciousness, unconditional enlightenment beyond name, form,

thought, or rationar experience takes prace. rt is this highest

freguency that is the source of the halo bhat surrounds the head of

spiritually evolved beingsn (Gunther, 1983, p. 24), At this 1evel,
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awareness is expanded to the point that transcends words and all
distinctions having to do with ordinary consciousness are meaningless.

trxperience is characterized by a ncosmic consciousnessn, a complete

oneness with the universe. since this chakra transcends the

limitations of the psyche, it goes beyond modern psychol0gy. However,

this highest of chakras provides a vantage point and a

key to a framework in which the functioning of the mind becomes

intelligibre, and aJ-l aspects of experience can be integrated into
a unified theory. Furthermore, the nature of this state is so

fundamentar to the nature of man's being that to be compJ_etely

successful any psychol0gical theory must at least be compatible

with its existence (Rama et al., 1976, p. 272).

A study which points to the objective existence of the chakras was

done by Hunt, Massey, Vüeinberg, Bruyere, and Hahn (Ig77). By making an

EMG recording of the major chakra points in conjunction with the verbal
descriptions of an naura readern while subjects were being "Rolfedn, it
became possible to correlate different wave forms with the different
colors in the various chakra rocations. This study concluded that
chakras freguently were the colors described in the metaphysical
literature, chakra activity was related to the content of a person,s
imagery, inciividual chakra patterns r¡rere apparent, an<l certain chakras
were related.

F. AN ENERGY MODEL

Given that the chakra paradigm is based on a view of the body as
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an energy system, a brief discussion of the energy model is in order.

fhe concept of an energy field existing in conjunction with the

material, empirical world is a pervasive belief which extends into

antic¡:ity. Many ancient systems of healing assert thab there is one

fundamental energy which gives life to the organismic and from which

all other bodily functions are born' (grint, 1981, p. 40). This energy

was called 'Chi' or nQin by the Chinese, "Prana' by the Hindus,

"Orenda" by the American Indians, 'Manan by the pollmesians,

'bioplasma" by Russian researchers, and "Orgonen by wilhelm Reich (Rama

eb a1., L976). western science has not widely accepted the concept of

biological energy, and the subtlety of this energy has made it
difficult to be empirically verified. However, Eastern systems, such

as yoga and acupuncture, provide a comprehensive heirarchical

description of how energy operales both intrapersonarly ancj in bhe

external world (Duke, 1972¡ Mann, L973; Worsley, 1982).

Energy circulates through the body as a dlmamic force in constant

flux. such a concept of energy is essentially eguivarent to what is
described as 'lifeo. Chang (1978) declares that "for all practical

purposes, it can be state<i that life is an indicalion of energy within

the body" (p. 46). Although inanimate matter appears to be completely

solid, it is energy which contains the electrons, neutrons, and protons

within each atom. rnanimate matter, then, is seen within the energy

model as merely energy at a different rate of vibration than that of

other forms of life. As a result, it is assumed that 'energy is

the absolute basis for all forms of life and matter in the universen

(Chang, 1978, p. 46).
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An assumption of the energy r¡cde1 is that energy flovrs freely in a

healthy body (Bauman, 1982). For this to happen, all the energy

centres, the chakras, need bo be functioning in a balanced free state

which permits the energy to flow unimpeded. The condibion of the

chakras is crucial because "through their interrelation and interaction

with all the endocrine glands, Ithey1 maintain norrnal function of a1l

bhe bodyrs organsn (Schwarz, 1980, p. 18). Energy is composed of

opposites, such as yin and yang, feminine and masculine, negative and

positive, or inward and outward. since these opposites are

inseparable, one cannot exist wiLhout the other. Both are necessary

for movement. rn a person who has a healthy flow of energy the

opposites are in a balanced state of equilibrium or homeostasis.
oBalance is the natural state of the universen (Mitler , L975, p. g5).

A second assumption is that the flow of energy can be slowed or

blocked by attibudes and feelings, and that this results in damage to
the body. !,thiIe the chakras can never be totally blocked as long as

life exists, they can be blocked bo the extent that only a small amount

of energy may get through. 'rf one of the chakras slows down in its
actions, if it is in a state of inertia, the energy frow is impeded and

organs will begin to show signs of illness. . one way of looking at

illness is to characterize it as stagnant energy, energy that is not

being heightened and transformed' (Schwarz, 1990, pp. Ig & g5).

Disease may occur when energy flow is excessive, deficient, or poorly

modulated in a part of the body (Worsley, l9B2).

Dr. Kargulla (L974), a neuropsychiatrist who has extensively

studied the abitity of a 'sensitive' to "readn the energy fields of the
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human bodyr discovered bhat the sensitive could accurately diagnose

physical maladies by being able to observe the energy patLerns of

paùienbs. This sensibive was also able bo predict illnesses due to the

energy irnbalance which preceded the physical ailment because nthe

energy field seen in the envelo[Þ surrounding the human organism is a

modified form of the energy flowing inside the body' (pierrakos, I974a,

p. 62). Kargulla (1974) states that "any disturbance in the physical

structure itself is preceded and later accompanied by disturbances in

this energy body or fieldn (p. 161).

À third assumption is thab withheld or brocked energies are

located aE specific places in the body. we can trap energy by holciing

on to some part of it and not allowing it to flow freely. The places

in our body where energy is static may feer inert, dark ¡ ot heavy

rather than loving, lightr or comp].ete. while people may hold

different energies in their own unique locations, they Lend to store

their particular emotions in similar parts of their bodies. For

example, sadness may be held near the heart, while fear may be held in
the belly. nPraces that. hold energies are separated as if by a warl

from the natural flow in the rest of the body. Whenever an energy

occupies space in the flesh, no other vibration can pass through.

Thereforer rdhen you hold energies, your body's total capacity for

channeling energy is diminished" (t'tiIIer, L975, p. 89).

oychtwald (1977) compares the flow of energy to the flow of a

river whose path is determined by the rocks, vegetation, and debris in
its path. rn bhe saÍìe wâyr the emotional blocks and unexpressed

feelings structure the way our energy flows. Each part of our body can
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restrict the flow of energy, resulting in an accumulation of energetic

debris at the site of the blockage. Àn accumulation of this sort

results in stress, armoring, and an increased propensity to ill health

and disease. A jamming of the central- nervous system may occur which

resul-ts in nchattern in the mind (Kurtz & Prestera, 1976).

Energy is trapped by both muscle tension and mental tension.

Fearful and anxious preoccupations consume large amounts of energy.

Much energy is al-so wasteci in attempting to keep troubling issues out

of awareness. while an enormous amount of energy is available to üsr

we often use only a fraction of it due to our unwillingness to give up

control of all that we are repressing (Tiller , 1974),

SLiMMARY

Àn approach to social work which operates from an ecological

perspective observes the behavior of people in theír environments from

a systemic viewpoint. Íhis systemic perspective can be used by social

workers to analyze the macro leve1s of a person in society or the micro

levels of the intrapersonal. This is because, due to the nature of

systems, a progression of different levels of varying degrees of

complexity may be simultaneously operative.

This chapter has presented a view of the person as a complex

inLerpray of interconnected and interdependent parts. The

intellectual, physiological, social, psychologicar, and spiritual
aspects of a person can be separated for the purpose of discussion, but

are functional parts of an indivisible whole. The chakra paradiqm is
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one vJay of ordering the progression of some of the layers which make up

this whole. neginning with the most basic needs of a person, it

systematically moves to the level of cosmic consciousness. This

holistic way of conceptualizing people has many ramifications in terms

of our view of health and pathology as well as how we intervene in the

lives of our clients. The next chapt.er describes a variety of

therapies, loosely designated as "body therapies", which are based on a

holistic view of the person. Further chapters discuss the issues this
perspective and these Eherapies present to the profession of social

work.
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CHAF{TER TV^¡O

LITERÀTURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the literature on nine body therapies:

Reichian therapy, Bioenergetics, the Alexancier t.echniqr.re, the

Feldenkrais method, Structural Integration, Focusing, Prima,l- therapy,

polarity therapy, and Spontaneous Body Experiencing. These therapies

are considered in terms of their central concepts, views of health and

sickness, goals, and therapeutic processes. Special note is made of

how they fj-t within the energy morlel and the chakra system. A critique

of each therapy is also presented.

A. REICHTAN THERAPY

Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957), an Austrian psychoanalyst, was

initially an enthusiastic follower and devoted colleague of Freud.

However' by the late 1920rs, Reich's controversial theories resultecl in

his breaking with Freud. After a number of years of exile in Euro¡.re as

a refugee from Nazi Germany, Reich settled in the U.S.A. in 1939, where

he began his life work with norgonen energy. nuring the early fifties
he became labeled as a quack. In 1954 he was sued by the Food and Drug

Administration for mislabeling his orqone accumulator as a cure for

cancer. Following a t.ragic series of events, Reich was imprisoned and

died in a penitentiary in 1957, a tired and bitter man (Mann, 1974).

Reich is consiriered to be the father of npst present day body

oriented and deeply emotional therapies (Hoff, 1978). nMany of the
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most popular growth technigues . are in a way direct descenciants of

the Reichian approach to the bodymind for within each of these

approaches lives a deep appreciation for the inberconnectedness of

mind, bdy, and emotionsn (Dychtwald, 1977, p. 109). While Reich began

from a Freudian perspective, his work took him far beyond Freud and .1eci

him into keen conflict with the psychoanal.ytic establishnent.

Central concepts

The fundamental assumption undergirding Reichian therapy is that
omind and body constitute a functionaL unity. Both function on

the basis of biologicaL laws' (Reich, 1973, p. 379), This concept of
physical and psychological unity means that ego structure and bodily
attiLude, as well as cltaracter and muscular armoring, are funct.i-onal-1y

identical. A corollary of this assumption is thaL. past and present are

not dichotomous: "The entire world of past experience lis] embodied in
the present in the form of character attitudes. A person's character

is the functional sum total of all past experiences' (neich, Ig73, p.

14s).

A second concept central bo Reichian therapy is the function of
the orgasm in sexual fulfillment. Reich, like Freud, believed that
repressed sexual energy is the basis of neurosis. Reich assumed that a

full orgasmic discharge riri the body of excess energy, leaving it no

energy to support neurosis. He characterized a full orgasm as an

inrnense buitd-up of energy followed by a total involuntary convulsive

discharge which feels pleasurable and satisfying. 'rn the orgasm, we

are nothing but a pulsating mass of pJ-asmn (neich, 1973, p. 34g). rf
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the orgasmic release is incomplete, perhaps due to orgasm anxiety or

chronic arrnoringr surplus sexual energl¡ becomes pent-up. This nsexual

stasis', having nowhere else to go, becomes t.ranslated int.o neurotic

symptoms. These neurotic symptoms or defenses militate against the

free expression of orgasmic energy, and so a vicious cycle is set up.

Reich's formulabion about body ancl characLer armor colnprises a

third basic concept. Reichfs observations lhat psychoemotional blocks

and conflicts become lodged in the muscular tissue of the body as "body

armor" was perhaps his most important discovery (Kraft, 1978). Body

armor is a protective muscular shell used to defend the person against

harm or hurt from the outsíde as well as protect against painful or

fearful internal emotions. The thicker the armor, the less the ftow of

feeling anci life t.hrough the person an<i the weaker the orgasmic refler.

This armoring can be built up throughout life, start.lng with the

suppression of childhood impulses. It results fro¡n specific evenLs

over time: 'Every muscular rigidity contains the history and meaning

of its originn (Reich, 1973, p. 300). Reich described seven segments

in the body where armoring most frequently occurs: the ocular, oral,

cervical, thoracic, diaphramic, abdominal, and pelvic areas.

While muscular armoring is the physical aspect, character armoring

is the psychic as¡:ect of the complete defense system. These two

aspects operate Eogether, for 'the psychic structure is at the same

tine a biophysiological structuren (Reich, 1973, pp. 300-30f).

Reich described three levels of personality. At the center of

onefs being is 'a core of natural, self-regulaling orgone energy or

primary drives which, if allowed to function smoothry, deverops the
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organism into a rational, decent, and loving human beingn (Corey, 1980,

p. 3l). Reich viewed people who express this core as basically 9ood,

and rational, moving tovrards wholeness, gentleness, corunUnity, and a

loving passion. Around the core is a middle layer made up of a complex

of defense mechanisms and secondary drives. !,lhen the natural primary

impulses toward love and growth are suppressed, that whí.ch is "eviln or

"destructive" emerges. nHuman problems come from frozen energÞ/--energy

bhab is held, darrned up, restrained from pulsing out its rhythms and

transmitting its life wisdom into our actionsn (Grow, 1978, p. 208).

Around the middle layer of the personality is the third layer, the

personal facade, comprised of family, social, and cultural expectations

and mores that a person presents bo the world.

View of health and illness

Health, for Reich, is orgastic potency, a total body experience

which includes love, tenderness, spontaneity' sensuality, and

effortless rhythmic friction. nlnvoluntary bioenergetic convulsion of

the organism and the complete resolution of the excitation are the more

importanb characteristics of orgastic potency (Reich, 1942, p. 95).

The orgasrn maintains health when it discharges all the personrs excess

energy.

Reich's (1973) utopian ideal for pople is embodied in his

description of the 'genital character". Such a person is 'conspicuosly

good and gentlen (p. t5g) with a "simple and natural attibude

toward the world, toward one's own experience, [and] toward other

people" (p. 183). C,eni[al characters are free self-regulating
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individuals who are in harmony with themselves because they have

eliminated "the struggle against an instinct which, though inhibit.ed,

was constantly obtruding itselfn (p. 180). They possess a natural

self-confidence based on sexual potency. For genital characters,

sexuality is not seen moralistically, but as an experience of pleasure.

Work becomes pleasureable and there develops a ngrowing irmnersion in

social acbiviby to which one Iis] fulty comnitted' (p. ]76).

Reich (1973) believed thaL sexual stasis is the root cause of mosb

disease

The disturbance of genitality is the slmptom of the

neurosis. The severity of every form of psychic ilrness is
directly related to the severity of Lhe genital disturSance. The

prospects of cure and the success of the cure are directly
dependenb u¡ron the possibirity of establishing the capacity for

full genital gratificabion (p. 110 & 96).

thus, for Reich health and neurosis are intimately linked to sexual_

funct ioning.

Reichian therapy focuses mcre on hearth than on illness, more on

the cause of the probrem than on the slnnptom. The main task of the

therapist is 'to find out and correct all that disturbs the central
basis of health . [and] to heat the damage to the central life
functions' (Raknes , LgTor pp. 168 & 169). This approach is compabible

with that of the holistic health movement.

Goals

The ultimabe goal of Reichian therapy is to 'dissolve neurotic
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character structure and muscular armoring at the deepest biological

levels, to restore free, natural energy flow, and, finally, to

establish rfull orgastic potencyr--the ability to build up and release

full energy at the n¡oment of orgasm" (itoff, 1978, p. 205). To do this,

the armoring process must be reversed. Às the armor is dissolved bhe

layers of repressed enotions are progressively rel-easeri and drained

off, starting wiLh the most recent layers and moving Lowarrls the

earliest layers of repression. While there is cathartic riischarge as

the armoring is shed, Reich believe<i this discharge to be an incomplete

goal of therapy. Catharsis needs to be combined with insight so that

the defenses will be less readily reconsLituted. Reich ultimately came

to believe that., because liberated people cannot thrive in a repressive

society, to change people musL also mean to change society (Caspary,

1983).

Therapeutic process

rn neichian therapy, an accurate biopsychiabric diagnosis is

essential so as to understand the structure of a person's armor (Koniar

1975). rn the initial interview the therapist ascertains the

presenting problem, the level of past functioning, and a history of the

client's sexual functioning.

Deep breathing and deep massage of spastic areas are two major

technigues used by Reichian therapists. The two done in conjucbion

with each ob,her are a ¡nwerful route into the unconscious and can

produce strong emotional release. Because the face is a prominent area

of emotional expression, the armoring in this area is attacked by
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working with facial expressions. Obher technigues involve pushing down

on the chest while the crient exhales or screams, working with the gag

teflex, maintaining 'stress positions', and engaging in active

"bioenergetic' movements together with breathing and sounds.

Although he used 'unorthodox" techniques to facilitate catharbic

release and reduce rigidity and tension, Reich continued to use nnny of

ühe principles of psychoanalytic therapy. He stressed the importance

of insight, interpretation, and cognitive restructuring. He sav\¡ that

defenses 'are labyrinthine and require complex strategies for

dissolution rather than simple breaching through girmnickry" (t¡icols &

zax, 1973, p. 107). He believed that both body work and character

analysis are indispensable and conplementary. 'The body work gives

teeth to the character work, but it is the character-analytic

understanding that gives the whole process of the therapy intelligence,

meaning, and direction. without this understanding, no matter hou¡

forcefully and diligently the body work is pursued, the therapy will
bog down and founder at every turnn (Hoff, L979, p. 2f1). While

verbalization is a crucial aspect of lherapy, Reich stressed the value

of working non-verbally, because words are often used to block affect.

View of Energy

Reich's highly controversial view of energy is centrar to his
therapy as ryelI as to his world view. To him, the entire universe is a

dynamic force field of primordial life energy which he termed the

"cosmic orgone oceann. This ocean, which encompasses atr time and

space, is manifested in the smallest of atomic particles as well as the
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largest of galaxies. iThe atom is cosmic energy released from matter,

while matter is cosmic energy converted into form or struct.ure. Tt

fol1ows, then, that the structure of the living cell is an expression

of cosmic energy. . People are energy and energy is peoplen (Corey,

1980, p. 29). This cosilric energy, which is fluid, self-regulating, anrl

self-governing, guicles all processes for growth in the universe.

Because Reich believed that Lhis cosmic life energy is

predictable, functioning by definite laws or principles throughout. the

life cycle, he established what he called the "common functioning

principlen. Reich postulated that this primary life principle consists

of a continuous four beat ¡nttern of tension-charge-discharge-rest.

Energy builds until the charge ¡æaks, at which point there is an energy

discharge, a state of rest ensues, and the cycle repeats itself. When

a person is healthy, this four-beat ¡nttern inv..rlving cont.raction and

expansion functions smoothly and continuously, provi.tiing a constant

fruid flow of energy to Ehe body. This natural flow of life energy was

called "streaming" by Reich.

Hnotional expression was seen by Reich as a manifestaLion of the

energDz of the body. Consciousness or self-awareness results from

experience of an intense flow of bioenergy. Reich believed that people

have an innate yearning to becore merged and reunited with the cosmic

energy.

Reichrs view of character developnent stermned from his

conceptualization about the role of energy. He assumed that the core

of an infant is pure orgone energy which expresses itself in natural

needs, feelings, and impulses. If the infantfs needs are met and it is
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permitted to express itsel-f freely and not have its feelings stifled,

ib can develop healthily. However, character defenses arise when the

natural needs of the child conflict with external prohibilions. This

results in a blocking of energy and the beginning of armoring. Reich,s

premise was that the more naburally a person functions, Lhe more fluicj

will be the flow of energy, anri the npre healthily anri ¡rositiveJ.y such

a person will be able to interact- with the environment.

Reichian therapy, based on an energy model, is a powerful t.herapy

which has had a strong influence on the body therapy movement. Hoff

(1978) claims that this therapy

provides quicker, surer access to areas of the unconscious that

used to be virtually inaccesible. Profound, convulsive emotional

releases, and even repressed memories from the earliest periods of

life, emerge spontaneously, without special effort, simply as a

by-product of the throughgoing softenir.rg of the resistance. The

free-flowing energy that has been liberated pushes into the

remaining blocks, further weakening them, and setting in mobion a

process of spontaneous dissolution of armoring that ultimateì.y

reaches down to the deepest levels of biological functioning, and

paves the way for the full develo¡xnent of the orgasn refrex (p.

2L0).

The associated chakra

Because of his overarching focus on the function of the orgasm,

Reich is concerned primarity with the second chakra which has to do

with sexual and sensual pleasure.
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A critigue

The enormous value of the Reichian system is the develo¡xnent of

lechnigues to release deeply held energy, thus allowing people access

to their most repressed bodily feelings (Dublin, 1976a). These

technigues place this therapy at. the forefront of the human potential

rpvement' where personal growth is the objective and new approaches and

techniques are eagerly sought (Xel1ey, 1972). However, Reich's major

weakness lies in his obsession with the orgasm. The problems of people

in our culture are so great that they cannot be comprehended or dealt

with solely on the basis of developing an adequate orgasm reflex

(Lowen, 1976b). The orgasm is only one activity among a complex,

multi-faceted array of human experiences. The criterion for successful

treatment being the achievement of a low-grade orgasmic reflex during

the therapy hour is very limiting. Such an achievemenL i.'; no guarant.ee

that people will be able to attain consummatory orgasms with their

lovers. Reich puts too little stress on Èhe interpersonal nature of

healthy, exciting lovemaking. He almost completely overlooks the

psychological and emotional aspects of intimacy.

Furthermore, the emphasis on the orgasmic discharge of energD¡ as

the only cure for neurosis is a ¡nnacea which dismisses altogether the

higher needs of people as described by Maslow. nThe orthodox Reichian

point. of view not onry dismisses growth-motivated needs, but, in

addition, dismisses psychological kinds of deficiency-motivated needs

as somehow irrerevant to the whole process of freeing oneserf from

one's psychopathologicar hangupsn (Brown, 1973, p. 109). Brovm (1973)

further challenges the notion bhat the purpose of armoring is to
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prevent the full experience of the orgasm reflex, and that. armoring

mainly consists of seven rings of chronic muscular rigi,ility. According

to him, "such a conception of the body's totaL armoring masks more than

it reveals of what the true ¡ntterns of energy blockage and muscular

rigidity probably con.sist of" (p. 109).

B. BIOENERGETICS

Bioenergetics was begun by Arexander Lowen, a student of Reich.

tthile Bioenergetics is clearly and firmly based in the Reichian

tradition, there has been considerable variance from some of Reich's

basic principles (Lowen, I976a). For example, Lowen does not follow

the Reichian pattern of dissolving the seven rings of nuscle armoring,

starbing from the head and proceecling downwarcl to the pelvis. Lowen

places less ernphasis on direct body conbact nethods L.han does Reictr,

relying more on do-it-yourself tlpe of exercises. verbal analysis is
more highly stressed. Also, there is a shift from Reich's overarching

emphasis on orgastic potencyr to pleasure as the therapeutic goal.

Vlhile analysis of sexual conflict is a satient goal of Bioenergetics,

the sane preoccupation around sex that Reichian therapy has is not

present (Lowen, 1965).

Central concepts

Lowen and Lowen (1977) broadly describe Bioenergetics as 'a form

of therapy that combines work with bhe body and the mind to herp people

resol-ve their emotional problerns and realize more of their potent.ial
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for pleasure and joy in livingn (p. 5). Bioenergetics is based on

three nain interrelated components: energy, character, and grounding.

Reichrs thinking is permeated by the concept of libido, or

biological energy he called orgone. The concept of energy is also

central to Bioenergetics. Lowen's (1975) basic assumption i.s that
nenergy is involved in all the processes of life--ín noving, feeling,

and thinking--and that these processes would come to a stop if the

supply of energy to the organism were seriously interruptedn (p. 64).

KeÌeman (1976) compares people to a nhuge energy chamber that receives,

transforms and discharges (externalizes or redistributes) energy wl.ich

we metabolize and convert into feelings, expressions, and movementn

(p. 193). This energy flows in and through the body in a way analagous

to the flow of bloo<l which vitalizes and cleans the trody. As it
follows various channels through the borly it- may procluce a wide variety
of emotions which riefy the boundaries of anatomy. Given that most- of
the body is either water or structured water, the movement 9f energy

may be experienced as currenLs or waves. nNerves ¡neriiate these

perceptions and coordinate responses, but the underlying impulses ancl

movements are inherent in the body's energetic charge, in its natural_

rhythms and puJ_sationsn (Lowen, 1975, p. 52). This flow of energy

through the body accounts for its al-iveness, s¡rontaneity, and emotionaf

vitality.

The energy system of the body is seen as interacting with and

being affected by a larger energy fierd. nThe energy in our bodies is
in contact and interacts with energy around us in the world and in the

universen (Lowen, 1975, p. 67). How we are affected by this rarger
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energy field depends on our own internal energy state.

Lo!,¡en believes that there needs to be a balance between the body's

energy charge and discharge. A level of energy appropriate to the

needs and demands of the body is required. If the body is to grow,

surplus energy is necessary. Breathing is central- to the charge and

discharge of energy. As Pierrakos (I974b\ writes, 'breathing j-s the

bellows of life. It can produce energy to invesL in elnotions or

can create blockage to the movement of feelingsn (pp. 99-100). Because

of the need for eguilibrium, if the energy charge of Ehe body is

increased, there must also be a greater energy discharge, perhaps

through increasing the expressiveness of the other parts of the body.

Like Reich, Lowen views disturbances in the energy flow as blocks.

these blocks, also known as nchronic muscular tension" or "deadnessn,

are noticeable in areas where the nrotility of the body is reducecl.

Such blocks are associated with disturbances in cognilion ancl

sensation. rf a feeling or attitude, such as fear, is present in the

body over a lengthy period, it may become deeply structured in the body

as part of that personfs character. 'chronic holding or tension

¡ntterns lose their effective or energetic charge and are removed from

consciousnessn (Lowen, 1975, p. 102).

A second major theme of Bioenergetics is the concept of

"grounding". Lowen found this concept so valuable that he shifted his

focus from the Reichian concentration on orgastic potency and the

orgasm reflex to a concentration on how well people are grounderj

through their legs and feet. Grounding, a prime objective of

Bioenergetics, is both a literal and figurative process. It literally
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has to do with how oners feet make contact with the earth. How this

contact is made suggesbs the degree to which a person is dependent or

independenb' confident or unsure, and constricted ot liberated.

Grounding al-so denotes an energetic process. peopre who are grounded

must be able to feer their feet touching the ground. This is only

possible if the feet contain a charge of energy and t.here is an energy

exchange bet"ween the feeL and the ground. Lowen admiLs that he does

not understand how the energy connect.ion between the ground ancj the

feet works, but emphasizes that grounding provides a safety val_ve for

the discharge of excess energy. There is also a relabionship between

the degree of grounding and the inbensity of feeling a person can

tolerate (Lowen, 1975). For Lowen (I976b) "grounding means getting a

person fulry in touch with reality: first, the reality of the grouncl

on which he stands; second, the real.ity of his body which is t.he

condition of his being a person--a somebody; third, the reality of his
sexual nature; and fourth, the reality of his life situation" (p. 43).

A third basic tenet of Bioenergetics has to do with "character'.
The formatíon of character results from a dialectical process between

the ego and the body. nThe ego image shapes the body through the

control the ego exerts over the voluntary musculature" (Lowen, 1975, p.

L44). l,ttren a person inhibits some feeling indefinitery, the ego

capitulates and the energetic charge behind the feeling is withdrawn.

The holding of the feeling becomes unconscious and the muscle remains

contracted. A resulb of Ehis process is that the expression of the

inhibited feeling becomes impossible because of the chronic spasticity
of the musculature. The suppressed feeling does not disappear, but
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remains in Ehe body beneath the realm of consciousness. Under a high

charge, such as seen in a murderous rage or hysterical outburst, it may

break forbh.

Another consequence of the inhibition of feeling is that the

energy flow of the body is progressively decreased as more material

becomes buried. Chronic muscle tension diminishes bhe depth of

breathing, which furbher reduces the energy flow. This affect:s the

person's self-image and thinking. A pattern of ndenials,

rabionalizations, and projections . . . geared to an ego ideal" (Lowen,

1975, p. 137) is employed by the psyche to avoid confronting the

suppressed feelings.

The Bioenergetic view of ¡nrsonality is a fourth central concept.

Iowen (L975) describes the personality as being comprised of four basic

J-ayers of defenses. The outer layer of the personality, the êgor

contains psychic defenses such as denial, blaming, projection, and

rationalization. The second layer, made up of the musculature,

contains the chronic muscle tensions which support the ego defenses anrl

protect against the third layer comprised of emotions. The layer of

feelings encomlnsses suppressed feelings such as rage, sadness, terror,
or despair. The core of the person, the fourth rayer, holds the

feeling to love and be loved. The goal of Bioenergetic therapy is to
penetrate and open up the outer three defensive layers so that loving

impulses can ftow from the heart.

Lowen (1967, 1975) has described five different character t¡rpes,

each with its own psychological and muscular defense patterns. The

five tlpes are called schizoid, oral, psychopathic, nasochistic, and
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rigid. Vlhile s[>ace does not permit a full discussion of these t!T)es, a

brief description of their energetic dimensions is useful.

In the schizoid character the extremities of bhe body are nor-

energized and are not connected to the ¡rerson's core. The personrs

energy is held frozen in the core by muscle tensions which prevent. the

energy from suffusing the outer ¡nrts of the body. There is a lack of

integration between the upper and lower halves of the body due to the

split in the body's energy. The oral character is energetically

undercharged. There is only a weak flow to the peripheral areas. The

psychopathic character has a disproportionate amount of energy at the

head end of the body. The energy flow downward below the diaphragm and

waist is blocked while the head is overcharged. The masochist.ic

character structure is fully charged energetically, but the charge i^s

tightly held. Because of this the peripheral areas onJ.y receive a weak

charge' thus limiting the expressiveness of the body. The movement of

energy is choked off in bhe waist and the neck. The rigiri character

allows feeling to flo¡¡r but limits its expression. The peripheral areas

of the body have a fairry strong charge, but the tension, which is
stored in the long muscles of the body, produces a degree of rigidity.
Lowen emphasizes that there are no pure character types. Atl people

employ a combination of defenses.

The result of this whole process is that the life histories of

people become indelibly imprinteti in their bodies. Just as a woodsman

can reconstruct the developnent of a t.ree by studying its grovrth rings,

so can a person trained in reading the body determine a person's

history by examining the body (l,owen, 1979).
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View of health and sickness

According bo Bioenergetics, healthy people are free of internal

barriers such as ego defenses, repressed feelings, and chronic muscular

tension. As such, they are not estranged from themselves, others, or

the natural world. They are capable of giving and receiving love since

bheir core impulses can flow from their hearts. They calì genuinely

express their feelings. They are at ease and have a sense of

well-being. A healthy person knows nthat pleasure and joy depencl on

good body feelings and . is sufficiently in touch with his body to

sense their absence and to take appropriate measures to restore themn

(Lowen, I976a, p. 185).

The healthy body nis characterized by a life of its or¡¡n. Tt has a

motility independent of ego eontrol which is manifested by the

spontaneity of iLs gesbures and vivacity of ibs expression. It h'rms,

it vibrates, it glows. IL is charged with feelingu' (Lowen, L967 | p.

209), There is a brightness to the eyes, a war¡nth to the skin, and a

gracefulness and softness of movement. The healthy person is engaged

in an on-going process of setf-discovery which involves a conrnitment to

the life of the body as well as the mind.

Health also has to do with ease of self-expression and energy

movement. Keleman (1976) defines maturity as 'the ability of the

tissue, the ability of bhe tobal organism, to be motile, take in,

contain, transform and discharge energy and substance in an ever

deepening manner" (p. 196). Kirsch (1976) adds thab 'the more the

individual perceives his own feelings and can choose the mode and

manner of self-expression, the healthier he is. the nrcre he functions
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on a self-regula[ing energy economy in contact with his body the

healthier he is' (p. 225),

Ill health or dis-ease has to do with the converse of the above

description. Strong ego defenses, as manifested in the five character

tl¡pes, energy blocksr and a withdrawal from the tife of the body are

all s!¡mptoms of itr health. The mental anri physical levels of

functioning are in conflict. According to Bloom (1977 ), the source of

most slmptoms and suffering is nthe diversion of energy away frorn

growth and creative, reality-based work and toward rmintaining

defensive patterns. v'then the body is freed the mind is freed, and vice

versa" (p. L74).

Goals

À¡'¡ overall goal of Bioenergetics is to help people "regain their
primary nature, which is the condition of being free, the state of

being graceful and the guality of being beautiful. . . . Freedom is the

absence of inner restraint to the flow of feeling, grace is the

expression of this flow in movementr while beauty is a manifestaton of

the inner harmony such a flow engenders' (Lowen, L975, p. 44). This

involves opening a person's heart to life and love and integrating body

and mind (Boadella, 1981).

A central goal is to remove brocks and attain a free flow of

energy through a cathartic experience. Through such a discharge the

traumatic experiences of infancy can be released. Bloom (Ig77) claims

that traditionar psychoanalysis and bioenergetics have the same

ultimate goal, that is, nLhe growth to maturity bhab is possibJ_e only
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h,hen psychic energy is liberated from archaic, obsolete bodily tension

¡ntterns" (P. 174) .

The theraPeutic Process

Bioenergetics uses various mind and body oriented techniques to

attain its goals. A thorough developmental history is taken, and a

careful analysis which considers body structure, specific Lensions or

blocksr and character formation, is made. Analybical methods focusing

on such things as history, currenl relationships, and the therapeutic

relationshipr are employed. The body itself is the focus of intense

attention. Many specific exercises and positions have been developed

as techniques to increase the energy flow of the body and remove the

blocks (Lowen & Iowen, 1977). These exercises are also useci to relieve

slmptoms, to help a person relive traumatic ex¡reriences, to express

repressed emotions, and to increase one's sense of werr-being (eelris,

1981). In conjunction with the exercises various techniques are userj

to deepen respiration so as to further free bhe body. Because of the

deep catharsis which may result from these exercises, the therapist and

client need to have a st,rong trusting relationship.

LCI¡ren is clear Ehat producing catharsis or working with muscular

tensions alone is insufficient. Insight is also needed if there is to

be lasting change. 'A change in the personarity can be sustained only

íf there is sufficient insighb as a resurt of a thorough working

through of the problems' (Lowen, 1975, p. 327).

The associaLed chakra
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Bioenergetics is most closely related to the heart chakra, which

represents a high level of inlegration and fullness of being. Lowen

focuses on opening Ehe heart so that love can flow from the depths of a

person. Interestingly enough, the six-pointed star which is the synbol

of Bioenergetics is also the slmbo1 for the heart chakra.

Critigue

À review of the literature on Bioenergetics producecl only two

studies to report. A study done by Johnson (L976) compared

psychoanalytic, behavioral/eclectic, and Bioenergetic therapies using

assessÍìents done by patients who had undergone at least six months of

therapy in one of these approaches. Bioenergetics was reported to have

more of a spiritual quality than the other bherapies. This quality was

linked to a heightened sense of physical well-being.

Pierrakos (1974b) reports that Bioenergetics can be applied

beneficiarly in a group context. The group provi<ies à supportive

environment in which people can learn to express and accept each

otherrs negative and destructive feelings. The ¡nwer of the group lies
in its accepting, non-judgementar attitude and in the inlermingting of

energy fields. "rf a participant expresses his poignant emotions

fully' there is a resonance effect on the energv fields of the rest of

the group' (p. 103).

The strongest criticism that has been made of Bioenergetics is
that iE over-emphasizes energv flow and is obsessed with the sheer

discharge of energy (nellis, lg76¡ Brown, rg73¡ Dublin, !g76a, 1976b).

Bioenergetics is "too inclined to treat the sheer quanbitative
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nobilizalion of the energy economy as possessing some intrinsic magic

healing worth' (Brown, 1973, p. f09). The dramatic cathartic effect.s

which can be fairly easily produced by the stress ¡rcsitions into which

Lowen places people, may release superficial muscle tension but <lo not

necessarily tap the deep inner feelings of a person. nsheer energy

mobilization is meaningless Lo promulgate change or growth of

personality unless accompanied and preferabry triggerecl off by the

spontaneous eruption of deep inner feeling' (Brown, 1973, p. 109).

Anouher of bhe criticisms of Bioenergetics has to do with the

standarti positions, activibies, and words clients are taught (Nicors &

zax, L977). rnstead of the therapist facilitating a spontaneous

exploration of clients' inner experiencing, the client becomes subject

to standardized structured procedures. Furthermore, the character or

analysis aspect of lhe therapy 'is a highly didactic informing of bhe

patient that he has such and such repe[itive character patL.erns because

an analysis of his body reveals such and such rigiciities in the

muscular armoring. . The therapist assumes a God-like sovereignity

of inforned opinion and conrnandn (Brown, 1973, p. I10).

Lo{¡Jen may well be overstating bhe relationship between character

and muscurar armor. His assumptions in this regard appear

oversimprified and too pat. while a formulaLion such as nraised

shourders are rerated to fearn may be a useful hypothesis, it must be

confirmed or disconfirmed for each in<lividual. Lowen's assumption that
all emotional conflicts result in a distortion of the rpvement of the

body is an unsupported overgeneralization. Psychological conflict is a

compJ.ex phenomenon not easily reducable to simple generarizations.
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The develo¡xnent of the higher revels of consciousness, as

syrnbolized by the fifth and higher chakras, is given little attention

in Bioenergetics. The technigues of Bioenergetics are guite

appropriate to the lower levels of develo¡xnent, but fnay be "quite

inimical and anti-growth enhancing when relied u¡nn drrring the higher

phases" (Brown, 1973, p. 111). Às higher states of developnent are

attained there may not be an increase in outward liveliness and action.

rnsbead, there rnay be 'a unitary harmonization of energy deployment:

which gives more importance to a balanced disposition of energy flow

together with a ¡æacefur integratedness of disposition' (Brown, rg73,

p. If1). The danger is that the emotional release will be seen as the

end-point rather than the beginning in the develo¡xnent of the person

(Iasater , 1979) .

C. THE ÀLEXANDER TECHNTQUE

Fredrick M. Alexander (1969-1955), born in Australia, developed

his method as a resurt of a serious personal problem, An actor by

profession, he was plagued by a loss of voice. unable to find help

from doctors, he sought the solution to the problem by intensely
studying his neck and head movements in a three-way mirror. He

eventuall-y discovered that his loss of voice had to do with a backward

and downward rnovement. of his head. His discoveries about how he used

his own body led him to develop a systematic technigue to help people

replace habituar poor use of lhe body with more efficient use.

The Alexander technigue can be viewed as an important body
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therapy. While its focus is primarily on effecting postural changes so

as to produce an integrated body, it also presupposes that "ib is

impossibre to separate rmentalt and 'physicalr processes in any form of

human activity" (Alexander, 1969, p. 161). Although Alexander

practitioners do not strongly emphasize the psychological. aspects of

their technique, other bherapists have related the physical aspecL"s of

the Alexander technique to the psyche.

Central concepts

The Alexander technique, developed by its originator over a period

of almost sixty years, can be summarized as

a method of showing people how they are mis-using their bodies ancj

how they can prevent, such mis-use, whether it be at rest or dur:i.ng

activity. This information aboub usE is conveyed by ma¡rua1

adjustment on the part of the teacher, and it. involves learning of
a new mental pattern in the form of a sequence of words which are

taught to the patient or pupil, and which he learns to associate

wibh the new muscular use he is being taught by the manual

adjustment. He rearns to project his new pattern to himself not
onLy while he is being taught but when he is on his own (Bar10w,

1973, pp. I7Z-I73).

Six major concepts form the core of lhe Àlexander technique. The

first of these has to do with use and functioning. 'Usen has to do

with how vre use our bodies each rnoment of our lives. The manner in
which we use ourselves affects our functioning. ouse implies movement,

and movement implies the balancing and rebalancing of the body in
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space'r (ottiwelr, 1980, p. 68). Alexander emphasized that, because we

are all responsible for how we use ourselves, we can also control and

change our habitual pabterns of use. He believed thab sofiìe forms of

use are better than others in terms of functioning. Good use tends "b.o

raise Ehe standard of functioning and improve the manner of. reaction.

A bad manner of use, on the other hand, continuously exerts an

influence for ill, tenciing to lower the standard of general

functioningn (Alexander, 1941, p. 8), Faulty use affects all aspects

of a person, resulting in mental and physical ill health.

A second major concepL has to do with Alexander's belief that the

human organism interrelates as a whole unit anci therefore can only be

changed as a whoIe. This view came out of his realizat.ion that the

problem with his voice resulted frorn the faulty response of ¡is enL.ire

body. Because Alexander considered the physical, emotionaì_, and

intellectual aspects of a person as inextricably linked, he would not

attempt bo nrerely fix the troublesone part of the bociy, but wourcj

attempt to integrate all parts into a functional unity.

"Primary Controln, a third concept, was the phrase Al-exancler usecj

to refer to the criticar relationship of the head, neck, and torso.
since he believed that how these parts are related determines one,s

level of functioning, he put a great deal of emphasis on this
relationship in his technigue. nprimary control refers to a head

balanced freely and easily on the end of the spine so that the
anti-gravity function of the back is not interfered with by undue neck
tensionn (ot.tiwell, 19g0, p. 6g ) .

A fourth concept has to do with the unreriability of the senses
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which Alexander (1969) called'debauched kinaesthesian. Because

perception is related to the funct.ioning of the body, if the body is

not functioning rightly, one's perceptions become skewerl. This leads

t,o a distortion in how we view ourselves, and blocks our awareness of

our bad body habits. The result is that "our bad habit.s, such as

slwnping or breathing through the mouLh, most of which operate

unconsciouslyr will come to feel familiar and indeed wiII become

indistinguishable from ourselves" (C,elb, 1982t p. 55). Alexander

stressed that as our sensory perception becomes more accurate, v¡e are

able to rnore clearly determine what our true needs are and what i.s

right for us.

"Inhibitionn, a fifth concept, became the basis of Alexanderfs

reeducation methods. Relearning is possible because, when a stimul-us

is received, bhe imnediate muscle response is inhibit.eri so as to

provide time to adeguately prelnre for and choose the en.çrring activity.

Such inhibition is a positive force which is necessary to sustain life.

"Inhibition maintains the integrity of the responding organism so that

a particular resçronse can be carried out economically without involving

inappropriate acbivity in unrelated ¡nrtsn (Jones, L976t p. 149).

While inhibition is often an unconscious process, bringing it to

conscious attention enhances the learning of new habits and the

discarding of bhose that are unwanted. I'lhen inhibition operates at the

level of the unconscious, a 'setn is established which automatically

links stimulus and response. This set is then resistant to change.

When inhibition brings the operation of a habib to conscious awareness,

choice is restored and the response can then be made under optimat
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conditions '

A sixth concept has to do with ends and means. Alexander used the

notion of "end-gaining" to explain why people create unnecessary muscle

tension while preparing for acbion. 'End-gaining behavior is the habit

of focusing so intensely on the goal, or end, to be gained that the

neans employed to gain it are ignored (Masters & Houston, 1978, p, 9).

Because people overly focus on their goal.s, and nob on Lhe rrìeans

whereby those goals are achieved, they tencl to exert- an unnecessary

amount of energy and may also damage bheir bodies in the process of

attaining their goals. Alexander (1969) stressed that for any

successfur work on the part of the pupil, "he must refuse to work

directly for his rendr and keep his abtention entirely on the 'means

whereby' this end can be securedn (pp. 15-16).

View of health and sickness

Àlexander's (1918) view of health and sickness is linked to use

and mis-use. rn his first book, enùitred Man's Supreme rnheritance, he

espoused the view that people have a basic perfection (use) which has

been marred by a combination of personal stupidity an<i environmental

stress (mis-use). "His whole theme during his lifetime v¡as of an

endowment of properly functioning reflexes that the corporeal sin of

mis-use, induced by the overstimulating newness of the envirorunent, had

clouded over. ïn this view, a system of perfectly adequate refrexes

had to be restored by learning to inhibit wrongly acquired conditioned

refl-exes" (Barlow, 1973, pp. 6I-62).

To Alexander, bad use involves haphazard movements of the body.
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fhe result of mis-use may be that internal organs become cramped,

circulation decreases, bone and muscle structures become misaligned,

and malfunctioning results. "when mis-use patterns are never

relinquished, but are present even at rest, we are confronted with a

state of pervading disease and strain that stops life from being lived

as i¿ should ben (Barlow, 1973, p. 76). To forcibly attempt Lo correct

mis-use, wiLhout an awareness of how to change in a heaì"thy wâyr may

result in further abuse of the body.

Barlow (1973) argues that mis-use should be consiclered a stress

disorder which 'habitually involves bodily systems beyond the relevant

ones, and in which the organism does not return to a balanced resting

state after activityn (p. 103). such a disorder may simrrltaneously

involve emotional, physiological, behavioral and strrlctural changes.

Because of all these changes that lnay occur as a resurL of mis-use,

Barlow links mis-use with neuroticism: nThe inescapable fact remains

that all neurotic peopre mis-use themselves. . increased neurosis

goes hand in hand with increase in mis-usen (pp. l3S & ll7).
The Alexander technigue implies that proper use will result in our

personal evolution. we can regain our lost state of wholeness. For

Alexander this means good use, that is, "moving the body with maximum

balance and coordination of all ¡nrts so that only the effort
absolutely needed is expendedn (Barker , 1978, p. Ig). The criterion
for good use is not what is considered sociarly acceptable, but what

makes for the least stress Eo the body.

Alexander stressed the prevent.ion of sickness rather than its
cure. Fundamental to prevention is the teaching of better life habits,
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neaning teaching an improved use. rf sickness does occur, hovrever, the

sick part of the body must nob be viewed in isolation from the rest of

the body. rn sickness or hearLh, the principle that use affects

functioning is oPerative.

Goals

The aim of the Alexander technigue is to create ease t.hroughout

the body wiLhout producing further distortions (Barker, I}TB\. This

requires the restoration of a 'natural function' in which there is a

balanced flow of energy as each parb of the body interrerates

harmoniously with the rest. This involves maximizing the lengthening

of the spine during all activities, so that the bones and muscles are

better balanced. Ensuring that the flìeans userl are the best wây,

rationally and physiologically, to meet our ends is a further goar.

The therapeutic process.

The therapeutic process begins with an initial examination by the

teacher to determine what patterns of wrong use are manifested in the

body of the pupil. rnstruction in the Alexander technique is done on

an individual, one-to-one basis, wiLh the instruction specificatly
tailored to each student. Lessons nny last from one-ha1f to one hour,

with at least fifteen, and ¡rcssibly many more, lessons. During these

lessons clients are taught to prevent current mis-use and learn healthy

use patterns. Because it has taken a long time Eo learn faulty. habits,
reversing them also takes repeaLed ex¡reriences of the alternatives.
Pupits are encouraged to continue to teach themselves the new': skills.
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The lessons end when Ehe client spontaneously discovers that he or she

is choosing good use rnost of the bime.

while activities such as walking, sitting¡ or standing are used to

teach bhe technigue, what is important is not the particular exercise.

What is important is that 'the message and experience are conveyed that

there is a manner of use bhat is fundamental to aI1 good movementn

(ottiwell, 1980, p. 68). Attempts are made during the le.ssons to geL

people in touch with what they are doing, and to, desist. from doi.ng what

they do not want lo do. people are taught to take responsibility for

their present condition without feeling guilty or regretful. Awareness

of mis-use provides the opportunity to change.

change is seen within a develognental nodel. There is no

compursion to change. The habitual tensions or 'armoring" serve t.o

protect the personrs vulnerabilities. The Alexander technique, unlike

Primal therapy, does not deprive a person of these defenses as rong as

they are needed by the person. nl,essons in the technique release an

organic process of change thaL gradually replaces old habits with new

habits which are frexible and can themselves be changed. The process

of change is not mindless. rt can be directed by interligence into

fraths that lead to the best development of the individual's own

personality" (Jones, I976t p. 14). As trust develops between teacher

and pupil, the more deep-seated and unconscious tension patterns may be

rel-eased by the plpil.

View of energy

The Alexander lechnigue does not view bhe body in terms of an
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energy model. The concept of energy is rarely mentioned.

The associated chakra

The Alexander technique, the Feldenkrais megrod, structr:ral

fntegration, and Focusing, are not full therapeutic systerns because

they do not incrude a theory of personalíty and psychological

functioning. Because these four therapies deal wi.th speciaì.izerl

lechniques, they are not easily placed wilhin the chakra systern. rn

general, because their focus is aL the levet of the body they woultl be

associated with the first three chakras which are oriented towards

biological matters of self-maintenance and survival.

Critique ¡-,:.''

Jones (1963 ) has produced experiinental evirlence to support

Alexanderfs claim thal in baranced use of the head, the quality of body

movement changes in a positive direction. using before and after
electromyograJrìs, x-ray photographs, and murt,iple image photograplry of

seven normal adultsr Jones reported that, as a result of the Alexander

technigue, the subjectsr npatterns of movement can be seen to change in
the direction of greater simplicity and greater uniformity from subject

to subject. Head trajectories are consistently higher and shortern (p.

66).

ïn a further study, Jones (1965) compared therapist guided

movements with the habitual movements of six subjects. The indices

used to anaryse the rpvements were the forward thrust of the head

during movement, the degree to which the trajectory of the head did not
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f.oLla¡t a straight line, and the tine required to raise the head above

lhe starting level. The reported results were that, "in Èhe guicie<l

¡¡ovement¡ head thrust decreased, rise time lras shorterr ând head

trajectory approached more closely a straight line' (p. 202), When a

group of "normals' was compared with a group having neurological

diseases, it was possible to distinguish 'normaln from nabnormaln

rnovements at a confidence level of .01 or betber. Jones concluded that

"by these criteria, the quided movements are not only different from

the habitual, they are bettero (p. 202).

while the Alexander technique operates from a body-mind

perspective, it is an incomplete therapy in that it encompasses no

nodel of psychological functioning and deals only with the hdy,

assuming that there will also be emotional and mental changes a,s the

body changes. No attempt is made to uncover and work wiUr the

psychological dlmamics which may be a factor in t.he mis-use of ilre

body. As a result, the bodily patterns may be changed, but the

underlying problems nay not be toucherì, thus leading to further

manifestabions of symptoms

Alexanderrs thesis thab people have an innate true perfect nature

which can be uncovered can lead to the assumption that there is one

perfect template of human form towards which to strive. Howeverr âs

Barlow (1973) declares, "there is no reason to suppose that we are born

with a perfectly ordered set of pre-existent natural reflex patterns,

and that by refraining from inLerfering with them all will be as wett-

as it can be. . Personal selection has to reprace natural

selectionn (p. 62).
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D. THE FELDENKRÀIS METHOD

Moshe Feldenkrais, born in Russia in 1904, emigrated to rsrael as

a teenager. He earned a doctorate in erectricar engineering,

specializing in high-energy physics. The first person in Europe to

hold a black belt in judo, he was also proficient in soccer. A severe

knee injury which occurred while playing the latLer sporL led

Feldenkrais to intensel-y study anaLomy, physiology, psychology, and

anthropology in a successful attempt to recover the damage done t.o his

knee. Feldenkrais called the technigue of neuromuscular integration he

subsequentJ.y developed, nFunctionat rntegration", although the therapy

is bebter known as the 'Feldenkrais methodo. This method can be

defined as "a technique of body manipulation by which the teacher gives

his subject an awareness of his neuromoLor sy.stem in terms of a fixed

set of movement patt-erns he habitually uses and hatritually avoids, thus

giving him the experience of new, alternative movement patberns he may

begin usingn (Rluerant, 1978, p. 24), Although the methods of training

are very different, the goals of the Alexander techníque and the

Feldenkrais method are entirely consistent (Don, I97g),

Central concepts

Basic to Feldenkrais' (1964) thinking is the unity of body and

mind. He unequivocably asserts bhat nthe uniLy of mind and body is an

objective reality . . they are not enti[ies related to each other in
one fashion or anotherr but an inseparable whole while functioning' (p.

47). The four basic modes of the waking state--movement, feeling,

sensation, and thought--are inextricably rinked to each other and to
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the musculature in a reciprocal arrangement. Change in any one area

involves subsequent changes in bhe other areas' given that the whole

nervous system is involved in every act.

Change, to last, must involve the body and the mind simultaneously.

nRadical changes cannot be expected without reforming muscular and

posturat habits. . The whole self, rliet' breathing, sex' muscular

and posbural habits, must be lackled directly and concurrently with the

emotional reeducation' (feldenkrais, 1949, p. 163). Feldenkrais (1964)

has chosen to approach the unity of the muscles and the mind by working

with the body because "the muscle expression is simplerr it is concrete

and simpler to locate. It is also incomparably easier to make a person

aware of what is happening and therefore yields faster ancl more direct

resultsn (p. 49).

Key to Feldenkrais' method is the concept of movement, which is

seen as the essence of life. Every emotion or thought is expressecl in

some way through movement via the mediabion of the nervous sysLern.

Movement, as reflected in the facial expression, posture' and voice,

indicates the condition of the nervous system. "l"lovement is the best

clue to lifen (eeldenkrais, 1979, p. 25\.

Changes in the patterns of nx¡vement must also involve changes in

the nervous system. nfmprovement in action and movement will appear

only after a prior change in the brain and the nervous system has

occurred. That is, an improvement in body action reflects the change

in the central control, which is the exclusive authority" (Feldenkrais,

1972, p. 36). This relationship is due to the physiological

construction of the brain. nOwing to the close proximiLy to the motor
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cortex of the brain structures dealing with Lhought and feeling, and

bhe bendency of the processes in brain tissue to diffuse and spread to

neighbouring tissues, a drastic change in the motor cortex will have

parallel effects on thinking and feeling" (Feldenkrais, L972, p. 39).

Feldenkrais views movement as the basis of avJareness. Without

rpvement there is no awareness. To him, we live in four possi'r:le

states: âwâke, asleep, conscious, and aware. l,lhile consciousness is

merely a higher level of wakefulness, "awareness is consciousness

allied with knowledgen (Verin, 1981, p. 52). Awareness involves being

attentive to our internal processes as well as to the outside world.

Awareness can only be elçerienced. rt cannot be taught. For it to be

experienced, a learning situation must be constructed which stimulates

awareness while also creating problems which demand a heightenerl

awareness to solve. Gaining awareness is crucial because a movement

learned with awareness can then also be altered by virLue of that

alvareness.

The role of learning, central to bhe Feldenkrais method, is linked

to the central nervous system. Because there is a short pause between

the stimulus received from the nervous system and the physical

manifestation of that stimulus, it is possible to hide the stimulus

from outward expression. Thus, a desire to laugh may be suppressed if
the raugh is considered socialry inappropriate. This deray makes

change and learning possible, because a new response can be substituted

for the habitual movement.

Because no change can take place in the muscles without a prior

change in the motor cortex, changing the patterns in the motor cortex
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may result in major changes in thinking and feeling. Feldenkrais

11976) believes that 'from the very starL of our lives, our nervous

system is not bound by any reality: it is a tabula rasa when we come

into the wor1d" (p. 20), As we grow and develop, ¡ntterns suitable to

our surroundings are developed. These patterns, which becorne habitual,

need not remain so. People can "rewiren their established connect.ions

by moving with awareness. As Feldenkrais (I9BIa) sLates, "You can, at

any time of your life, rewire yourself, provided f can convince you

bhat there is nothing permanent or compulsive in your system except

what you believe to be son (p. 117). Because the limits to a range of

movement are not located in the muscl-es but at a higher level of

organization in the nervous system, established patterns of moveinent

can be changed by a neural reorganization. This may be clone by the use

of new movements which change old patterns, or simply through the use

of the imagination (Cubley, 1976).

View of health and sickness

Feldenkrais (1949) shuns any perjorative descripbions of people.

He does not speak of peopre being neurotic or diseased, or having

specific behavior disorders. Rather, problems in functioning are seen

as "the result of faulty and exaggerated technique of habit formation"

(p. 163). The fault is in poor teaching and faulty learning. Thus,

the focus is placed, not on treatment, but on re-education. olt is a

question of teaching and learning and not of disease and cure" (p.

163).

several generar norms of health and normality are proposed by
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Feldenkrais (1964). The head should be abte to move freely, being

limited only by the structure of the skelet.on. The muscles shoulci

operate effficientlyr expending the least possible energy for any given

act. The posture should be organized in such a way that it can easily

begin any movement. Wt¡ile standing erect, 'there should be no

sensation of doing' holcling, or effort whatsoevern (p. 59).

Goals

The Feldenkrais method aspires to replace old habits of behavior

and movement with awareness in action, that is, the ability to make

simultaneous contact with skeleton and muscles as well as the

environment. The aim is not to achieve complete relaxation but Lo be

able to exerL oneself in an effortlessly efficient manner. This is
achieved, not. Lhrough increased muscular strength or flexibiliLy, but

through increasing consciousness about how the body funct:irtns.

The therapeutic process

Although he is a great teacher, Feldenkrais (1981a) claims that he

teaches nothing, that he is not a therapist, an<i thab his touching of

people has no therapeutic or healing value. However, essentially what

he teaches is learning to learn. He instructs people how to replace

habitual, ineffectuaL, "parasitic' movements with movements which are

free, unhampered, and use a minimum of energy.

The Feldenkrais method involves two different approaches, one for

individuals and one for groups. In individual teachingr the instructor

uses his or her hands to manipulate the different segments of the
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pupil's body into the desired alignment. The focus is not on the

identified slmptom as such but on improving the breathing, the

head-neck relaLionship, the configuration of the spine and thorax, as

well as the positions of the pelvis and abdomen. !'lhen Ehe position of

lhe spine and heari is improved, Lhe identified problem tends to

dissiPate.

The first lesson begins wiLh the person lying on hi.s or her 5aclç

so as to reduce the effects of gravity and free the nervous system. A

successive series of approximations of the desired changes are made

over the course of 30 to 40 daity lessons of 35 to 45 minutes each.

After that, lessons are heLd two to three times a week until the

complaint has disappeared. The instructor, constantly debermining what-

works and what does not. work for a particular clientr us€rf slow

unobtrusive movements, focusing continuously on lhe pupil's world of

feelings and images (Rl&lerant, 1978). Verbalization is kept t.o a

minimum and emoÈionally loaded words are avoided. A suitable ambience

is created so that the pupil will feel safe enough to allow changes to

happen (reldenkrais, 198J-b; Rgderant, 1983).

The second approach, called Awareness Through Movement, involves a

wide variely of group exercises which express the working principles of

the Feldenkrais method. Groups of 30 to 40 peopre are taught to focus

their awareness on their bodies. Many variations of various exercises

are used untir mastery of the exercise is achieved. The focus is on

mainbaining the right atmosphere for learning bo take place. The group

is repeatedly reguested to deliberately not produce their maximum

efforts so that they can progress without tension or anxiety. The
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focus is on having fun while trying new movernents. People are not

given an absolute standard to achieve, but are encouraged to try the

suggested motions to see hovr they fit for them. The means of achieving

¿ goal is stressed rather than the goal itself. AII the exercises airn

üo produce mental and physicar coordination as well as good erect

posture. "The ressons are designed to improve ability, bhat i.s, to

expand bhe boundaries of the possible; to turn the impo.ssj.ble into the

possibre, the difficuLt into the easy; and the easy into the pleasant.n

(reldenkraís, L972, p. 57).

one technique involves working with only one-half of the body

during the lesson, and leaving the other half as it is. The sensation

produced in the one-half of the body worked on may be transferred to

the other half of the body by means of mentally scanning the body

image. Íhis scanning consists of 'listening and becoming aware of the

difference of sensation in the kinaesthetic of the muscles of the two

halves and the sensation of change of orientation in space.

(reldenkrais, 1964, p. 55).

fhe change which is aimed for as a result of these exercises is
far-reaching: 'what is involved here is a change in the dlmanics of

our reactions, and not merely replacing one action by another. such a

change involves not only a change in one's self-image, but a change in
the nature of our nrotivations, and the nobilization of at1 the parts of
the body concernedn (Fe1denkrais, L972, p. 40).

View of energy

Ferdenkrais briefly mentions the concept of physical energy, but
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does not view the body through an energy model.

Critique

The Feldenkrais method is scientifically more complex and explains

more thoroughly how the nervous system relates to changes in the

muscles and bones than do the other body theral:ies. There i.s a good

balance between having the body discover what feels normaf anC right
for itself and working towards an erect balanced ¡nsture with a freely
moving pelvis. one of the strong points of this methorl is its
simplicity and profoundity. using easy ingenious exercises, it is
possible to open people bo profound levels of the self in a very short
period of time. one instructor can direct hundreds of peopre at. one

time to perform easy rnovements which show instanL results.

unfortunately, atthough Lhe Feldenkrais mebhod has a sL.rong

neurological and physiorogical basis, it lacks a psychological model.

white Feldenkrais believes that psychological change will naturally
result once the body can move freely, this is a simplistic view.

unless psychological issues are properly dealt with, they may continue

to wreak havoc on the body. Furthermore, the Ferdenkrais method, like
the Al-exander technique, has no concept of people's evolutionary
potential as being more than a physical or mental one. As King (rg7z)

states, 'Ferdenkrais does not deal fully with the intricacies of
consciousness nor does he relate in an integrated way physical and

mentaL develo¡xnent on the backdrop of manfs spiritual nature" (p. 1r9).
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E. STRUETURAL INIECRATTOIT (ROLFI¡.IG)

Rolf (IBB6-L979), trained as a biochemist and a physiologist,

developed her system of deep tissue manipulation over a period of 45

years. Like Reich and Feldenkrais, she believed that the muscular

structure contains the memory of a personrs emotional and psychological

events. Given her knowledge of physiology, she concentrated her

therapeutic endeavor on the muscles, the connecting tissues, and the

fascia (the fine, white network which vrraps all the tissues).

Although the methods of Structural Integration seem to have little
in co¡nmon with those of the Alexander technigue, the effects and goals

of both methods are similar. While the Àlexander technique seeks to

realign body structure by engendering appropriate movements under the

direcbion of the instructor's hands, Structural Integrat,ion attempts to

achieve this balance by directly realigning the structure of the body

(xing, L972).

Central concepts

structurar rntegration is built on the assumption that "the body

is not only an instrument of man's self expression, it is himserfn

(norf, 1977, p. 37). As a result, 'physical personality is not

something se¡rarate, strange, or different fro¡n psychologicat

personality, but part of an internally covarying psychophysical entity"
(Rorf, L977, p. 22). Because body structure is thought of as bhe

manifestation of ¡ærsonality, the structure and movement of the body is
seen as inextricably linked to a personrs feelings and attitudes.

There is a reciprociLy between the physical and psychorogical.
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"Aluhough psychological- hang-ups occur they are maintained only to the

extent that free physiological response is impaired at the glandular,

visceral, myofascialr and other levels . . . To the exlent that

physiological flow occurs, the individual is less 'hung up'n (RoIf,

L977 , P. 280 ) .

Structural Inbegrat.ion is truly a body therapy in that it chooses

to work direcLly on the body in order to effect over-all change.

Direct mebhods of int.ervening in the body are used because they are

'the easiest, quickest, and most economical way of changing the coarse

matter of Ehe physical bodyn (RoIf, L977, p. 23). It is assumed that,

because of the interconnectedness of the body-mind, physical change in

the body as a result of the therapy will also result in psychological

changes. nPsychological hang-ups are recorded and perpetual-ed i¡r the

physical body in flesh and bones. As long as such hang-ups persisL in

physical bodies, psychological release is interfered with" (nolf, I976,

p. 135). The liberation of the physical body also results in
psychological liberation. Thus, Structural fntegration attempbs to

change the personality by changing the structure of the body.

Basic to Structural Integration is its conception of human tissue

as plastic, malleable, and in a constant state of re-organization

(nolf, 1973¡ L977, 198I). The plasticity of the physical structure of

the body allows for distortions to occur, but also allows for these

distortions to be reversed. Distortions may result from the habitual

misuse of the bdy, starting from infancy. Parental example and

environmental factors, such as diapers and school desks, play their

part. Distortions also result from small and large injuries. The
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whole body is affected by any dist.ortion or injury, since the body

atternpts to maintain a state of balance.

The physical structure of the body is the prime focus of

structural Inbegration. Rolf (1979) argues that 'structure manifests

itself in behavior' (p. 53). This means that all parts of the body are

in relationshi¡r to themselves and their environmenl, an<i that bhe rday

these parts are arranged affects how people function in t.heir worlcìs.

Rolf describes the body structure as racìe up of four major blocks

stacked on top of each other. These are the head, chest area, pelvis,

and legs. The larger blocks are made up of smaller elements. Whenever

these blocks are not perfectly verticall.y aligned, the body is less

stable and strain results. "For a strain-free system . . . there must

be a vertical alignment of each block's gravitational center; there

must also be no rotation or tipping of the segùnentsn (nolf, L977, p.

33). structural rntegration uherapists analyse the body, using ilre
metaphor of blocks, in order to uncover the distortions and

aberrations.

The effect of gravity on Lhe structure of the body is a major

consideration. Rolf (L977) declares that 'the gravitational field of

the earth is easily the most potent physical influence in any human

life" (p. 30). Gravity is peopre's greatest friend or foe. rf a

person's physical structure is slrmnetrical and balanced, gravity

enhances and vitalizes the aggregabe of body segments. However, if the

body is off balance and at war with the force of gravity, "gravity wins

every timen (Rolf, 1977, p. 30). Unfortunately, nin most bodies, the

blocks are out of alignment and instead of gravíty working for usr we
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use a lot of valuable energy just getting our misaligned bodies from

place to placeo (Seldon, L979t P. 90). Stresses, aches, and pains

result when bodies are imbalanced.

View of energy

Energy is an important concepL in structural rntegration. A

person is seen as nan energy field, rather than as a mass of maLter--a

field which lives within a greaLer energy field, the field of t.he

earthn (Rolf, L979, p. 55). The energy field of the earth, known as

gravity, interacts with the human energy field. When the body is

properly aligned and its various tissues move freely, there is "a unity

between the field of the individual and the field of the earth' (nou,

1976t p. I29\. Under these conditions bhe gravitational fiel<i enhances

the person's energy field. !,lhen the body is nrandomn and unbalancecl,

and its tissues are tense and strained, the flow of energy t.hrough it
becomes progressively weaker. once the pattern of physical

disintegration starts, the energy of the earth relentlessly batters the

body, resurt,ing in an ever increasing marfunctioning of the body and a

dissipation of the personfs energy. whire each organ and system of the

body has its ov¡n self-contained energy field, the appropriate

inberaction of Ehese systems, rather than the opLimar functioning of

any one system, is essential. "This Íìeans that manfs over-aIl vital or

psychic competence is determined not. by the individuar energy of any

one component but by the functioning of alr as they interrelate
in the total somatic individual' (nolf, 1977, p. 20f).
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View of health and sickness

structural rntegration defines health in terms of structure and

function. The structure of a healthy body is vertically aligned aroun¿

an imaginary axis which runs through the body from the bottom of the

feet to the top of the head. Arounci this axis the energy an,J mass of

the body is substantiatly syrnmetricat. A spine wir-h shallow curves is
connected to a horizontalty balanced pelvis. Àrm movement. is balanced

and feet and knees move straight forward on parallel tracks. such a

balanced body can move in a light, easy, and seemingry weightless

manner.

The tissues of a healthy body function in the vray they were

designed to function. Muscles glide over each other freely. F.lexers

flex while ext'enders extend. The separati.on ancl ciifferentiabion of
muscles, tendons, anci ligaments is E>ssible. Energy and tone flow

t,hroughout the freery moving fascia. Muscle ti.ssue is soft but

resilient. A hearthy body is adaptable, vital, and resirient.
Furthermore, 'a sense of welr-being, of peace and of creative capacity,

is the individual's awareness of integrated physiological functionn
(no1f, 1976t p. 135).

Rolf calls the unhealthy body nrandomn, meaning that the

segments of the body are out of alignment with each other.

random body st.rain between the body segnents changes the person's

patterns of movement. A given movement may elicit a response not only
from the appropriate muscl-e but also from inappropriate muscle units.
The result is 'a jangle of response, artering or even inverting the

movement intended" (noIf, 1973, p. 73). Such barriers Lo movement

VATIOUS

In the
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reguire exhausting aÍìounts of energy to overcome. !{hen the strain on

the body is located at one spot r the body com¡:ensates by spreading the

strain around through the fascial system. The fascia then thickens,

, shortens, and becomes congested, giving rise to further tension anci

difficulty of movenrent throughout the body. The "fixation of the flesh

interferes with the energy flow that is the essence of life' (nolf,

1977, p. 27) . l,lhen something physical or emotional int.erferes with the

flow of fl-uids or energy to an organ, that organ deterioraLes and

eventually ceases functioning. Other parts of the body attempt to

compensate, but they too tire and expire. RoIf (1977 ) concludes that

"much, if not all, chronic organic disease starts as functional

inversion or perversiono (p. 27). Because the body-mincl is a unit,

physicat problems resulb in psychological proÌ:Ierus and vice versa.

Goals

Rolf (1978) declares that her gæl is not symptom relief of

physical or mental ailments. She is much more interestecì in having

people attain "whatever psychological as well as physical potential is

latent in any given humann (p. 37). More specifically, the goal of

Structural Integration is to change random bodies into truly vert.ical,

balanced bodies that move along straight lines. To do this abtempts

are made to remove old postures, stress patternsr and ways of bodily

relating Eo the world.

fhe therapeutic process

Structural Integration is a form of deep tissue massage. The
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entire body is systematically massaged over a period of ben sessions

usually held once a week. Each session concentrates on loosening and

lengthening specific muscles and fascia, so that this tissue can resume

its normar position. The therapist forcefully uses fingers, knuckles,

and elbot'ls to free the muscles and release chronic tension. I'lhile

there may be pain as part of the process, it disappears when the

pressure is removecl. This pain frequently involves an emotional

release. while ¡nrts of the body are being massaged, peopre "often

recall specific traumatic episodes associated with ¡nrticu}ar parts of

the body; with or without such recall, the release of chronic

contractions has an emotionalry purgative effectn (pierce, 1979, p.

200). The therapist allows the feelings to emerge but does not work

with them because it is believed that the beneficial results wil] come

from the body work alone and not from having a conversation. There is

an optimistic note to the process of therapy because iL is assumed that

damaged tissue can be revitalized and restructured. oThere is no

concrete in the fresh; it's all moving, breathing, changing t.issue,

always ready with the least bit of support to rici itself of arl the

poisons from the pastn (Johnson, L977, p. 49), Because the body is
seen as a unit, it is considered important to massage the whole body

instead of jusb the troublesome ¡nrts.

Critigue

structurar rntegration is werl suited to research 'since it is
directly manipulative and since the alterations in body structure are

held to occur guickly and to be measureable' (Ornstein, 1972, p. 23g).
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A nunber of studies have novr been done. Beckett (1975), in a study

comparing 27 Structurally Integrated subjects, ZB psychotherapy

subjects, and 35 control subjects, indicateri that nin 5 out of ll

subtests of the Shostrom Personal Orientabion Inventory, Rolfed

subjects showed significant psychotherapeubic gain, as compare<i to

control subjecbs" (p. 5098-8). However, the psychot,herapeutic gains

from structural rntegralion and psychotherapy were similar. À sbucìy

done by Townsend (1977 ) comparing a group of 38 Strucbrrral IntegraLion

subjects with 35 control group subjects concluded that- bhe Structural.

Integration subjects showed a significant increase in their scores in

the area of self-regard, the ability to develop and maintain meaningful

relationships, the ca¡ncity to accept aggressive feelings, and the

ability to function in the ¡:resent. Hunt and Massey (L977) used an

analysis of EMG recordings of 11 subjects before anri after each of 10

Structural fntegration sessions to investigate change.s taking place

during the course of lhe therapy. These authors reported that

Structural Integration produced a 'profound effect upon cenLral nervous

system organization toward balanced and decreased energy expenditure.

land] improved organization and greater balance in the

neuromuscular systetn with extensive positive implications for motor

efficiency' (p. 210). A further series of studies of structural

rntegration subjects done by Hunt¡ Massey, weinberg, Bruyere, and Hahn

(1977) reported that 'the extensive neuromuscular findings all pointed

to improved neuromuscular organization, producing a Íìore coherent

energy frow, capable of overcoming resistance smoothly with greater

force and less effort" (p. rB9). À significant lowering of anxiety,
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improved balance, and a more holistic, intuitive mode of information

processing by the brain was reported.

The primary criÈicism levelerl at Structural InLegration is thab it

is an incomplete therapy. Because it. is purely a physical anrl

nechanical procedurer it cannot be consi<lered a form of psychotherapy.

l,¡hile restructuring and freeing Lhe tissues of tire body is one

sígnificant aspect of Èotal health, Structural Integrati.on falls shcri:

in that it does not have a model of psychological furrctioning. "This

results in a more superficial approach to psychological health"

(Iasater , L979 , p. l15 ) . Structural Integration assumes that the

liberation of the body will lead to more productive, satisfying lives

for people. The error in this assumption is that 'the difficulties
that caused the problems in the first place will sornehow automaLically

be resolved" (l.licols & Zaxt 1971 , p. L22). Às people become rnore open

as a result of the therapy, they have to achieve a new lever of

integration in bheir lives. HovJever, the reintegration process may not

necessarily lead to an improvement, and may require psychotherapeut.ic

guidance. Thus, in some situations, Structural Integration could be

ideally used as an adjunct to psychotherapy.

F. PRIMAL THERAPY

Arthur Janov developed primal therapy in the late r960s after

working for L7 years as a psychiatric social worker and a psychologist.

The bherapy vJas called nprimaln because it involves the reexperiencing

of early traumatic events. Although Janov claims to have developed na
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unigue theoryor he borrows heavily from obher sources which he scantily

acknov¡ledges, naÍìe1y early Freud, early Reich, and C,estalt therapy.

Freudrs early bhinking in which he related repressed feeling bo mental

aberration and emphasized the significance of early childhood

experience in neurosis are concepts central to Janov. Reichrs

abandonment of a body-mind duality in favor of an uncierst.anciing of

neurosis as a ¡nthology of,the whole person came three decades before

Janov adopted this approach. Like Reich, Janov sees defenses as

"psychobiologicn, and thus more than simple mental phenomena. Janov

invented a ne\^¡ label and renewed an emphasis on deep catharsis, but it
was Reich and Perls (Gestalt therapy) who first utilized the lechniques

for deep emotional release which are used in producing 'primals".

Central Concepts

Prima1 therapy is a deep emotional release therapy rvhich .Tanov

(1970) describes as oa dialectical process in which one matures as he

feels his childish needs, in which a person becomes warm when he feels

his coldness, in which one becomes strong through feeling weak, in

which feeling the past brings one wholly into the present, and in which

feeling the death of the unreal systeln brings one back into lifen (p.

385). centrar to bhis process is the concept of 'painn, the pivotal

point of Primal therapy. The fundamental assumption of this therapy is
that much pain will be experienced by people throughout the course of

their developnent from the prenatal period to adulthood. The mincì uses

various defenses to repress the Íìemory of the ¡nin so as to enable the

person to function more efficiently.
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The prenatal and birth period is seen as perhaps the most

lraumatic event of life and is the beginning of serious repressions.

The intrauterine environment, which is a reflection of the motherrs

state of being, shapes the foetus' physicat and psychological growth.

The foetus develops 'body memoryn which can react to anrl st,ore input,

including pain. nThe Pain is held down in the nervous sy,stem and forms

part' of the deep unconscious, and so the barrier between the conscious

and unconscious begins its life in the wombn (Janov, 1983, p. 27\. It
is ¡nssible, therefore, that because neurosis is na physiologic

diseasen, it can begin in the womb.

The birth experience itself holds enormous possibilities for
trauma as it 'is the closest we will come to death for the rest of our

lives until þre are truly at deathrs doorn (Janov, 1983, p. 33). The

memory of our birth remains forever engraveci in our body ilìemory and

becomes the basis for s¡rmptoms an,J neurotic behavior. The more

profound the nature of pain stored during the birth process, the
greater the potential for later catastrophy. Janov (19g3) traces the

origins of such major disturbances as cancer, epilepsy, and psychosis

back to the birth experience.

The process towards neuroticism begins when the infant's basic

needs for food, warmth, and stimulation are unmet for any length of
time. The infant, will first do whatever it can to get its needs met,

but if it is not successful enough in doing so, a separation between

needs and feelings, called a nsprit', takes place. 'The organism

splits to protect its continuityn (Janov, 1970, p. 221. These unmet

needs, called 'primal pains", become sublimated, and create a force to
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be met slmbolically throughout that person's life. Each denial and

suppression of needs results in the child becoming increasingly unreal-.

Dual selves emerge. 'The real self is the real needs and feelings of

the organism. fhe unreal self is the cover of lhose feelings' (Janov,

1970, p. 24). when the unreal self is greater than the real self Lhe

person is deemed to be neurotic. The event which shifts the ba1ance in

favor of neuroticis¡n is t,ermed the nPrimal Scenen. This event is 'a

tirr€ in the young chilci's life when all ¡nst humiriabions, negations,

and dispositions accumulate into an inchoate realizabion¡ 'There is no

hope of being loved for what I amr " (Janov, 1970, p. ZS) . The primal

pains which keep transpiring for peopre on a continual basis each

become stored in the body as laminated layers of tension. Neurotic

slmptoms are the ways people have of draining off the tension which

results from the repressed pain. Some of Lhese -slmptoms take the form

of psychosomatic ailments.

Primal therapy states that it is importanL to distinguish the

three areas of the brain invorved in the storage of primal pain. The

inner brain, thought of as the first level of consciousness, mediates

visceral functioning. Pains occurring in the first few months of life
are stored there. The middre brain, known as the second level of

consciousness, processes emotion and stores bhe emotional traumas of

childhood. The outer brain, Ehe thircl lever of consciousness, has to
do with intellectual functioning. It is there that pains experienced

after the age of five become rodged. The deeper the pain is located

the more difficult it is to dislodge. Therapy involves a gradual

progression from the Ehird leve1 of consciousness Lo the first level
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(Janov¡ 1975a).

The concept, of defenses is im¡nrLant to primal therapy. 'A

defence is a seb of behaviors which automatically function to block

Primal feelingsn (Janov, 1970, p. 58). Tl¡ese defenses, which operate

continuously, are psychological and physiologicat as well as voluntary

and involuntary. The neurotic uses defenses as an aclaptive and

survival mechanism. According to Primal therapy, atl defenses are

neurotic.

View of health and sickness

Janovrs (1970) concepls of health and sickness permeate his

thinking. To be healthy means to be 'normal', that is, 'a
defence-free, tensionless, nonstruggling person' (p. 136). The normal

person is integrated, stable, sel-f-accepting, relaxeri, and genuine.

such a person lives in the present, is non-exploilive of others, an<j

derives life's meaning from honest feerings. ,Natural man', says Janov

(1971), nis nonindustrialr noncomputsive and nondrivingr'unambitious'

in the neurotic sense, an<i simpleo (p. 213).

The post-primal person, even hearthier than the normal person/ is
na new kind of human beingn (Janov, 1970, p. 159). The real self of

such a person, an "open psychophysiological system, undivided, and

functioning wholly . res¡rcnds as a totality--ideas and bodiry

processes--to events in l_ífeo (Janov, 1972, pp. I97 & 196). The

priorities of ¡rcst-primal peopre reflect their wants and needs. They

do what they want without being driven. They often change jobs to
something more nrealn. There is less regimentation, less sex, and ress
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struggle, but more feeling. rnterestinglyr most post-primal people do

not want children (Janov, 1973).

Janov waxes eJ-oquent when he discourses on the type of society

which would be the result of primal consciousness. such a society

would not have violence or vJar. fhere woulcl be tittle need for drugs,

physicians, hospitals or prisons. rn"stitutions would be createcl which

allow free choice, which fulfil rather than exploit neerls. Laws in

such a society would be few, as primal people are incapable of being

dishonest and do not need to be constanbJ.y governed. unfortunately,

Janov does not describe hov¡ socieby could arrive at such a laudable

state. Given that the primal person is not well adapted to survive in
the present neurotic society, and 'has no political ambitions, indeed,

very few ambitions except to live a lj.fe of peace" (Janov, I97Sa, p.

4521 , it is clifficul-t t-o imagine- how the primal socier_y would emerge

(Rose, I976).

According to Janovrs thinking, there are few "normaln people

around and even fewer post-primal people. Most people are neurotic
from an early age. Neurosis is a npathol_ogy of tthel whole man,

physiologically and psychologically" (Janov, I972, p. 16t). Neurotic.s

are compulsively driven but eternally dissatisfied. They are

constantly engaged in struggle for its own sake but are never satisfied
with reaching their goars. They are rarely able to find pleasure

without artificial aids and cannot be themselves. Neurotic
relationships are characterized by phoniness and exploitation of
others. since the body is parb of the personality, neurotics often
look neurobic.
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C'oals

The goal of primal therapy is lo enable people to become "normal"

non-neurotic real people as described above. This involves permanently

lowering the chronic tension level of the body by dis.solving the deep

energy blockages and by eliminating the armored muscular sheaf around

the body. Primal pains must be reexperienced in orcler t.o consciously

connect past feelings with presenl insights aboub their significancr:.

The therapeutic process

Janov's approach is designed as a frontal attack on the defenses.

He asserts that 'the only way to eliminate neurosis is with overthrow

by force and violencen (Janov, 1970, p. 102). The therapeutic process

is oriented in that direction right frorn the start" Prior to the firsi
session the client is deliberabely macle anxious a¡rci upset so as to

weaken lhe defenses and make the pains more accessible Lo experience.

Drugs of any sort, such as nicot.ine, caffeine, or alcohol, are banned.

The initial part of the therapy usually involves a three week

nintensive' during which the person is seen individually every day for

five or six days a week for as many hours a day as the client can

reexperience ¡nst events. After the intensive, the client joins group

sessions which last several hours each and are hel-d a number of times a

week for some npnths.

The essence of the therapeutic process involves a progressive

stripping away of layers of defenses, moving from the more recent ones

to the ones Íìore deeply buried. The essential experience by which this

happens is the primal, a spontaneous 'total feeling-thought experience
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from the pastn (Janov, 1970, p. 86) which completely engulfs the

person. nuring the primal the person intensely relives painful anrl

traumatic childhood experiences through a deeply cathartic expression

involving screallìs of anguish. The nPrimaL Scream", which results from

wracking feelings of pain, is the beginning of the process towards

health. nrt is not the scream that is curative it is the pain.

The Pain is the curative agent because it means that the person is

feeling at last. At the moment that the patient feels the hurt, the

pain disappearsn (Janov, 1970, pp. 90-9I).

To facilitate the release of the primal scream, deep breathing

techniques coupled with the nnking of sounds, are used to penetrate the

barrier of the defenses. Insight is also used. These insights emerge

after a person experientiarly feels what has emerged from the

unconscious. such insights produce total change because thel, are

organismic.

Janov (1972) rejects the notion of transference. The primal

therapist is directive but does not interpret the client's experience

or behavior. various therapists are used interchangeably during

sessions, and therapists and clients may exchange roLes on occasion.

The role of the therapist is primariJ-y that of a facilitator.

View of energy

While Janovrs (1970) early writing barely mentions energ:y, in his
latest book (1983) he expands on the concept to a limited extent.
.Ianov (1970) links primal feelings and energy, viewing nthe original
Primar ieerings as essentially neurochemical- energy which is
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transformed int,o kinetic or mechanical energy impelling con.stant

physical motion or internal pressure' (p. 51). In his latest work,

Janov (1983) describes energy as "a real and material. .

þiochemical and electrical force that can be objectively measured, (p.

67), Energy, which involves the act.ivation of the muscles, blood, and

brain, is consumed in the process of repression. v,lhen pain is

repressed in the three different layers of the brain, bhe energy

component is not. Energy is discharged in a rfEnner unique to each

level of consciousness.

Early on, when the system is not furly deveroped, the discharge is
almost totally viscerar (first level); as physical and muscle

coordination and emobional expression develop, the energy can flow

into body wa1l or ¡nuscle release (second level) where we can

become tense physically so Lhat the muscles are bensed up; and

finally, when the neocortex (third revel) is fully developerJ,

ideas can absorb and discharge the energy (.Ianov, 1983, p. ZZ7).

!'lhen the trauma of birth is repressedr âÍr excess of energv

develops in the infant. This energy is first funnered into the

viscera, where it later becomes converted into ideas, which give rise
to the neurotic's obsessive-compulsive thoughts. rn adulthood, every

Ievel acts as a defense for the next Ievel. As each level is unable to
repress the excess of energy, lhe next lever becomes invorved. The

goal of Primal therapy is 'to change bhis transformed energy back into
its originar state, so that there will no longer be an inner force
pushing the person toward compulsive actionn (Janov, 1970, p. 5l).
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The associated chakra

Because the crux of Primal theory and lherapy centers around the

traumatíc pain of the birth experience which reverberates throughout

rife, this therapy deals primarily with the first chakra, located in

the anal area. A person who has energv centered here is concerned

aboub being psychologically or physically hurt, and tends to hurt or

injure others. An intense global anxiety which poses t,he danger of

annihilation is associated with the first, chakra (Rama et al., 1976) .

These are precisely the kind of issues which result in the primal scene

when the continuity of the organisn is at stake. primal therapy arso

rerates to the first chakra because it "does not deal with meaning.

. rts sole reference ¡nint is what the patient is feeling insiden

(Janov, 1972, p. 156). Brown (Lg7g) critigues primal therapy because

it nignores completely the rnany-staged developnental process of higher

individuation and self-actualization by its adoption of a

one-dimensional, animalistic, survival-motivated icleal of healthy adult

functioning" (p. 88).

Critigue

The evidence to support Janovrs (1970) extravagant claim that
Primal therapy 'is the cure for neurosis' is modest at this point.

Janov (1971) does not de¡:end of the rigor of scientific methodology to
borster his claims, for "if something feels true, it is likely bo be

true' (p. 201). He crassifies the braits of skepticismr caution, and

objectivity as 'neurotic virtuesn (p. 201). Nevertheless, Janov (1971)

Þublished the results of an outcome study done by Corriere and Kar1e.
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Favorable outcomes were indicated by the 25 clients sampled on the

basis thab their pulse, blood pressure, and rectal temperaÈures

decreased and their brain wave ¡ntEerns vJere altered as a result of

primal therapy. However, the representivity of the sample is not

described and raw data is not produced whereby to ascertain the degree

of change. Karle, corriere, and Hart (1973), using an experimental

group of 29 clients and a contror group of 10 people, did a study of

bhe effects of Primal therapy using the same criteria for success as

the study previously cited. They concludeci that if bhe changes

observed were maintained, nit wourd mean that post-primal patients are

physiologically different from pre-prinal patientsn (p. r21). They

also proposed the rather startling hypothesis that what is considered a

normar pulse, temperature, and EEG is actually a neurotic one, since

these Íìeasures are lower in post-primal persons. Nicholson (1977), in
a doctoral disseration, studied four persons undergoing Primal therapy

who served as their ovrn controls. His conclusion was thab three of the

persons who succeedeci in primaling decreased their body temperatures,

but these decreases \^¡ere not statistically significant. rn a recent

study, Dahl and l^¡aal (1983) followed 11 crients over a period of two

years. Although criticism could be raised about the lack of a control

group and bias in the sampling, the researchers found 'that I out of 11

¡ntients were definitely improved on al} outcome criteria, crearly

indicating structural personality changen (p. 162). They concluded

that primal therapy "seems to be a promising treatment for neurotic

patients' (p. L62).

In generalr these studies manifest some serious weaknesses. The
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small sample sizes, the lack of controls, and the sampting biases are

obvious problems. AIso at issue is the crileria used to determine

successful therapy. Kaufmann (1974) corrnents that "Janov's assertions

that ühe reported decreases in ¡xrlse, blood pressure, and altered brain

wave patberns in post-prinal patients signal the advent of a neþr rnan

borders on absurdityn (p. 58). Th¡ese measures can be altered by other

activities as we1l, such as biofeedback, yogar or transcendenbal

meditation. Physiological data is of little significance without data

from other therapies.

Primal therapy raises a nr¡nber of other concerns. one is that

"the phenomenon of pain has been elevated in the theoretical frarework

to an alrnost magical, God-like, salvation-yietding status. The term

primal ¡nin seems to settre and end the disputes, the doubts, and the

questions' (Ëìrown, 1979, p. 7Z\. This focus on pain leads to a

distorted approach to emotional life. rn the experiencing of their
emotions clients are conditioned not to validate their needs for love

or for other deep feelings besides pain. 'Any purportedly deep feeling
experience that does not bring up pain is a pseudofeeling--a

nonconnected acting outn (Janov, 1970, p. 69). Alt such feelings are

to be discharged in a primal as soon as possible. Lonsbury (197g)

proclaims that nin aLttempting to reduce loved feelings to rpainl

feerings, primal therapy suppresses an independent and positive role
for love in resolving prior feerings of being unloved" (p. 26). There

seems to be no room for an r-Thou relationship. Even the love of
parents for a child tends to be seen as bondage to the needs of
another.
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Although Janov asserts that the bent of the human organism is

tov¡ards being real, Primal therapy is nob optimistic about the human

condition. Janov denies the possibility of the adult finding

satisfaction for what was needed but not received as a child. Clients

are taught that their unsatisfied childhood needs must be lived with

since those needs witl be permanently frustrat.erj. The painful

realization of adulthood is that 'once all bhe primal pains have been

exorcized and externarized, to hope for need satisfacLion is to
perpetuate the neurotic struggle and search begun in childhood" (Brown,

r979t p. B7). Thus, the most \.re can expecb as adults is to avoid

getting stuck in our old needs. we must look after our own interests
as best we can. Furtherinore, there is a hopelessness about attempting

to change society through the process of reproduction. since "in this
society there is no normal way to bring up a normal chirri.

child-rearing is left to the neuroticsn (Janov, 1973, p. LgZ).

Janovrs dismissat of the transference relationship between

therapist and client is another issue of concern. Janov squelches

attempts by the client to estabtish a real relationship with the

bherapisb because this is seen as a slmbolic seeking for love and a

form of neurotic acting out. Because the client-therapisl relationship
is superfruous to treatment, Lherapists are used interchangeably. rn

this regard yassky's (1979) advice is well takên:

I would suggest that with primal and with all reconstructive

therapies, that (1) a strong viable enough bond ('working

alliance') must be established as well as (2) a strong enough ego

must first be developed in the patient. in order to sustain him and
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allow him to endure the painful regressive experiences that are

necessary in order for significant personality change to take

place (p. 23).

The theory and practise of primal therapy is not flexible. The

danger is that the bherapist may norchestrate the feelings of patients

to conform to theoryn (Nichols & Zax, 1977, p. 143). The relentless

pursuit of the birth primal as the ultimabe cathartic event may leari

clients to convulsively thrash and scream in a desperate attempt to do

what the Lheory st.ates is necessary. For those who have attainecl the

magical goal sought, the danger is that they will see themselves as

part of an elite group distinct from the "sickn or ordinary members of

society. Kelley (1972) contends that nin this area of J_ife, where man

is struggling for knowledge, there is no elite who have discovered the

way' onry those who pretend or kid themselves that they haven (p. 7r),

Janov's goal is to destroy all a personrs defenses. The guestion

is how a person can survive in a highly neurotic world without

defenses. Effective functioning in our world means that sometimes

feelings and impulses must be brocked. Furthermore, Janov does not

discuss the dangers and implications of a massive assault on the

defenses. "He blithely assumes that once the originar traumas are

lived through, complex neurotic behavior patterns, which every patient

has built up over the years are automatically reptaced by 'normal_,

behaviorn (Strupp, 1973, p. 117). Janov basically assumes that this is
a therapy for all people under any conditions.
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G. FOCUSI¡re

"Focusing" is a therapeutic technigue deveroped by Dr. Eugene

c,endlin (1969, r978t 1979) as a result of his investigation to

determine why various therapies are effective or ineffective. The

results of his studies indicated bhat successfur clients, that is,
those who showed concrete changes in life as well as in psychological

tests, courd be easily idenLified within bheir first two therapy

sessions. What made for success was not the therapist's technigue or

the content of the therapy, but how the clients tarked and what they

did inside themselves. Íhe level of experiencing or affect was the

critical variable related bo therapeutic success.

Central concepts

Focusing views üre body and psyche as one system. The body is
seen as an expression of a person's total being and life experience.

"rt physically lives arl the complexity one can know, and more. The

physical body is much more than physiology knows. rt is our complex

interaction of livingn (Gendlin, 1979, p.343). The body is also seen

as the unconscious, for many aspects of unconscious processes are

impricit in bodily experiencing, shaping any given aspect of speech or

behavior. Furthermore, the body is viewed as embracing the cosmos:

"Your physically felt body is in fact part of a gigantic system of here

and obher praces, now and other times, you and other people--in fact,
the whole universe" (cendlin, I97g, p. 77).

Gendlin optimisticarly assumes that, because the body is a complex

system oriented to maintaining life, it always tends to move in the
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direction of feeling better. 'Once your body is allowed to be itself,
uncramped, it has the wisdom to deat with your problems" (c,endlin,

L979, p. 75). when we feeilbadn or 'wrong', the body is giving us

messages that there is a discrepancy from the standard it considers

"perfecto. The body possesses an unerringly full sense of what is life
giving for us and what is not, and wi-ll inrnediately attempt to repair

itself when something goes wrong.

Focusing is a method which attempts to tap the inherent wisdom of
the body. The essence of this meLhod has bo do with a kind of bodiì_y

awareness called a nfelt sense" that profoundly influences oners life.
This felt sense'is fert in the bdy, yet it has meanings. rt has arl
the meanings one is already living with because one lives in situations
with one's body. A fel-t sense is body and mind before they are split
a¡nrt" (Gendrin, 1978, p. 165). The felt sense is not" a mental

experience buL a physical bodily awareness of the essence of a

siluation, event, or person. As such, a felt sense is a holistic
complex composite of many thoughts, feelings, and perceptions which are

not ful1y formed. rt may remain fuzzy, eluding concise description.
As C'endlin (1978) describes ib, "one has a felt sense when one can feel
more than one understands, when what is there is nrcre than words and

thoughts, when something is quite definitely experienced but. is not yet
clear, hasn't opened up or released yet' (p. 126),

Although the felt sense begins to emerge as an undifferentiated
whole, it is made up of many different facets. Becoming aware of soflìe

of these facets is calted "undifferentiatingn. The content lhat
emerges is shaped by the entirety of onefs life as werl as by the
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present process. It is not necessary bo decipher all the myriad

aspects or all the different faceLs of lhe felt sense.

wt¡en the right words or actions are found to express this felt

sense, a 'carrying forward' of the experiencing process occurs,

accompanied by a noticeable change in the body. The body may ease a

littler and feel better. Tl¡ere is an inwar<l assent, a physical sense

lhat the words that fit the ferb sense are right,. 'There may be a long

audible sigh of relief, a sudden loosening of soÍìe tight faciar

grimace, a quick, comfortabre relaxing in the posturen (c,endlin, Lg/g,

p. 38). As the felt sense becomes differentiabed, new thoughts and

feelings emerge, and the carrying forward process is repeated. Many

progressions of carrying forward may be necessary to solve a problem.

Basic to focusing is its optimisÈic expecbation that people can

change for the better. people are seen, not as fixed, static
structures, but as "living processesn. Focusing "envisions a person as

a process, ca¡nble of continual change and forward movement. The

rprobrems' inside you are only those ¡nrts of the process that have

been stopped, and the aim of focusing is to unstop them and get the

process moving againn (C,end1in, L978, p. 671. The content of lhe

problem is not nearly as important as the process involved.

View of health and sickness

c¡endlin (1979) defines a malady as 'living by the varues of

others", and hearth as'being in touch with one's o¡rm frow of rife" (p.

351). Íhe determining factor in health and sickness is not what is
experienced but hovr one responds to the experience. Beyond these
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general statements, no attempt is made to classify neuroses or catalog

pathologies. rn fact, Gendl-in deriberately avoids diagnostic

categories, berieving that they may mislead rather than herp and may

"geb in bhe way of responding humanry to human beings" (p. 363). The

basic therapy process is the saflìe for people who carry different

medical labeIs, although certain details may change depending on the

condition of the person.

Goals

The goal of focusing is to experience the felt shift. onry when

this occurs is the body able to free itself and move to a more healthy

state.

The therapeutic process

Gendl-in has popularized and made his focusing techrnique easily
accessible to many people by providing a brief systematic descriplion

of the six stages involved in learning how to focus. First, the person

is asked to clear a space. This involves being guiet, listening to the

inner serf, and allowing whatever comes to awareness to eÍìerge. As

problem issues arise, they are mentalry listed anci surveyed with

deLachment. secondly, one probrem is picked and focused on in a

detached manner. The person attempts to feer the probtem as a whole

without trying to do anything about the problem. The felt sense of the

problem may be murky and vague. Thirdly, the quatity of the felt sense

is maintained until some word or image fits it just right. This word

or image is called a 'handIen. Finding the handle coincides with a
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slight shift in the body that affirms that the handre is right. The

fourth sÈep involves going back and forth between the felt sense anri

lhe handle to determine hor¡¡ well they resonate with each other. If
there is a perfect fiü between them, there should be a felt response,

such as an inner release or a deep breath, to confirm that the handle

is right. Tf¡is change is allowed to happen before noving t,o the next

slage. In the fifth sbep the person directly asks the feLb sense what

it is. Íhe answer is alrowed to efiìerge without the use of the

conscious thinking processes. The ansr¡rer is accompanied by a body

shift. The last step comprises welcoming whatever came to the person

through focusing. Gendlin (1978) states that 'whatever comes in

focusing will never overwhelm you if you can have the attibude we call
rreceivingr. . Take the attitude that you are glad the body spoke

to you, whatever it saidn (pp. 61160). After going through these six
steps, the person can repeat the process if so desired. Many cycres of

focusing nny be required before the probrem is resolved. outward

action complements and aids the focusing process.

Gendlin (1979) sees the therapeutic process as a blending of mind

and muscle in a bodily experience. Because what witl emerge from this
bodily experience is unpredictable, and because the focus is on the

on-going inner processes rather than the content, the steps of the

therapeutic process cannot be clearly delineated. C,endlin emphasizes

that the technigue in and of itself is not beneficial. vühat is
imporbant is that the bechnigue be used experientially rather than

passively

The process of focusing is 'oriented toward expanding a person's
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sense of who he is, by healing the inner split between a part of him he

defines as 'I' and a part of him he treats as 'otherr' (Welwood, 1990,

p. 132). Focusing expands peoplers sense of serf by connecting their

ralional aspects with their subverbar fett experiences. rt is

therefore a way of integrating the unknown dimensions of the self with

the familiar aspects. Focusing cultivates an avrareness of and respect

for the bdy, and helps us 'appreciabe how we each ¡rcssess a core of

strength and sanity underneath all our problems and unwholesome

patternsn (Welwood, 1980, p. 132).

View of energy

Focusing does not deal with the body as an energy entity.

Critique

A number of studies have been conducted on the efficacy of

focusing. c'endlin developed 'The Experiencing scalen (EXp), a seven

stage standardized rating scare designed to determine the degree of
affect occurring during a therapy session. He useci independent raters

to score the level of experiencing (feeling). Sunrnarizing a number of
studies he conducted, C,endlin (1969) concluded that "high experiential
level during interviews is significantly correlated with positive

outcome" (p. r2). He cautions that frorn his research it can only be

concluded that the two variables are associated and nob thab there is a

causal link.

cherry (1978), in a study comparing a focusing group with a

control groupr found no significanL differences between the groups when
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rneasured on The Experiencing Scale. The study was limited by the short

tirne devoted to focusing training as well as by the short time during

which focusing r.ras repeatedry measured. Henry (1979), comparing an

experimental group of subjects receiving focusing training with a

control group receiving weekly therapy, determined that nthe clients,

lever of focusing and pre and posL differences in EXp were

significantly relatedn (p. 2986-8). Don (L977 ) used a computer to

analyze the EEG readings of subjects while experiencing "felt shifts"
as well as nnegative shifts" as identified by the subjects. proceeding

on the basis that the slower the brain wave ¡ntterns bhe higher the

level of brain functioning, Dlicn noted thaL 'the felt shift and the

reorganization of conscious experience is a multi-Ieveled phenomenon,

involving a reorganization of concepts, a choice of principres

consistent with these concepts, the selection of programs in keeping

wibh these principles, as well as the appropriate reorganization of a1l

lower levets of the heirarchy consistent with these changesn (p. 163).

weddig (1974), discussing the use of focusing in experiental group

psychotheraPY, reconrnends it as an excellent tool to circumvent

resistance to deeping an emotional experience. rnstead of analysing

the resistance, focusing can be used to faciliÈate "a breakthrough or a

blpassing of defensive blocks, impasses or ego censoring, such that,
the individuat is able to get in touch with the underlying, previous

unconscious aspects of his feeling rife and repressed remories" (p.

289).

Focusing can be a useful approach to various therapeulic

approaches. Hov¡ever, given that it is more a technique than a complete
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therapyr it is best used as an adjunct to other therapies.

H. POI,ARITY THERAPY

Dr. nandolf stone, born in Austria in 1890, deveroped a life-long

interest in natural hearing, becoming a chiropractor, naturopath, and

osteo¡nth at a young age. His ciissatisfaction with the Western view of

the body, illness, and heaLth resulteri in an extensive research of the

traditional medicar practices of other cuLtures, especially

acupuncture, Chinese herbal medicine, and Inciian yogic healing methods.

over his career of sixty years, stone evolved a unique slmthesis of

Eastern and western techniques, utilizing diet, exercise, positive

mental attitudes, and physical manipulation to attain and maintain

health.

Central concepts

rntrinsic to the practise of polarity therapy is the concept of

energy movement in people and throughout the universe. nwe invision

life energy as it frows through the bones, the nerves, and all the

cells to be like a wireless radio or terevision. Hovrever, it is a more

radiant form of energy which travels everluhere. There are no limits
as to the conduction of this universal energy" (pannetier, r9gl, p.

r27). Everything in the universe is seen as having a positive and

negative pole, with an energetic flow between the two pores. This

energ!¡ is neiLher intrinsícalIy bad or good, arthough it can be

well-directed or mis-directed.
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According to Stone, the human body is an energDr field with energy

fro,ring between the ¡nlarities. Íhe porarity patterns in the body

coincide with the electromagnetic principles found throughout nature,

such as when the ¡nsitive and negative poles of a magnet are brought

together, an attractive current flows between them. The body is
energetically charged with positive charges at the top of the body and

on the right side, and negative charges at the bottom of the body and

on the left side. Like the magnet, '¡rcrarity energv is directed

magnetically along its lines of force to align and establish the vitat
polarities of the bodyn (cordon, 1978, p. 25).

!'lhen the energ1/ flow between the positive and negative poles is
balanced and frowing freely, a neutral charge is produced. This

continual free flow of positive-neutrat-negative enerE¿ is called the

'triune function'. nAccording to porarity theory it is of the utmost

importance for an individual's energy to be balanced, for onry when the

triune function is operating effectively is one able to be in the state

of harmony reguired for good health" (Feiss, L979, p.65).

the primary life-force energy which builds and sustains aII the

others is said to be located in a fine white line which flows through

the sixth ventrical of the brain and dov¡n the spinal cord. This energy

is "stepped down" or transformed within the chakras so that it can be

utilized for specific life functions (Schwarz, I9g0). fn the polarity

system, the five elements of ether (spirit), air, fire, water, and

earth are seen as the major facets which comprise life energy. Each of

these elements correspond to a particular chakra, body part, and body

function. For example, the element of air is associated with the heart
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chakra, the lungs and the heart, respiration, and compassion (Binik,

1978). The life-force made up of bhe five elements is described as

'the animating current of life and a physiological rearity in the body"

(Gordon, 1978, p. rB). rt flows through the entire body, charging

every cell it touches. various things, such as stress or tension, can

weaken the flow.

Porarity therapy operates from an assumption of body-mind-spirit:

unily. The physical, mental, emotional, and spirituar aspects of a

person are viewed as merely different manifestations of Ehe same

energy. Thus, blockages in any one area will affect all other areas.

Polarity therapy describes blockages as occurring in a number of ways.

ore of the rpst coÍmon blockages is in the 'character armor'. Like

Reich, Polarity therapy believes that psychologicar conditioning ancj

early traumas inhibil the free flow of emotions and lead to a

tightening of sets of muscles as welr as connective tissues. This

brocks the flow of energy Ehrough specific ¡nrts of the body.

"Furthermorer an individual's unique pattern of chronic blockage will
generally show up in chronic character attitudes which interfere
with lhe direct experience of 1ife in the moment" (Binik, ]rg7g, p.

101). Another cornrnon blockage of energy results from a dietary

imbalance which results from not only a poor choice of foods, but also

from their guanbity, qualityr or combinations. How the eating is done

and what enobional state the person is in while doing it are important

factors in the assÍmilalion of food energy.

View of health and sickness
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PolariLy therapy is based on a health moder. rt is assumed that

the nature of the body is to heal itsetf. To do this, hovrever, it
needs a favorable environment. such an environment is created by

eating healthy foods, exercising regurariry, and maintaining positive

thoughts and feelings. Because we have control over hoç¡ we treat our

bodies, \.re are responsible for our ovrrì health or illness. we can make

ourselves sick and we can bring ourselves back to health.

Polarity therapy does not concern itself with treating disease or

the êffects of disease, or even attempting to determine the cause of

the disease. No one specific body part is concentrated on because al1

Irarts are seen as interconnected. The focus is rather on releasing

blocks to energy flow within the body so thaü a balanced flow of life
energD/ can result. !'lhen such a free flow occurs, nature can do the

healing because'each cetl has a 'mind' and knor¡rs its function and will
perform normally when nourished by the natural flow and balance of this

energy moving through the body freely' (pannetier, l9BI, p. I2g).

GoaIs

the primary goal of polarity therapy is to harmonize bdy, mind,

and spirit so that good health and stability can be experienced. For

this to happen, clients are encouraged to take responsibitity for their

own health and rely on thenselves to do what they know is necessary for

self-healing. lrhey are taught to view life positively, to be happy,

and 'to cheerfully accept everything that comes to one" (pannetier,

1981, p. 128).
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The theraPeutic Process

rive major bools are used in the practise of polarity therapy in

order to help a person attain and maintain an optimum level of health.

The first of these is love. Iove is considered to be the nost powerful

energy available because love is God and Gorl is love (Vlamis, 1979).

Love is utilized as a primary healing force by creating an affirming,

lovingr nurturing environment for the client. The second tool involves

generating ¡rcsitive thoughts and attiLudes. Because Stone believed

thab physical problems are due to blockages of mental and emotional

energVr he attempted to create and enhance ¡æoplers positive feelings

about thenselves. To do this he had people give themselves

affirmat,ions. Body manipulation, the third tool, involves the gentle

use of the hands of a trained practitioner to release the blocked

energy in the body. Careful attention is given to the placement of the

hands and to the direction of energy flow between them so Ehab the

client's movement of energy will be faciritated. vÍhile bhe tlpe of

touch used is similar to that of acupressure, the specific points and

map of the body used are unique to porarity therapy. fhe fourth tool,
easy strebching postures, are employed so as to enhance the circulation
of the blood and improve the flow of energy. The ¡rcstures employ a

process which is natural, progressive, and non-forceful. The 1ast tool

involves an emphasis on dieb and nutrition as a vray of maintaining

health and energy. A diet of natural foods, fruit, vegetables and

grains is reconrnended. Stone developed a number of special diets and

recipes to facilitate the cleansing of various body parts. rn sunrnary,

Polarity therapy is a "complete and powerful method of holistic heal-ing
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that utilizes diet, exercise, physical manipuration and proper mental

albiLude in an interdependent manner in order to help an individuat

reach and maintain her optimum level of healthn (Feiss, 1979, p. 66).

The associated chakra

This therapy stresses the over-arl importance of giving and

receiving rove, and strongly attempts to create a loving atmosphere

during the therapy. Because of the primacy of this emphasis on

nurturance, Polarity therapy is mainly associated with the heart

chakra.

Critique

The appeal of polarity therapy lies in the simplicity of its
methods, the versatility of its application, and the breadth of its
concerns. Íhe specific body manipulations, clearly described by C,ordon

(1978) in his book, can easily and quickry be learned by most people.

Results are reported to be guick. The therapy can be applied in many

settings with people of all ages in alr conditions. c,ordon (1978)

suggests thab Polarity therapy could be used by docbors before or after

medical treatment, in hospitals to alleviate pain and reduce tension,

in jails and institutions, as well as in schoots. It is a non-invasive

therapy with no negative side effects. unlike sofiìe of the other

therapies, such as Rolfing or the Alexander technique, polarity therapy

advocates a nore comprehensive view of heallh by Íncluding diet,
exercise, and cognitive restructuring as ¡nrt of its treatment regime.

Given that the goat is to establish a healthy lifestyle, if this is
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accomplished bhe person is likely to experience an enduring change.

The weakness of Polarity therapy lies in the same area as a number

of [he therapies described earlier in this paper. fhis therapy does

not acknovrledge the need to deal with the root causes of psychological

problems, assuming that such problems will take of themselves once the

energy blocks are ren¡cved. To deal with this lack, some form of
psychotherapy may be mandated as an auxiliary bherapy for persons

taking Polarity therapy.

I. SPO}TIANEOUS BODY EXPERIENCING

Spontaneous Body Experiencing, also described as 'a non-directive

approach to bio-energy" vüas devel0ped by Aime Hamann in conjunction

with a group of therapists in Montreal, .firei-rec, in the early 1970s.

This form of body therapy has almost nothing written about it--only two

short unpublished essays (Hamann, 1976, Ig77). It evolved during the

last decade and is being practised in several canadian cities. rt is
the form of body therapy being practised by the writer.

Central concepts

central to spontaneous Body Experiencing is a deep respect for the

body. The intellectualization of the body is circumvented by

engendering a process which allows the body to express its ov¡¡ unigue

internar processes. The fundamenLal strategy of Ehis bherapy is to
approach the human organism without any preconceived notion of
man, of the universe, and of cosrnic energy. To start from
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noLhing. To leL the organisrn guide us. To create the conditions

(and this is the crux of our work) that will allow the bdy, the

hurnan organism, in its toLality, to reveal to us its secrets of

and by itself. To become students, the taught rather than the

teachers of life, of the body's energy, of its manÍfestations, and

of its different rpdes of expression (Hamann, L977, p. 2,).

Spontaneous Body Experiencing posits that everything in us is cornprised

of energy and movement. 'The human organism is a global energy

structurer an energy programne, which is superimposed on the anatomical

structure' (Hamann, 1977, p. L2). This energy structurer which is

unigue to each person, is an incorporation of our biological and

hereditary histories. 'The human body, especially during the first
years of life, reacts as if it were a single cell, very grobalry.

Event.s affect it, inscribe themselves in it, change it" (Hamann, 1977,

p. r2). Because all aspects of a person form a unity, our personal

choices and life experiences result in an on-going change to our

external and internal structures

Or¡e of the assumptions of S¡pontaneous Body Experiencing is that of

'body memoryo. rt is thought that our bodies have imprinted in them

all of our rife ex¡reriences, even those of infancy and foetal

existence. somewhere in the depth of our genes, which contain the

mysterious program of our lives, is inscribed all of our past. painful

life experiences, often suppressed by peopre, ray become 'stuck" or

"lodgedn within the muscre tissues of the body. Attempts are made to

hide the pain inside by presenting a mask or front to the world. As

Hamann (1977) expresses it, obetween the spontaneous expression of
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energy of the foetus ancl infant that we vJere and the artificial
/

rigidity õr false ease we manifest, have intervened countless angers,

incominunicable sorrows, censured desires. . Between what really

happens in our depths and what has the right to be mentioned before

others, is a world of differencen (pp. 15 & 14).

The memory of the body is revealed in therapy as an organismic

process of energy release is alloweC to occur. This energy release

follows anatomical channels and reveals the complex organization of

energy within peop]-e. For example, tension in the jaw courrl suddenly

release into feelings of rage. The withhetd history of the body

gradually begins to express itself through movement, sound, and

imagery. nThe programme recorded in us begins to unfolrl, in the

beginning, in a manner seemingly devoid of meaning. But little by

Iittle, we realize that what is happening is related to us, to all we

are in life" (Hamann, 1977, p. 14).

View of health and sickness

Àccording to Hamann (1976), health is related to movement. The

body engages in numerous functions. It breathes, nourishes itself,
reproduces itself, fee1s, imagines, thinks, speaks, and acts. The

colT[non denominator of all these activities is movement. The ease of

the bodyrs motility is a clue to its state of health. The more the

human organisrn is unified and integrated ín its movements, the more it
is capable of pleasure. By contrast, all that blocks movement

diminishes the capacity for pleasure. tivisions and tensions in the

body result in a rigidity of movement as werl as a separation of the
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self from itself and others.

Heal-th is related to respirabion. Breathing is the rhythmic

global movement of the living organisrn. Fu1I, deep breathing allows us

to be open to life. However, because all of our traumas and past rife
experiences affect our breathing, our breathing may become constricted.

For exampler when we become fearful our breathing becomes shallow. An

energeticalJ-y tense and divided body in which respiration has been

repressed and in which the nrotor and expressive ca¡ncities have been

lessened, wirl not be able to taste the furness of life, desire, or

pleasure of which it may be ca¡nble.

The healthy person is able to fully experience both pleasure and

suffering. Pleasure is defined by Hamann (1976) as not a matter of

'fun' or "pleasures', but as the capacity to be unified and integrated

within one's self and in one's relationship wibh others. That which

encourages the harmonious develo¡xnent of the human organism, thereby

increasing its capacity for pleasure, is life-giving. By r¡¡ay of

contrast, all that deprives the body, creating tensions and blockages,

works towards its destruction. Wtrat makes for pleasure, then, is the

criterion of what makes for health.

Pleasure and suffering are interrelated. The less a person is
capable of experiencing pleasure, the less is that person able to carry

the suffering inherent in all of life. To be abre to feel pleasure is
to be abre to experience all of life, including its inevitable pain.

The thera¡æutic process

Tt¡e therapeutic process employed by spontaneous Body Experiencing
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is anti-technical. rt avoids preconceived diagnostic, psychological,

or medical categorizations, preferring to create the condiLions under

which all of life can express itself Ehrough its own unigue process.

ltt¡at is done in bhis therapy is very simple. fhe client is asked

to lie on his or her back on a narror¡¡ mattress with eyes closed and is
told to make no voluntary rpvements, not even to scratch. The client

is also instructed to relinquish control of anything which may occur

within, at whatever level thab may be. Tllese two conditions aim at

cutting people off frorn habituar movements they may make to suppress

budding emotion. Because the aim is to avoid menbal effort, it, is not

reguired that atbention be focused on any one part of the body. rf the

therapist is working with only one crient, he or she sits by the

client's head and maintains a light touch to both sides of the face.

rf the therapy is being done with a group, peopte work in ¡nirs, taking

turns rying on the mat and providing the touch to the head, whire the

therapist may touch the client's feet or other ¡nrts of the body. The

clients may lie on the mat. for 45 to 60 minutes or longer, depending on

the discretion of the therapist.

I'lhat happens during the session is unpredictable and varies with

each person. As people relinguish control of themselves, an organismic

process is initiated. This process is

a global phenomenon . which progressively involves the whole

organism in its neuro-muscular tissue as well as in its modes of
expression. As a result of the bouch presence . . . there occurs,

at a given moment, wibhin the organism, a release which could best

be described as movement. voluntary control lets go little by
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little. vühat is involuntary and autonomous can, therefore, appear

and replace what is volunbary. rnner life, which is rovement,

makes its appearance in the form of movement (Hamann, L977, p. 9).

As Ehe person lies on the mat, emotions, nemories, pains, or sensations

may emerge. At some point small autonomous, involuntary, uncontrolleci

Ípvernents begin which may eventually build into a state of total body

vibration or movement accompanied by the making of sounds. vthat.

happens is that the body begins to spontaneously release muscular and

emotional brockages. The vibration or movements of the body are a

result of energy passing through the musculature. "When there is great

resistance and the muscles are very tight, then the twitching becomes

very large and sometimes painful. rt is the energy abtacking or

breaking through where the muscurature holdsn (Bauman, l9gz, p. 170).

The person rnay relive hurts, fears, or traumas which have been long

suppressed. sometimes there is a conscious awareness of the

relationship between the organismic process and specific past events.

other times no specific meanings emerge to tink the organismic

processes and ¡nst or present events.

As the therapy proceeds, there is a progressive deepening of the

organismic process. Experiences from all ages of life emerge,

including those of the intra-uterine period and the birth experience.

Furthermore, 'the organisrnic process reveals an energy st.ructure; that

is, the body's movements appear in a definite order' (Hamann, Ig77 | p.

u). During this process the person is conscious of and responds to

outside stimuli. rt is possible to stop and start the process fairly
easily as a person learns how to do this.
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Touch is central to this therapy. rt is hl4pothesized that the

çality and quantity of touch is cri[ical in shaping rife. children

develop in accordance wibh how they have been touched. 'To

re-estabrish contact with another person by touch is to go directly to

the origin of oners life, beyond language certainlyr but beyond the

other senses as well. It. reaches the person in the structures of his

personality, provided, of course, that he truly gives his life, his

energy the potential of emerging" (Hamann, L977, p. 5). The ty?e of

touch used in Spontaneous Boff Experiencing is neither a caress nor an

intervention. rt is simply a non-demanding presence, a being-with the

other person.

While the organismic process is essentially a nonverbal one, words

become an indispensable part of the process. Because everything in our

lives is relational, words are imperat.ive for the therapy to continue.

rn this writer's practise of this therapy, the maL sessions are

followed by a sharing of experiences and a verbal therapy session where

any number of a variety of therapeutic strategies may be employed.

The associated chakra

Because spontaneous Body Experiencing arlows the organism to

express itself at a variety of levels, it is not associated with any

one chakra. Given thab the chakra system implies a progression of
psychological and spirituaJ. developnent, it can be postulated that
people will gradually move up through the various chakras as they

become progressively nore liberated from their internal blockages.
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critigue

Various aspects of Spontaneous Body Experiencing are similar to a

variety of other therapies. Like psychoanalysis, free association is

used. Howeverr this associabing is done, not at a verbal level, but at

an experiencing level. Spontaneous Body Experiencing can be likened to
primar therapy because the energy release which nay accompany the

organismic process is similiar to Janovrs riescriptions of primal

therapy. Spontaneous Body Experiencing has been called nRogerian

bio-energeticsn because the therapist adopts the kind of role advocatecl

by Rogers. The use of touch refrects aspects of polarity therapy.

These simiLarities are not surprising because the human organism anrl

its energy does not change from one therapy to another. what changes

is the perspective brought to the organism. This perspective often

determines what will occur.

The unigueness of spontaneous Body Experiencing among bhe body

therapies lies in the simplicity of its technique and the intensity of
its resurts. Tt is the least prescriptive of the therapies, arlowing

the therapeutic agenda bo be determined by whatever spontaneously

emerges from the organismic experiencing process. As such, it follows
the recomnendation of Nicols and Zax (1977) that 'bo be most useful,
theory should serve onry as a guide, and therapists should remain

flexible enough to work with whatever naterial their clients produce,

withou! insisting that it fit the straibjacket of their belief in whaL

treally countsrn (p. 104). spontaneous Body Experiencing is versatile
in that it can be used with a wide spectrum of clients, individually or

in groups as rarge as 16 people. rt can be done with a therapisb or
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with a friend, and can be conbined with other therapeutic strategies.

rn this writer's experience, this therapy tends to guickry flush out

the critical life issues a client has and is especially good for peopte

who tend to over-intellectualize.

Hamann (1977) cautions, høvever, that bhis therapy is not easy.

It is

difficult, demanding, and a1so, very long. The price i.s

high. one has to accept living in onefs inner madness, or better
yet, letting it express itself as iL is inscribed in the depths of
the vibratory universe that r¡re are. This approach can become

. a way of discovering the raws of rife itself precisery

because it receives rife as it is. And then, it seems to me, that
Iife, expressing itself, can reveal to us and teach us its wisdom"

(p. t7).
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CHAHTER THREE

PRÀCTISE ISSUES

This chapter examines a number of issues involvecl in the practise

of body therapy. These have to do with the role of catharsis in

therapy, the effects of touching, the placebo effect., indications and

Iimitations, as well as the role of the therapist.

A. CATTIARSIS

The use of catharsis is prominent in a number of the body

therapiesr namely Reichian therapy, Bioenergetics, Primal therapy, and

Spontaneous Body Experiencing. Catharsis may also accomllany Structural

Integration, occurring spontaneously as muscle tension is removed.

Use of catharsis in therapy has a controversial history.

Psychoanalysis began with an investigation into how catharsis could be

used to cure hysterical slmtoms. Freud wrote of his early work with

Breuer that "we led the patientrs attention directly to the traumatic

scene in which the s¡mptom has arisen, endeavored to find the nrental

conflict inherent in it and to release the suppressed affecbn (quoted

by Heider¡ 1974, p. 33). Freud called this the 'cathartic methodn.

Heider (1974) likens this method to people being like tea kettles with

boiling water inside and a cork in the spout. Energy is represented by

the steam which is trappecl inside the corked kettle. Any behavior

which increases the heat of the fire, punctures the kettle, or pops the
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cork, results in a dramatic release of energy. rn Freudrs terms, the

kettle is called repression while Ehe steam is carred ribido. rn

Freud's early work, the task was to free the libido.

catharsis, as used by the þdy therapies under discussion, is

based on a cortrnon assumption which originated from Reichfs work.

Peop1e are seen as energy systens. Dysfunction occurs when the free

flovr of enerry is blocked from its natural channels. Restoring the

energy flow, possibly with a strong cathartic discharge, restores

healthy functioning. An example of this is when tears are suppressed

in an attempt to control sadness. Maintaining such control reduces

one's ability to feel. When the tension is broken dov¡n or the enotion

intensifies to the poinb of bursting forth, the tears flow, the tension

is released, and feeling and movement are freed. VÍhile suppression of

certain feelings is necessary at times, the problem arises when the

release of tension is never permitted. This produces chronic tension

which results in a ross of ability to feel, nove, and experience.

catharsis can be produced in a nunber of ways. To continue the

metaphor of the tea kettle, the walls of the kettle rnay be attacked by

reducing the resistance to free expression. Or the heat may be turned

up by intensifying the imputse toward expression. or the kettle, the

cork, and the steam may all be triggered at once by a specific acLion.

Bioenergetics uses stress positions to trigger catharsis. Janov uses

the deprivation of sleep, sensory bombarùnent, and prolonged excitation

to abtain dramatic release of feelings. Various degrees of catharsis

occur spontaneously as a part of spontaneous Body Experiencing.

A number of benefits can be produced by catharsis. Heider (1974)
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clairrs that 'catharsis is the most freguent and valued tool for entry

into transcendental realms of experience. . During this perio<j,

healing and personal growth take place more quickly than usual_' (pp. 3r

a 27). Catharsis may result in peak experiences as described by l,laslow

(1962). The eyes becore clear, the body is radiant, relaxed, and yet

energized, ând there is a sense of profound well-being (Heider , Ig74).

catharsis, as used by the body therapiesr rrrry be useful in

producing attitude changes. Often atLacking a problem at strictly the

cognitive level is insufficient to produce changes. Hnotional arousal

may be needed to facilitate a change in attitudes. "Under heightened

emotional arousal people search out expJ-anations for their feelings,

and this makes them npre suggestible" (Nico1s & Zax, 1977).

Catharsis can also be used as a means to give people the distance

they need from their emotíons so that bhey can Íìore objectively

perceive what is happening. Cathartic discharge often accomplishes

this more effectively than does an intellectual discussion. This is
because 'accurate perception and clear thinking are enhanced following

emoLional discharge, because catharsis is more effective than

suppression for distinguishing between thoughts and feelingsn (Nicols ç

Zax, 1977, p. 226) ,

Most of the support for bhe efficacy of catharsis comes from

anecdotal accounts. Allhough it has been promoted by various

therapies, 'no one has demonstrated thab catharsis alleviates or

prevents psychosomatic disorders or is a critical variabre in
successful psychoLherapy' (t'licols & Zax, 1977 , p. 195). According to

Nicols and Zax, only one study has been conducted which has guantified
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catharsis and related it to psychotherapeutic outcome. lfhile the

results of this study corroborated the effectiveness of the bechniques

in generating catharsis, the question of the therapeutic value of

cabharsis was less conclusive. Orr1y some of the outcome criteria were

significantly affected by catharsis. Hoþ¿ever, Nicols and zax (Lg77)

conunent that 'the fact that catharsis patients improved significantllz
on both of the behavioral measures employed tends to confirm the

beneficial impact of cathartic therapy' (p. 194).

A nu¡nber of the body therapies which operate in the context of a

group may use catharsis to great advantage. one person's experiences

may trigger emotional responses in other group nembers (pierrakos,

r974b). The group can be used to give permission to people to express

bheir deep feelings. lfhile ne!ù group members may be frightened by

observing an intense discharge of feeling, they can see that peop.le

come out of it on their own, generalty feeling alot freer and tighter.
There are a number of cautions and dangers in the use of

catharsis. Heider (1974) observes bhat the ¡rcwerful emotional release

of catharsis is often followed by ecstacy, then depression, and

eventually a return bo the normal state. As the ecstatic experience

fades, the person nay be deeply disappointed at the loss of what felt
like permanent enlightenment. caution is needed in producing

catharsis, for while it easily produces ¡reaks, there is no guarantee

thaL lasting change wilr be thereby produced. Karre, et al. (1973)

nobe thab 'even if abreaction is the physiological curative process

other processes must operate to sustain physiological normalization and

still other processes must convert tension reduction into changes in
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the way a person lives his life* (p. f21). Catharsis is not

therapeutic in and of itself "unless it occurs in a setting of

expectance and understanding and can be integrated into the patientts

view of himself and the world. titl can be anLibherapeutic,

humiliating, and devastating to the remaining resources of the

individual' (nellis, 1976, p. 137).

A hazard of cathartic therapy is that it can easity lose iLs

focus. Most clients enter therapy Èo be cured of a presenting probJ.em.

rt is easy in verbal therapy for the focus to be deflected from the

presenting problem to the etiological construct. of the therapist.

rnstead of an emphasis on outcome, Lhe focus may be put on process.

Because catharsis is exciting and tangible, it may become valued in

itself even apart from behavioral change.

Catharsis generally needs to be incorporated as ¡nrt of a broader

therapeutic strategy if it is to be used to produce fundamental

changes. It must be seen as a tool and nob as the overall goal of

therapy. While affect certainly plays a part in long-standíng

behavioral disorders, its role is not exclusive, and the cure requires

more than its release.

Some of the dangers of catharsis lie not so much in the technique

or theory involved, but in their possible misappropriation. Not all
therapists and not all clients should engage in Èhis tlnpe of therapy.

Intense catharsis can disrupt psychological defenses and requires a

therapist who can create an atmosphere of strength and safety while

sensitively accom¡nnying the client through the process. Heider (1974)

picturesquery describes the therapist's rore as 'that of a midwife,
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present only to assist and sometimes to induce a natural process but

ill-advised to attempt to stop a birth process once init,iatedn (p. 37),

He al-so warns that forced confrontation shoutd not be used by the

leader to precipitate catharsis. He advises that nit is preferable to
allow the participant to confront the anxiety over a period of time

than to perform a caesarean and take the infant from the womb, (p. 3g).

The therapist must be comfortable in handling intense feeling and in
temporarily increasing the feelings of upset in people who are already

feeling distressed.

clients generarly initially face the possibility of strong

cathartic discharge with great trepidation. Sensing their internal
turbulence, they fear facing their inner madness if they give up

control. They often hold back because they are afraid that if they 1et

themserves go they may be embarrassed or i,,rorse yet, may erupt into a

murderous rage. Because facing such fears anci exposing deep emotions

produces a high degree of vulnerability for peopre, they need to be

worked with sensitively.

rt is appropriate that people entering a highly cathartic tlpe of
body therapy be screened. People with certain medical conditions, such

as epilepsy, high blood pressure, and cardiac problems, as well as

persons who have major problems knowing what is or is not real should

be cautious about engaging in extended pillow-pounding, sobbing, or

screaming. while most peopLe are heavily guarded emotionalry, there

are those whose egos are onry weakly defended who give vent to more

feeling than they can handle in a given situation. Because of this,
nit is critical that the therapist who aims for catharsis be able to
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provide a very safe and protective atfiìosphere in order to relax the

defenses of the normally defended person, and to protect the less

well-defended person who too easily exposes private feelingsn (l¡icols a

zax¡ L977, p. 226), Furthermore, sornething needs to be done regarding

the feelings expressed. As Kiesler (1973) comments, "emobionality in
lhe group should be examined as a process, so as to avoid mislabeling

and useless or hurtful transfer of rearnÍng' (p. 2Ð. rf growth and

personality change are desired goals, then the therapist must. deal with
such issues as from where the emotions emerged, the validity they have,

and what learning can come out of the catharsis.

carthsis can be dramatic, convincing, and contagious, especialry

in a group setting where a great deal of energy may be mobilized.

Because of its power, it can give an aura of truth to whatever is sairi

or done by the bherapist. Because of this, therapists using catharsis

must be scrupulously ethical in their retationship with the group anrl

must ensure that the ¡rcwer of the group is not used to overwherm the

defenses of the individual.

B. TOUCHING AND BODY THERAPY

Physical touching between Ehe bherapist and client is an inbegral

aspect of most body therapies. How important a ¡nrb touch plays varies

with Ehe therapy. whire Focusing does not demand the use of touch,

structural rntegration cannot be done withoub it. Touch, in soÍìe of
these therapies, is done while the client is partially nude. Given

that touch has historically been excluded from psychotherapy, the use
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of touch by the body therapies requires sone discussion.

Freud has had a great impact on bhe question of touch between

therapisb and client. He was heavily influenced and constrained by his

culture which de-enphasized the nrother-chil<i bond and which was

insensitive to infantile needs. ouring the 1gg0s the medical

establishment highlighted the danger of over-indulging the chilci,

believing that many problems with babies resuLted from the well-meant

interference of overly roving ¡nrents. Because one of the r¿¡ays of

"spoilingn a chil-d was thought to be the cradle, a concerted attack on

the use of the cradle led to its eventual demise (Monbagu, 1979). This

cultural mileau, as welÌ as Freudrs own personality and his perceived

need to be rational and nscientific', led him to eventually eshew the

use of touch in therapy, although he went through a period where touch

was an integral part of his practise (Edwarcis, 19g1; Older , Ig77), ile

came to believe that the Lhrapist should not add anything of himself or

herserf to stimurate the crient, and rejected physical contact as

seductive and dangerous (Forer, 1969). As a result, it has been 'the
Freudian nucvement which provided a theoretical rationale for
understanding the unconscious meanings of body contact and the taboo

against touching and which institutionalized the taboo in
psychotherapyn (Forer, 1969, p. 229), That bhis taboo is still strong

in bhe psychoanalytic establishment is illustrated by the advice of
Iangs (1973), a Freudian psychiatrist who warns against any physical.

contact between a therapist and client other than a handshake ab bhe

cofnrìencerrEnt and termination of therapy. Àccording to langs, any

physical contact between a male therapist and female client involves a
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gratificaLion of the sexuar needs of bhe Eherapist, while bouching a

saÍìe sex client may precipitate homosexual panic in bhe client.
social work reflects the psychoanalytic orientation in its

perception of the use of touch between the social worker and the

client. Kadushín (1972), writing abouL bhe social work interview,

states that 'occasionally, in rnoments of great stress, the interviewer

will reach over and briefry touch the interviewee in a gesture of

comfort and slmpathy. Aside from this and attempts to translate bhe

meaning of a firm or flabby handshake, tactile conrnunication in the

dyadic interview is almost nonexistentn (p. 264), More recently,

Strean (1981), a nistinguished Professor at the Graduate School of

Social Work of Rutgers UniversiLy, derogatorily describes 'exercises in

handholding and other tlpes of sexuar forepray" (p. 166) as being a

part of encounter and sensitivity groups. Furthermore, he claims thaL

participants are nseduced inÈo holding hands' (p. 166). clearly strean

views touch only within a sexual context.

Reich was an incisive critic of his society, especially of the

psychoanalytic establishment's attibudes toward the body and

interpersonal intimacy. He found it difficult to understand how

psychoanarysts courd attempt to plumb the depths of the personality

while retaining an aloof, reserved stance. Reichts insistence on the

im¡nrtance of being touche<l was a bold and prophebic sLance which

called people back to the recognition bhat there are fundamental human

needs which must be ntet for healthy develo¡xnent. Although current

research inbo the effect of touch within psychotherapy is stil1 in its
infancy, the role of touch in therapy is graduarly becoming more
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accepted and prominent (Hubble, Noble, & Robinson, 19gI). There is
some evidence to suggest that therapists use touch more than they will
openly acknowledge because touching violates currently accepted theory

and practise (Borenzweig, 1983; Older, 1977),

one of the reasons for the greaLer acceptance of touch can be

linked to the encounter movement of the 1970s which strongly emphasized

use of touch (Bogdanoff & Elbaum, 1g7B). rn conjunction with the

effects of the encounter movement, proliferating research on humans and

animals has increasingly pointed to the critical necessity of touch for
survival and growth. other helping professions, such as nursing, are

aLso increasingly coming to emphasize and value the healing elements of
touch (f'eiss, 1979; Kreiger, 1979, I9g0).

Montagu (1978) has compiled powerfuÌ ciocrrmenLatj.on relating to the

nee<i for touch throughout life, especially during infancy. He

sunrnarizes numerous studies to demonstrate that normal functioning is
impaired when adequate touching is not provided. He asserts that

the infant's need for body contact is compelling. The earry

development of the nervous system of the infant is to a major

extent dependent upon the kind of cutaneous stimulation it
receives. There can be no doubt that tactile stimulation is
necessary for its healthy devel0pment. rf that need is not

adequately satisfied, even though all other needs are adequately

met, it will suffern (pp. 192 & 190).

A failure to meet the infant's needs for nurturing parenting, that is,
cLose physical contact, cuddling, rocking, holding, and caressing, may

result in many deficits for that infant throughout life. These include
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a failure to establish contact relations with others, inadeguacies in

tactile and affective behavior, psychosomatic disorders, deficiencies

in social conununication, atypical movements and postures, as well as a

physical, psychological, and behavioral awkwardness. To provide the

need for tactile stimulation, even in adults, "may serve to give them

the reassurance they need, the conviction that they are wanted and

valued, and thus involved and inclucjed in a connected network of values

with others' (Montagu, 1978, p. 226).

The body therapies, by virtue of their physical orientation, are

in a strong position to use touch for healing. Because many people

have not received the intensity of body contact they needed as infants

and children, they remain emotional].y deprived at some level. Touch

can be used in therapy to tap and meet those deep levels of need. As

Brown (1979) writes,

The giving of direct touch guickly triggers off, deep within the

core regions of the meLabolism, the forgotten longinos for being

held and nurtured by a mother or father not always available. The

very physical proximity of the therapist to the patient will often

awaken very early feeling vibrations that characterize the circuit
of connectedness between mother and child during the earliest

months. There is an armost magic-like power of direct physical

touch between one organism and another which acts as a form of

catalyst in terms of regressing a patient to early feelings of

childhood in which there is no separation between subject and

object or between child and parental figures' (pp. g6-97).

Touch, properly and sensitively used by a therapist, can enable people
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bo spontaneously regress backward in time to the experiences of
childhood when they erected bheir defenses as protection against the

chronic nongratification by their parents of their basic needs for
nurture. Once these experiences are made accessible, attempts can be

nnde therapeutically bo resolve and move beyond the issues they

present. Touch can also be used in bherapy to mcve a person to bhe

higher levels of psychological needs as defined by Maslow. "Every

neurotic suffers according to Maslow from an acute deprivabion and

frustration of childhood needs for safety and love. The

dissolution of a ¡ntientts character-muscular armoring 'cannot be

completed without first gratifying all hitherto unsatisfied childhood

needs for safety and loven (Brown, 1979, pp. g5_96).

Physical contact between the therapist and client is much more

intense than the distance of visua-L or verbal interaction. As Lowen

(1967) writes, 'if a therapist touches the patient with hands that are

warm and tender, he establishes a deeper contact than words or looks

could achieven (pp. z4B-249). Appropriate physical_ contact gives the
client a great deat more informabion about the guality and depth of [he
therapeutic relationship than do words. While nverbal contact al_one

leaves one in a limbo of isolation from oners ovrn body and from other
persons. . . . contact between two bodies emphasizes the boundaries of
self and other, and ¡ærmits a psychorogical and bodily experience of
fusion with (and new substance from) another person which words cannot

provide. . Taking in something new from others is energizing; it
extends the boundaries of self; it is ego-stretchingn (Forer, Lg6gt p.
230).
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Touch can serve many purposes. rt can be used to symbolically

¡nrent a client, to convey acceptance, and to provide a concrete

connection with the external world when a client feels out of touch

with or threatened by that world (mintz, 1969). As Montagu (1978)

states, 'taking almost anyone's hand under conditions of stress is
likety to exert a soothing effect, anri by reducing anxieLy give both

the laken and the taker a feeling of greater securityn (p. 226\. Touch

is also a basic way of providing presence and comfort. older (rg77)

r.rarns that 'by forbidding touch, we as therapists cut ourselves off
from a very basic way of making contact and providing comfort. rn some

cases it may be the only vlayn (p. 199). Furthermore, touch may

encourage self-disclosure in therapy because of the increased intensity
between client and therapist that touch produces (Silverman, pressman,

& Bartel, L973¡ Wilson, l9B2).

Touch can be used as a rich source of information for the

bherapist about the client. By touching a client, the vitality,
softness, or hardness of the tissues, and the guality of the skin can

be ascertained. There is a close connection between touching and

knowing.

Because of the many meanings touch has in our culture, Èhe tlpe of
touch the therapist uses is crucial. There are many strong cultural
taboos which militate against peopre touching each other except in
clearly defined ways (Goffman, 1971). !'then touching is done, it is
often seen to have sexual overtones. Às O1der (Lg77) graphically

states, "beneath the rock of the touch baboo lurks the snake of the sex

taboon (p. 198). Tt¡e unfortunate inability to discriminate between
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sexual touch, which is expressly desÍgned to stimulate sexual arousal,

and nurturant touch, wtrich is the expression and sharing of non-sexual

1ove, minimizes the likelihood that people wilt be able to experience

nurturant touch as adults outside of a sexual rerationship. The

lherapist needs bo be cognizant. of the strong possibility of confusion

between sexual and nurturant touching on bhe part of the cLient.

The touch of the therapist must be non-sexual and non-erotic
(Wilson' 1982). Lotven (1975) advises that 'a therapist's touch has to
be warm, friendly, dependable, and free of any personal interest to
inspire confidence in touching' (p. 92). Touching which is sexual_

merely amplifies the client's fears about physical contact and

reinforces bhe taboo against touching. 'Any sexual involvement of the

therapist is a betrayal of trust in the therapeutic relationship that
subjects the patient to Ehe same trauma he experienced in the

parent-child relationship' (Lowen, 1975, p.93). The therapist must be

able to differentiate between sensual, sup¡rcrtive, gentle, hard,

mechanical and feeling touches. If the therapist cannot distinguish

between nurturant and sexual touch, touch should not be used (udwards,

1981). on the other hand, if the clienb associates the release of
pleasurable feelings with sexual feelings towards the therapist, 'this
becomes an ethical issue only if the therapist fails to help the client
deal with these interpersonal transference feelings as a distortion of
the real intrapsychic experienceo (Leland, 1976, p. ZL6).

An illustration of the degree of sensitivity needed in the use of
touch can be found in the practise of spontaneous Body Experiencing.

rn one group this writer conducted, a large pro¡nrtion of the female
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clients had been sexually abused as children. Some of them felt highly

vulnerable, not onry because of the enormous pain they were facing as a

result of their abuse, but also because, by wearing babhing suits, they

were exposing rnore of their bodies Lhan they felt comfortable with.
tying on a mat with eyes closed, they also knew thab they would be

touched sornewhere on their bodies by the male leader. rn such a

situation of extrere vulnerability, if these female clients would not
feer safe with the therapist or wourd feer at arr improperry touched,

they could guickly feel Èhat their earlier sexual exploitation was

being repeated. unless the touching in such a situation is done very
sensitively in an atmosphere of safety, it would only serve to mobilize
the defenses it.was intended to dissolve.

The use of touch in body therapy brings up other ethical issues

besides that of sexuality. Because there appears to be a significanr-
difference in crossing the ego boundaries, as is done in verbal
therapyr and the physical boundaries, as is done in body therapy, the
therapisL carries a Íìore intense res¡rcnsibility when the client,s body

is directly involved. As a result, Leland (Lg76) advises that
therapists shoulri inform their cLients of what they intend to do prior
to the therapy. 'This may mean describing exactJ.y what r wish him to
do, describing what it is that r intend to do and/or informing him of
the potential physical and emotional risks involved" (p. 216). clients
also need to be informed of the degree to which the body will need to
be exposed. t,lhile this may dilute some of the force of Èhe therapy, it
will protect both the client and the therapist. The crients may feel
invaded or vioLabed if they are not made a!üare of the proposed process
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and allowed to choose whether or not to al1ow it to occur. If stress

or pain are involved, therapists should demonstrate with their ov/rì

bodies what is reguested. Because informed consent is a crucial issue

in malpractice suits, a clientrs prior knowledge of the risks involved

is essential. Arthough physical damage as a result of body therapy is
not likery, it is possibte. The responsibility is on the therapist to
foresee possible dangers and screen out people who may pose too high a

risk.

Research on the effects of touch in psychotherapy and body therapy

has barely begun to exprore the many factors invorved. Touch has

different meanings depending on the context in which the touch is
given, the intensity of the relationship between the therapist and

client, the sex of the therapist and client, and the location of the

touch on the client's body. To date, the few studies which have

addressed these issues have been very limited in their scope and

somewhat inconsistent in their conclusions.

Pattison (1973) divided 20 female colJ.ege students into four
groups. One male and one female counsellor each followed a touch

procedure with five ctients and a no-touch procedure with another five
clients during initial intake interviews. This study found that the

use of touch was significantly related to client self-exploration,
although touch did not significantly atter the clients' perception of
the conselling relationship. Conrnents of clients who v,¡ere touched,

however, "indicated that there was some kind of meaningful impact on

the client in terms of rapport buiJ-ding. Counselors reported feeling a

closer rapport with clients whom they touchedn (p. 173).
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Àlagna, Whitcher, Fisher, & Weiss (L979) constructed a study

(N=108) to evaluate Èhe inberaction of touch with the sex of the client

as werl as the sex of the counsellor. This study was 'the first to

show thab touch between counselor and client is positively related to
the clientrs attitude tovard the counsering exps¡is¡ssn (p. 470).

while clients of both sexes responded positively to touch, the

strongest positive effect occurred between opposite sex pairs of

counsellors and clienbs. A further study done by stockwell and Dye

(1980) used an experimentat design (N=108) in a natural counselling

setting to evaluate the effects of touch by the counsellor on the

clientsr level of self-exploration as well as their evaluation of the

counselling. Stockwell and Dye did not find that counsellor touch had

a significant effect, a finding at odds with the studies done by

Pattison and Alagna, et al. A study on the use of touch in
psychotherapy done by Hubble, Nob1e, & Robinson (1991) concluded that.
nthe counsellor's use of touch significantly affected the cl-ient,s

¡ærceptions of the counserlor's expertnessn (p. 535). clients who were

touched viewed the consellor as possessing flìore expertise than did

clients who were not touched.

ft is clear that much more research on the effects of touching

between therapists and clients needs to be done. Clinical experience

points to the efficacy of touch used appropriabely in the thera¡æutic

relationship. Further research can help delineate what factors make

for positively and negativety perceived touching. Body therapists must

use great sensitivity in their touching of clients, bearing in mind the

cultural and ethnic differences around the use of touch, as well any
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other factors which affect horv touch is perceived by the client.

C. TT{E PI,ACEBO EFFESI

Given thaL the various body therapies, based on differing
assumptions and utilizing varying bherapeutic processes, all cl_aim

positive results in working with crients, it wourd be useful to know

what comrnon active ingredients in these therapies produce the

desireable outcomes. This same question can be raised regarding the

vast armamentarium of technigues and interventions that have been

employed by the nredical and psychotherapeutic establishments over the
years as part of the scienc.e and art of healing. One issue which has a
bearing on all therapeutic outcome is that of the placebo effect.

À placebo may be described as "any treatment (or any part of a

treatmenL) which does nob have a s¡recific action on the patient,s
slzmptoms or disease but which nonetheless may have an effect on the
patientn (Benson, 1979, p.5g). The placebo effect is therefore the
changes in the patient, symptoms, or disease produced by the pracebo.

such an effect may or may not occur and may be beneficial or harmful.

Although at various points throughout history the placebo was the
rnost doctors r¡rere able to offer their patients, the meclical

establishment at present generally disdains the placebo effect (Benson

& Epstein' 1975). This disdain arose out of controlled drug

investigations in the 1950s. while these studies recognized the pohrer

of the placebo and established controls for it, they usuarly did not
anaryse the placebo itself as a therapeutic intervention, since
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nontreatment controls were not used. The remarkable benefit,s of the

placebo effect were simply ignored.

The po{der of the placebo has tended to be dismissed or ignored

over the years. As orconnell (1983) states, 'although the pracebo's

povrer has been persistenbry at work for thousands of years, its
remarkable properties have been relegated to a marginal status: it has

been variously regarded with amusement, annoyance, incredulity, or

indifference. Few have been mystified or intrigued by it; even fewer

have divined its theoretical significance' (p. 337). perletier (rg77)

argues bhat the disdain for placebo effects in tradiLional medical

practise is not justified because 'the existence of curative placebo

effects is well substan[iateci in the treatmenL of a wide variety of

diseases ranging form hay fever to rheumatoid arthritisn (p. ra).

Present research has shown the placebo effect to be extremely

powerful. 0rConnelly (1983) claims that nit is the basis for nearly

all healing in western or non-western medicine and psychotherapyn (p.

337). shapiro and Morris (1978), in their definitive scholarly review

of the subject, agree Ehat most drugs and treatments are essentially

useless, and that nedical history is primarily the history of the

placebo effect. Furthermore, in regard to psychologi.carry orienbed

therapies, lhey openly propose that 'the pracebo effect is an important

com¡nnent and perhaps the entire basis for the existence, popularity,

and effectiveness of numerous nrethods of psychotherapy. . The

pracebo effect may have greater implications for psychotherapy than any

ot'her form of treatment because both psychotherapy and placebo effect
function primarily through psychological mechanisms" (p. 369). ¡Iere
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such an assertion widely recognized as valid, most aspects of medical

and psychorogical theory and practise would be revorutionized.

rt has been recognized in the practise of mecjicine that a number

of conditions affect the power of Ehe placebo. physicians or nhealersn

have an enormous influence on the effectiveness of the treatment as a

resurt of their berief systems, expectations, and methods of
corrnunication with their patients. Those who are attentive to their
patients and cormnunicate an enthusiastic belief in the efficacy of the

treatment they prescribe produce the most positive placebo effects
(Lesse, 1964). The psychological condition of patients also influences

their response to both active drugs and placebos. 'The higher the

level of patient concern and the greater the discornfort, the rnore

rikely relief from a placebo will occur. Moreover, patients'

expectations and conviction in bhe efficacy of the method of treatment

exert strong influences on the amount of relief afforded by a placebon

(Benson & þstein, 1975, p. 1226). The treatment mileau also affects
Ehe response of the client to therapy. whire both physician and

patient cont,ribute to the placebo effect, it is likery that their
relationship is the most important variable (pish, L973¡ shapiro, A.,
1961, 1970). The placebo effect is not nrerely the result of taking an

inert medication but is a part of the entire doctor-patient

interaction. 'There can be no doubt that the placebo derives its power

from the vast potential of the emotional relationship between bhe

omnipotent physician and the needs of the patient' (fischer a DIin,
1956' p. 505). rf the patient does not res¡:ond well to the

relationship with the physician, the placebo effect may produce
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negative results.

Several develo¡xnents have led to an examination of the relevance

of the placebo in psychotherapy. The first of these was the medical

discovery that under desireable conditions chemically inert substances

could produce positive changes. The second discovery was that welcomed

psychological change could result from ritualistic procedures enacted

under suitable conditions. The third realization was that 'the act of
psychotherapyr per se, under suitable conditions and in appropriate

contexts' is itsetf a placebo which eventuates in therapeutic change

according to the same principJ.es and logic as those changes engendered

by the purely physical placebosn (OfConnelly, 19g3, p. 33g).

rt can be argued that psychotherapy is a placebo because it.
possesses all the characteristics of placebo induced change. The power

of the pracebo is not in the healer, the client, the pi1l, or the
procedure, but nin an unusual relationship and a specific kind of
information exchange between a healer and a sufferer, contextualized

therapeuticallyn (O'Connelly, 1993, p. 339). Change occurs in
psychotherapy by virtue of the crient's optimism and faith in the

heal-errs methods and by the prescrÍbed intervention which is congruent

with the expectations of the clientn (Benson, 1979¡ Fish, 1973).

The rather sbartring implication of seeing psychotherapy (or body

therapy) as a ritual utilizing the placebo effect, is thal

any intervention will get results as long as the gualities of
faith, hope, and therapist competence, including Rogerrs necessary

and sufficient conditions, are present. change is accordingly not

dependent on true theories or even established psychorogical
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knowledge, assuming these are possible. rt is dependenb only upon

belief in methods, and a shared acceptance of the framework on

which they rest. Effectiveness is constant across all
psychotherapies: êâch evokes the placebo effect under the correct

conditions' (O'Connelly, 1983, pp. 339-340).

Thus, it becomes important for the therapist to determine which

treatment modality will produce the appropriate and optimal stimulus

for each patient (Shapiro & Morris, l97g). For example, some people

may react best to drug stimulus, while others may require the stimulus

of body therapy.

orconnel-ly (1983) has suggested an eight stage process which can

be used to maximize the effects of the placebo. The first step is to

contexualize. staging is an important part of therapeutic power. rn
body therapy this could involve the particurar setting used, the

special clothes required, the specialized language, and the appropriate

fees. The second step is to humanize. The power of any placebo is
greatly enhanced by the warm, empathic, unconditional type of
relationship described by Rogers (1957). Such a relationship is
rewarding to the client and makes likely the emergence of trust and

confidence. The third step is to optimize. This involves maximizing

the effect of the placebo strategy by first eriminating all other

possibilities for a cure. The fourth step is to temporize. This

tactic involves a promise of treatment only after other, covertly

therapeutic, tasks are performed. rf clients improve as a result of
doing the preriminary tasks, they can be told that they did it on their
or,Jrì. rf there is no improvement, hope and expectancy in the promised
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treatÍìenL is intensified. The fifth step is to slmbolize. The healer

and the client must share a comrnon slmbolic framework. For example,

the voodoo rituals of a Haitian witchdoctor would not be appropriate

for a canadian businessman. The sixth step is to re-cognize.

Cognitive labe1s and beliefs condition behavior. The effects of the

placebo can be partially explained by the transformation of such labels

and beliefs in therapy. The seventh step is to ritualize. ceremony

and ritual enhance the pobency of the placebo by building the

motivation, expectations, or confidence of the client. For example,

part of the ritual of Spontaneous Body Experiencing as a group

experience involves changing clothes, lowering the lights, lying down,

and being touched. The eighth step is to prescribe. Because it is the

treatment which is primarily responsible for the placebo effect, the

treatment must be clearly labeled and presented as such. rn body

therapies the treatment could be catharsis, focusing, ncenteringn,

becoming grounded, primaling, and so forth. Vlhat precisely is
prescribed is not as important as the prescription itself.

rnstead of trying to avoid or explain away the effects of the

placebo, body therapy, like any other therapy, can attempt to maximize

the use of placebo principles. Given that body therapy accepts the

unity of body-mind, there should be no conflict in utilizing the impact

of a placebo on a personrs cognition and affect in order to facilitate
behavioral or intrapsychic change. Furthermore, the evidence about the

power of the placebo suggests that all healing is essentially

self-healing: 'As the placebo effect so vividly demonstrates to usr

changing our expectati.ons or fundamental assumptions can profoundly
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affect our experience of health and well-being. Healing comes as a

direct resul_t of ¡nrceiving ourselves as a whole" (Ingrasci, quoted by

Ferguson, 1980, pp. 249-250). rdearty, the body therapies can herp

people exchange berief in the power of the pills or the technigues to

belief in the healing powers which 1ie within, as it is these powers

that the placebo effect taps. 'The billions of dollars spenl for
impobent over-the-counter remedies, for painkillers and tranquilizersl
and for solace from physicians can be saved by a medical system which

restores faith and hope not in drugs and physicians, but in each

individual and his body' (Jaffe, 1980, p. 63). The goal in rnaximizing

the power of the placebo is to release blocks to change so that the

client can become free, creative, and autonomous. When cl-ients assume

responsibility for their behavior, they no longer need to be herd

captive by their slmptoms, and can dispense with body therapy (or

psychotherapy) as a placebo no longer needed.

D. INDICATIONS AND LIMITAÎIONS

While the body therapies finy be conducted in a variety of settings

with a diversity of clients, they do have their rimitations. The

different therapies vary in the kind of setting they demand and the

t¡rpe of problems with which they are effective. some therapies, like
Focusing or the Alexander technique, could be used with practically

everyone. others, like primal therapy and Bioenergetics, demand

greater caution around their use. This section discusses the cautions

and limit,ations as well as the types of clients and settings best
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suited to body therapy.

The clients

Àt the outset ib should be made clear that body therapies are not
a trEnacea. They need to be used with the same professional knowledge

and caution necessary for the effect.ive use of any other tylge of
therapy. rt must also be emphasized that 'no technigue is therapeutic
in itself. No response to a thera¡:eutic intervention is therapeutic in
itself eiLher, unless it occurs in a setting of ex¡æctance and

understanding and can be integrated into the patient's view of himself
and the worldn (nellis, 1976, p. r37). Body therapies are extremely
powerful and can be used to quickry penetrate the innermost core of a

person. Like the scalpel which is deadJ_y when clumsily or ignorantry
wielded, so body therapy techniques can also be destructive if not
applied with care. Techniques are limited by the compassion, empathy,

and understanding with which they are used.

Body therapy, above arl, must operate in the context of a deep

respect for the client consistent with the humanistic belief in client
self-determination and serf-responsibility. rt is the contention of
this writer that even though people obstensibly come to therapy for the
purpose of facilitating a change process, they have the right to not
change and to not accept the therapist's prescription for change.

fherapy must be a voluntary collaborative process conducted with the
informed consent of the client

People who seek body therapy, usualry do so because of some

specific symptom or felt need. To engage in therapy, of whatever kind,
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tends to make a person feel vulnerable due to fear of the unknown, fear

of change, and fear of facing the known or unknown 'ghosts" within.

This vurnerability needs to be acknowledged and respected, as people's

fears and resistances are there for a good reason. To forcefully
bat.ter these resistances <lown may produce spectacular 'breakthroughsn

which nmay be paid for later by increased resistance, severe anxiety,

or in sorlìe cases even psychotic breakdownn (Hoff, Ig7B, p. 2I0).

Brownell (1981) uses the apt analogy of a seed whose she1l comprises a

hard protective armor around the fragile embryo of life inside.

Breaking the seed open and leaving the contents exposed to the elements

is certain death to the inner life of the seed., But if the seed is
planted in warm, nroist earth, the shelt softens naturally, falrs apart,

and the seedling emerges. As it. rooLs itself in the earth, it can push

itself up into the air and become interdependent with the envirorunent.

It must be remembered that body therapy involves a process which

needs to be done gradually, one step at a time, according to the

openess of the client and the discretion of the therapist. Even Janov

(1975b), who uses primal therapy in an attempt to rid people of all
their defenses, cautions that this must be done srowry anrj

methodically. To force people to open up faster than they are ready to

may be disintegrating to the person. nwhat is disintegrating is to be

overloaded with feelings so that they cannot be fully experienced"

(Janov, r975b, p. 429). This may result in undue fear or hostility, a

fixation on the therapist, or nightmares. For this not to happen, the

therapist must create an ambience of safety in the therapeutic setting

and be sensitive to the degree of pressure on a client which is helpful
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without being counterproductive.

People come to therapy with their ov,n ideas aboul how they wish to

be helped. "They also bring an aesthetic sense of what is relevant and

tasteful for them, and a set of values about what is appropriate'
(nellis, 1981r p. 24). The bherapist needs to respect these values and

bring help to clients within their frames of reference, if that is at
all feasible.

Age and stage in life are also factors in the appropriateness of
body therapy. Therapies which mostly involve changing external body

movements, such as the Alexander technique or Feldenkrais method, or

manipurating muscles, such as structural rntegration, are 1ikely
suitable for armost anyone because they do not invorve actively
breaching a person's ego boundaries or defenses. Therapies which

penetrate the depths of personality, such as spontaneous Body

Ex¡reriencing or Reichian therapy, need to be used with greater caution./
children should not be subject to such therapies, while they may be

used with caution on soflìe adolescents (Rosen, 1977). Bellis (1981)

corrnents that nno children or adolescents have the experience to see

that their ovrn character is getting in their wayn (p. 24). rf therapy

is undertaken with adolescents, it needs to be done within a

recognition of the family context of the client. Furthermore, given

thab adolescents are in the develo¡xnental- process of individuating

themselves from their parents, and their ego identities are not

strongly formed, to have them engage in therapy which involves

fundamental changes to the personality may exacerbate the already

confusing issues with which they are grappling. The aged may aLso
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e)q)erience limitations around body therapy. They may come looking for

relief of psychorogical pain but may not have the desire to face bhe

deep tragedies of their lives. 'fL may be cruel at times to challenge

patients to face realities which they cannot change; r think it is the

duty of the therapist to help such paÈients to find meaning in their

lives, rather than to focus primarily on their failures' (Bellis, 1980,

p. 24).

The setting

Those who use body therapies, especiaLly the therapies which make

use of catharsis, need to engage in them in an appropriate setting.

Clients, as well as therapists, will likely feel self-conscious and

inhibited if they are not assured of privacy when they cathart. A

scream which comes from Lhe depths of a person is ¡renetrating and may

be unnerving to those outside the office who hear it. Thus, if the

therapy involves a lot of noise and activity, adequate soundproofing

and privacy is necessary. Also, because clients sometimes work in a

state of semi-dress, they need to be able to do this without

embarrassment or awkwardness.

When work is done in a group or institutional setting, the

therapist must be cognizant of the contextual realities. A body

therapy group can generate an enormous amount of energy. It is

hazardous to release this energ[¡ in a setting which does not have the

resilience to absorb it. ÍLre decibel level of a group in which many

people are experiencing catharsis simultaneously is not to be

underestimated. While the clients may be comfortable with this, anyone
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who overhears it rnay be anxiety filled. rf this occurs within an

institutionaL context, a negative reaction to the practise of the

therapy may occur.

fndications for body therapy

IL is conceivable that the Alexander technigue, the Feldenkrais

nethodr structural rntegraLion, Focusing, and polarity therapy could be

used in a wide varieby of settings with armost any kind of client.

while these therapies may be effective for various airments, they are

not strongly symptom oriented. They approach the body as a whole,

believing that the slmptoms will disappear if the entire body functions

harmoniously. These five therapies are relatively gentle in their
approach, and do not aim for deep personality change, although that

coul.d be a by-product of the therapies. Reichian therapy,

Bioenergetics, Primal therapy, and spontaneous Body Experiencing fall
into a differenb category. They all involve the use of techniques

which probe the depths of a person in an effort to frush out the

underlying blocks which are hindering a personrs growth. Because of

this, it is appropriate to attempt to distinguish the type of clients

best suited to this therapeutic approach. unfortunately, little has

been written on this aspect of these therapies.

Body therapy can be an effective approach for people who have

difficulty expressing their emotions. While verbal therapy can be used

to help a person express emotion, na clientrs characterological

attitude and the bodily expression of that attitude fend off many

verbaL techniquesn (Browne1l, I9Bl, p. 253). Furthermore, verbal
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techniques presuppose lhat a person has a conscious nemory of past

evenLs. Emotions and experiences never expressed during the preverbal

and prememory stage of a childrs or infant's life cannot be touched

through verbal- therapy, with the exception of hy¡pnotherapy. These

events, which may have profoundly affected a person's life, can be made

accessible through the use of body therapy.

rn discussing who is a suitable candidate for Bioenergetic

therapy, Bellis (1980) advises that "any somatic complaint or failure
of body function or any psychological complaint that can be related to
the body in a way that has meaning to the patient is usually a

sufficient enLree to Bioenergetics" (p. zz), such a criterion wourd

also hold for the other body therapies. More specifically, Bellis
claims that Bioenergetics is effective for persons with psychosomatic

problems, gast.rointestinal disorders, hl4rertension, chronic back

tension, visual problems, skin disorders, depression, and schizoid

characters, provided one is prepared to enter into a long relationship

with them. Rosen (1977) reports that, in his experience with primal

therapy, it has been most effective when the major s¡mptom has been

anxiety or depression, including suicidal depression. Although primal

therapy does not focus on psychosomatic slmptoms, it is reported to
often result in a decrease in gastrointenstinal slnnptoms, colds,

headaches, epileptic attacks, and asthma.

Limitations and cautions

Bellis (1980) cautions that Bioenergetics is not

for everyone. CIienLs who have specific phobias are

egually useful

better treateri
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t'hrough systematic desensitization while obese persons are better

treated in the context of a group. sexual disorders may require the

use of marital therapy.

There are differing opinions about using a body therapy approach

to treat persons who fall into such diagnostic categories as clinical
depression, schizophrenia, psychosisr or borderrine personality

disorder. Rosen (1977) reporbs that Primal therapy is of dubious merit

for borderline personalities. Reich, however, v¡as willing to treat
psychotics, but warned that great care needed to be taken in treating
schizophrenics. He cautioned that, while "they are amenable to
Lreatment involving catharsis of deep rayers of emotion . the

potential for harm exists if the therapist does not provide necessary

controln (Nicol.s & zax, Ig77). Bellis (1990) contends that, although

an acute schizophrenic reaction can sometimes be managed if the

bherapist and client have a strong relationship, at other times

hospitalization or nredication may first be reguired. He further
suggests that in working with borderline personalities, care needs to
be taken not to overload the client by alrowing too much feering too

soon, as this nwill only reactivate regressive adaptations and

acting-out' (p. 241. Baker (1967 ) advises that people shourd be

excluded from Reichian therapy if they lack the ability to resnythesize

their defenses after they have been penetrated in therapy. Body

therapy becomes hazardous when the limits of the sociar setting, the

¡ntient, or the therapist are exceeded. For exampJ.e, a person with a

coronary condition should not be overly agitated or heart failure may

occur. Body therapy must not be done in isolation from other
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disciplines. Therapists need to be wirling to work collaboratively
wiuh other health professionals, refer when necessary, and seek

guidance from outside of themselves as required.

For the protection of the therapist as well as the client,
screening of clients prior to therapy is strongry reconrnended. A

checklist can be given to prospective crients so that they can indicate
whab type of physical or psychorogical problems they may be having, and

what issues they wish to explore during therapy. rt may be advisable
to reguire a physical medical examination prior to doing body therapy.

Therapists ray also erect to have clients sign a regal waiver
absolving the therapist of liabirity in the event that injury or ir1
effects accrue bo the crient as a result of the therapy. other
profes'sionals, such as medicat docbors and nurses, who work directry
with people's bodies have extensive training and operate under cl-ear
ethicar guidelines. Because body therapists have no ricensing
requirements which must be met and have no restrictions on their
practise, a¡nrt from the restrictions specific therapies may impose,
they must set their or¡¡n standards. Body therapists, who may be working
as private practitioners, must ensure that they adhere to acceptable
professional standards.

Respect for body tissues and for people is paramount in conducting
body therapy. Therapisls should maximize their knowledge of anatomy,
physiology, and pathology so that they know the rimits of body tissues
and know how to recognize physical danger signals. rn terms of respect
for people, therapists must not zearously coerce someone into therapy,
and must not raise false hopes.
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E. THE BODY THERAPIST

rn any therapy the personality and skilrs of the bherapist are a

significant factor in the therapeutic outcome. rn body therapy, the

therapist is possibry in a more criticar position than in verbal

therapies because of the close body contact that is involved. Such

contact penetrates the social and psychological boundaries, moving into
a personrs intimate physical space.

rn doing body therapy, a number of personal qualities are

desireable for therapists. One of the foremost gualities needed by a

therapist in conducting body therapy is serf-knowledge. Therapists

must come to know and accept their own humanity. According to
Pelletier (1980) this means a therapist needs 'to become acguainted

wiLh his own emotionaL nature, his personality conflicts, his strengths

and weaknesses, and generally to engage in a process of
self-explorationn (p. 432). This process is critical because

therapists cannot lead clients down the path of self-knowledge any

farther than they have been themselves. Unless therapists have

experienced and acknowledged their o'wn complex mix of tensions and

emotions, they will noL be well aware of them in the clients and wilt
thus be limited in their therapy (Chaiklin & Chaiklin, I9g2). Betlis
(1976) strongly emphasizes this when he writes that "if the therapisL

. . has not felt in himserf and come to possess his own incestuaÌ

feelings, his homosexual feelings, his murderous rager his fear, his
terror, his horror, he is to that extent rimited in his ability, no

matter what technique or method he uses in dealing with his patientsn

(p. 150). Therapists rnay be able to work cognitively with patients
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without having worked through their own powerful feelings around

sexuarity or rage, for example. rt becomes much more difficult,
however, for a body therapist to work intimately with a client using

expressive techniques without being personally self-aware and

self-possessed. 'A therapist has to know himself, to be in touch with

himself before he can be in bouch with his patienL" (Iowen, L975, p.

93).

The danger in therapists having serious unresolved feelings of

their own is that counbertransference may develop and contaminate the

therapy. Countertransference has to do with the roles therapists

unconsciously play and the illusions they hotd about themselves which

are not to be challenged or shattered by the crient (Lowen, 1967). For

example, if a male therapist encounters a whiny self-pitying

martyr-like woman who reminds him of his motherr âDd he still has

unresolved feelings of anger t.owards his mother, the client will become

parL of the therapist's problem with his mother. or nif a therapist

was made to feel stupid at home, then when his patient challenges his

intelligence, the therapist may come down on the patient, be defensive

and not allow the patient an aggressive act so necessary for his

health. In short, the therapist may treat lhe patient just as his

father and mother did, reinforcing the neurosisn (Janov, L975bt p.

425). Lovren (1967 ) underscores Janovrs statement when he proposes that

'to whatever degree this countertransference exists, it wilL constitute

an obstacle to the patientrs recovery" (p. 25I).

In order for therapists to kno¡¡¡ themselves, and therefore to know

others, they need to engage in an on-going process of self-exploration
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through self-therapy. This may be accomplished through "such

disciplines as meditation, centering, psychobherâpyr serf-review, or

review and discussion with consultants and colleagues, and with

readingn (Paul, 1973, p. 44), The journey of self-discovery is never

complete and there is no land of promise where one eventually arrives.

Because pain and hardship are part, of the journey, it is advisable to

obtain a guide who can lend support and direction when the going gets

rough. when one is a client, one can better identify with oners own

clients.

Body therapists need to be far enough advanced in their own

journey of self-discovery to have a solid sense of self. Lowen (1975)

picturesguely states that the therapist must be nsufficiently grounderì

in the reality of his own being so he can serve as an anchorage for his

crient. when the wat-ers get choppyn (p. 106). Therapists must be nrealn

people, that is, people who do not hide behind roles, but who reveal

their humanity to the client. 'v'that a therapist offers is the

reality of his own being and his own existencer ân existence broad

enough to comprehend the confusion and anxieby of the patient without

sharing it. The paLientrs assurance of help lies in the therapist's

dedication to truth, the truth of his own personal being, the truth of

the patientrs struggler and the truth of the body' (Lowen, Lg67 | pp.

250-25L). Therapists can help clients discover the truth of their

bodies, that is, to become aware of their bodily expressions and

attitudes, only if therapists know bhe truth of their own bodies.

Besides a sorid sense of self, a conrnitment to the truth of the

body, and a quest for self-knowledge, body therapists reguire many
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other personal qualities. Courage and sensitivity are needed to guide

people deeper into experiencing their pain. Strength and determination

are required to not abort the process by rescuing clients in a

premature attempt to make them feel- better. Faith and trust in the
nwisdom of the bodyn is needed as well as the expertise to intervene

and guide the process when necessary. Enthusiasm, self-confidence, and

a willingness to become intensely involved wilh clients is essential
(Ellerbroek, 1973). Humility in the face of one,s l_imitations is
paramount. Daring and risk in adapting the particular forms of therapy

to each person is important. Kurtz and prestera (Lg76) remind

therapists that

a personrs ¡ntterns always contain pain and fear. They are

intimate, and the embodiments of much suffering. skil1 is
required and compassion is essential if one is going to make

contact with them and help dissolve them. A long time in the

making, they do not yiel<i easily. Force does not work, but

tendernessr respect, loving understanding, and a conunitment to be

honest witl often be enough. strength and courage are needed to
break free (p. 11).

Given that body work is often very emotionally intense, therapists must

learn how to be emotionally present with clients without being

emotionally drained by them (Lanza, l9g3). Therapists must also be

able to meet their or¡m personal needs outside of their work with their
clients.

Body therapists must be able to create a therapeutic atmosphere.

This includes 'the ambience, space and soundproofing of the room, and,
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most important, the demeanor, skilt and confidence of the person of the

Èherapistn (Leland, 1976, p. zr7). rt is the responsibility of the

therapist to maximize the sense of safety and confidence clients may

feel in his or her presence.

Persons doing body therapy need to be thoroughly grounded in the

t.heories of body work. They need to maximize their skills through

whatever training is available and must have personal experience with

the therapy they conduct. They must arso operate within an ethical

framework such as that established by the National Association of

Social !,torkers in their code of ethics (Lerunon, 19g3).

Therapists who do body therapy in groups have additional

responsibilities due to the nature of a group. A group can be used

very powerfully to convey acceptance, nurturing, and affirmation to its
members. A group can also be dest.rucbÍve when there is, among other

things, scapegoating, inappropriate reassurance, favoritism or

tyrannizing by the leader t oL inappropriate serf-discrosure. paul

(1973) has outlined a number of responsibitities a therapist needs to
assune when leading a group in order to keep it constructive. The

therapist must respect, and have the group respect, the right of a

group member to remain silent, to deviate from the beliefs of the

majority, or to set limits on his or her self-disclosure. The leader

must not attempt to persuade or intimidate people to change or adopt.

the leaderfs values. People need to be given the freedom, within broad

parameters, to seek and establish their own values. At the same time,

the leader must avoid exploitive actions by himself or herself or by

the group. Group members must not be allowed to be physicalry or
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emotionalJ-y destructive to each other under the guise of individual
freedom. lh¡e leader should encourage that which promotes growth,

seeing the potential for growth and transcendence in each person. ,He

fthe leader] values highly the search into oneself; lhe struggles to
recognize and inwardly experíence oners emotions in their full rangei
the risk of disclosing one's thoughts, feelings and impurses; and the
opportunities for bridging the distance to the other, with its chances

of mutually enhancing outcomesn (paul, 1973, pp. 45-46). Furthermore,
the leader does not do for peopre what they can do for themselves.

Brownell (1981) exaggerates slightly when he describes the body
work therapisL as requiring 'the heart of a schweitzer, the brain of an

Einstein, the courage of a corumbus, and the wisdom of a solomonn (p.
255). somewhat more realistically, he concludes that

bodywork is noL for the beginning therapist, t.he faint of heart,
the technician, nor the collector of ginrnicks to ,open up a

personr or to 'break down defenses'. rt is for the well_trained,
seasoned, cautious, but risking professional who has a great deal
of self-confidence and faith and yet one who knows when and where

to obtain supervision or consultationn (p. 255).
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CHAE{TER FOUR

BODY THERAPY AND SOCIAL VüORK

This chapter examines sonìe of the factors which mitigate for and

against the inclusion of body therapy as one of the theoretical and

practise models utilized by the social work profession.

A. FACTORS SUGGESTING INCLUSION

social work is clearly compatible with the body therapies in a

number of major areas. rt can be argued that the body therapy model

could logicaJ-ly mesh with the theoretical orientations, practise

mociels, knowledge bases, and values of social work.

The definition of social work

Perhaps the logical place to start in examining the relationship

between body therapy and social work is with the definition of social

work. Howeverr starting here is fraught with uncertainty because

social work is notoriously difficult to define. In fact, Mishne (1982)

declares that 'there is no universally accepted definition of social

work that clearly establishes what it does as contrasted with the other

helping professionsn (p. 553). Furthermore, Gilbert (1971) proposes

that the unifying theme of the profession is its ncontinuing search for

a distinctive, unifying, and ever-illusive identity' (p. 40I). The

result of social workrs namoebalike tendencies in reference to
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definition, boundaries, and consequences Iis] that social workers . .

must map out their directions and terrain with an unsteady hand and a

clouded eye' (Simon, 1977, p. 394).

Although no universally accepted definitions of social work exist,

many attempts have been made bo define the profession. The orHare

conference on conceptual frameworks proposed that the purpose of social

work is nto promote or restore a mutually beneficial interaction

between individuals and society in order to improve the quality of life
for everyonen (grieland, 1991, p. 79). Such a definition is extremely

broad and could embrace many kinds of therapeutic modalities. Clinical
social work is the specialization of social work under which body

therapies could be subsumed. A clinical social worker has been defined

by the Board of the National Association of Social l¡Iorkers' Register of

clinical social workers as a person who is nby education and

ex¡ærience, professionally gualified at the autonomous practise level

to provide direct, diagnostic, preventive, deveto¡xnentar, supportive

and rehabilitatíve services to individuals, families, and,/or groups

whose functioning is threatened or affected by social and psychological

stress or health impairmentn (Meyer¡ 1983b, p. 31). This definition,

although more clearly focused than the previous one, is also broad and

could include a considerable scope of interventions. Body therapies

can easily be included in the practise of social work according to this
definition, for they directry provide preventive, supportive, and

rehabilitative services to people whose social and psychological health

is stressed or impaired.
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Values

There is a strong similarity between the values of humanistic

philosophy, social work and body therapy. "The most basic tenet of

humanism is that man is free to choose and that therapy should be

directed toward enhancing that freedom and encouraging personal

responsibility' (Noble, 1977, p. 182). Humanism also affirms the

uniqueness and importance of human life. nrt stands for respect for

the worth of persons, respect for differences of approach,

open-mindedness as to acceptable methods, and interest in exploration

of new aspects of human behavior" (sutich, quoted by Lasater, rg7g, p.

311). Humanism views people as being more than a sum of their parts.

rt is argued that nnot only is it impossible to understand men by

examining them in bits and pieces, it is equally impossible to

uncìerstand them apart from the contexts in which they choose to live
their livesn (Noble, 1977, p. 168). Humanistic philosophy sees people

as having a positive potential for growth and wholeness. It is assumed

that people are born with an innately good, positive, self-actualizing

nature. Self-destructiveness occurs when this inborn organismic

valuing process is rejected as a result of people falsifying their own

values in order to accept the values, experiences, and beliefs of

others. Conversely, to be heaJ-thy involves uncovering that

self-actualizing nature, nto move away from the facades, oughts,

pleasing others, and to move toward self-direction--being more

autonomous, increasingly trusting and valuing the process which is

himselfn (Rogers, 1961, p. 168). Such a view of health and illness

means that people must take responsibility for Lheir own states of
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health and illness.

For the purpose of comparison, it is interesting to list the
fundamental values undergirding social work. Strean (197g) identifies
the six values npst conunonly mentioned in the social work literature as

the following:

1. Belief in the dignity and worth of the human being regardless
of his or her social, psychologicar, intellectua1, or poritical
orientabion, sex, race, or age.

2. Belief in the human being's ability to grow and change toward

social and personal ideals related to a liberal-humanistic
concept of human betterment.

3. Client self-determination.

4. Acceptance of each crient and client-system as unigue.

5. Helping others deverop or recover the capacity for ser_f-herp.

6. client participation--the human potential is always taken as a

given by the social worker, and therefore he accepts the client
as an interacting partner in a professional relationship that
will psychosocially enhance him (pp. 30_32).

rt is clear that arl of these values articulated by the sociar work
profession are in harmony with the humanistic perspective.

social work has reflected humanistic concerns throughout its
history. 'rt is humanistic in its commitment to the welfare to the
crient, its concern with crient participation and decision making in
the process, its regard for the crient as a whole person, and its
corrnitment to the protection of his rightsn (Northen, IggZ, p. 29).

siporin (1980) observes that nthe humanistic values of egual.ity,
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democracy, justice, artruism, social responsibirity, and mutuar aid .

. are publicly and ritually professed by the social work professionn

(p. s21) .

The humanistic value base which permeates much of social work

practise is also strongly reflected in the values on which Lhe body

therapies are founded. The body therapies all agree that peopre are

more than the sum of their parts and that they are indivisible
tobalities. Such a view is basic to humanism and is increasingly being

reflected in social work beliefs, notably in the application of

ecological theory to social work practise. Fundamental to humanism,

social work, and body therapy is the belief that a person is comprised

of a unigue and complex interrelationship of many ¡nrts which make up a

whole, ancl that this whole person is to esteemed, valued, and assumed

to be able to take responsibility for his or her own choices. Both

social work and body therapy share in the humanistic assumptions that
peopre are intrinsically good and have the capacity for change and

growth. The growth process is seen as resulting from a mutual

interaction between the herper and helpee. Thus, it can be seen that

body therapy and social work both are strongly anchored on a humanistic

value base and are therefore compatible with each other at that tevel.

The diversity of social work

Another reason why body therapy could be accepted by social work

has to do with the diverse nature of the profession. unlike other

professions, such as medicine or law, social work did not evolve from a

coherent purpose. nCasework, frcrn which the preponderant social work
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methodology derived, evolved from voruntarism, philanthropy, and

agency-based apprenticeship. Its ideological roots were in religous,

charitable, and essentially sentimental views of services, expectations

of client behavior, and problem definitions" (Meyer, l9g3a, p. 6). The

diversity of the roots of social work has resulted in a profession

which embraces rnany theoretical and practise npdels. While this can be

a very positive and enriching characberistic which could facilitate the

inclusion of body lherapy under the overarching umbrella of sociat

work, it also creates difficulty when it comes to providing a sense of

coherence to the profession.

social work encompasses a broad and varied knowredge base. rn

the absence of an integrative theory of people in rerationship with

their environments to serve as a base on which to anchor themselves,

social workers have adopted many theories or portions of theories from

disparate frameworks (Billupsr I9g4). For example, psychoanalytic

theory, ego psychology, rore theory, cognitive and learning theories,

and conrnunication theory are all part of the knowledge base used by

social workers. This plethora of theories has resulted in some social

workers choosing and following one particular theoretical orientation,

with others adopting an neclecticism that embodies a smorgasboard of

seemingly unrelated concepts' (Goldstein, 1990, p. I74). Thus, while

the precedent has been established for bhe inclusion of many

theoretical orientations into social work practise, the danger is that

body therapy could be added to a conglomerate of theories with little
attempt made to integrate it into a broader framework.

vühatever knowledge base social workers choose to adopt, it is
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clear that their need for knowledge is irrnense and growing. As social

workers become involved in increasingly diverse settings, such as

industry, politics, hearth care, the courts, and private practise, new

knowledge is constantly required. "Behavioral, economic, sociological,

organizational, physiological, and other utilitarian knowledge for

social workers has expanded geometrically' (Alexander, 1977, p. 407).

Goldstein (1980) explicates the wide scope of knowledge demanded when

she writes that nit becomes necessary for each practitioner to be

expert in understanding individuals, their environment, the surrounding

society, and transactions that take place between people and

environments. one might well ask, what erse is there?n (p. 173).

whether or not the social worker practises body therapy, an

understanding of its assumptions and theoretical orientation to people

in their environments is an area of knowledge which can enrich social

work analysis.

Ecological systems theory

Finding a corrnon definition and conceptual framework by which to
integrate all the diversity which is called social work has been a

nnjor and seemingly insurmountable task. However, because knowledge in

and of itself is of limited utility unless it can be conceptualized as

part of a unifying theoretical framework and because the drive for
slmthesis appears to be an innate human need, there have been many

theoretical and practise nodels proposed and utilized by social workers

over the years. Meyer (1983b) observes that the process of building

practise models has "evolved without plan since rgr7, building
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accidentally upon experience and knowledgen (p. 73a). Although many

models have emerged and over one dozen practise nrodels are presently

being used, Meyer (1983a) is not opt,imistic that attempts to link the

models will be successful.

rt becomes guite obvious that when traditionar casework, group

work' cornrunity organization, and family treatment methods and

sociar reform efforts are praced alongside each other, each wibh

methodology derived from different knowledge bases and purposes

evolving out of different contexts and perspectives, any effort to
join them at their foundaLion would be futile (p. 7).

In spite of Meyers' (1993b) pessimism that 'a model based upon a

holisbic theory of (biological, social, and psychotogical) man and

h¡olnan will produce the practice principles to carry out the dicbates of
Lhe theoryn, she recorrnends that nthe search to develop incremental,

interdisciplinary knowledge must continuen (p. 733).

c'eneral systems theory, or what is now also calred "Ecological
systems Theoryn, provides social work with one way of theoretically
organizing the various facets of Lhe profession. rt also offers a

neans by which to conceptualize how body therapies can be incor¡rcrated

and utilized within sociar work practise. some of the basic

assumptions and implications of general systems theory mentioned in the

introduction of this thesis will be expanded upon as part of this
discussion.

Ecological systems theory, an overarching grobar theory, has

enabred social workers nto gain a larger perspective, a more unitary
and comprehensive unit of attention, for a holistic and dlmamic
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understanding of peopre and the socio-cultural-physical mileaun

(siporin, 1980, p. 516). under the umbrerra of this theory it is
possible to simultaneously understand and interrelate various

dimensions and levels of a given case or situation, whether Lhat

involves an individual or a conrnunity. Shafer (1969) explicates how

social work nrethod and process relate to systems theory when he

explains bhe heirarchial levêls of systems:

For the individual, his rnolecular, cerlular, and organ subsystems

make up the heirarchy of his biorogical subsystem. similariry,
his memories, his thought, and the residuars of his experiental

Iife make up his character structure or psychological subsystem.

The inLerrelationship of these two subsystems comprises the total
individual and represents his structure which, in turn, influences

his behavior or functioning. What evolves from behavior and

functioning is the ¡nttern of development and becoming. Thus

complex forms develop from simple forms (p. 3l).

Because no one theory can adequately account for the cornplexity of

intrapsychic, interpersonal, and sociar processes which impact on the

adeguacy of the functioning of a person or group at any point in time,

"it is necessary to have a broad perspective that incorporates

knowledge about the interrelationships among biological, psychologicar,

and socioculturar influences on individuaL and group functioningn

(Northen, 1982, p. 303). ncological systens theory provides a needed

broad perspective as well as a basic hetping approach for the social

work profession. rt avoids fragmentation by providing a way to

organize discrete phenomena into coherent retationships. It enables
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social vJorkers to organize knowledge from various disciplines, to note

the gaps and inconsistencies in that knowledger and to generate new

hypotheses, all while working with an active case. nlt enhances

predictive ability while it fosbers the utilization of more diverse and

creative interventionsn (Stein, I97I, p. I57). Under the general

rubric of ecological systems theory, specific theories, methods, and

techniques as well as specialized helping approaches can be used.

Psychodlmamic, cognitiver problem-soIving, behavioral, and body therapy

approaches are among those which could be incorporated.

The concept of person-in-situation is at the core of social work

practise (Stein, 1971). The difficulty with this concept is that the

connective 'inn or 'and" denotes a dichotomy, based on the divergent

bheoretical bases of sociology and psychology, between the person and

the (social) situation. lvleyer (1976) advocates that, nwhile keeping

both sets of knowledge systens separate and intact, our task is to

intertwine the useful person-in-situation concept in such a vray that

the hl4phen is no longer neededn (p. f38). This, she believes, can be

accomplished through a systemic view in which "there is no inner or

outer, but rather an operational field in which all elemenLs interact

and affect each othern (p. 138). Such a perspective is compatible with

a body therapy approach which stresses the melding of the divisions of

body and mind and a blending of the physical, social, biological, and

psychological aspects of human functioning.

The application of systems theory to social work deals with an

analysis of causes while avoiding unidirectional cause-effect thinking.

Through the concepts of feedback and equifinality it is assumed that
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the same initial condit,ion could lead to different results, while

different initial conditions could lead to similar results. Taking the

focus off trying to find one specific cause for a probrem helps to
avoid pracing blame on any one person. 'such a perspective avoids

blaming the victim, and places responsibility on systemic

relationships, rather than upon any evil motives of menn (Siporin,

1980, p. 516). The principle of eguifinality arso means that the same

goal can be abtained in a variety of vrays. This implies that nthe

therapi.st can choose from a myriad of possible interventions. The

therapistfs task is to determine which ¡nrts of the system are more

accessible to change and bhereby establish priorities for interventionn

(Grieve, 1983, p. 220). Because intervention a! any one point of the

elientrs system generates ripple effects throughout. the whole system,

change can be engendered by a variety of approaches.

To determine how best to intervene in a given situation requires a

process of assessment. nBecause an ecological approach to intervention

ís multi-factorial and is addressed to systemic attributes and

intersystem relationships, social workers have been encouraged to

develop and utilize a strong and varied repertoire of assessment

instruments and helping interventions' (Siporin, 1980, p. 518). This

means that problems should not be defined to fit certain methods or

technigues, but that the intervention should match the problem. The

broader the knowledge base and the wider the strategies, roles, and

technigues a social worker possesses, the greater the likelihood that

the appropriate resources can be brought to bear on a given problem in

a purposeful and planned vray. As Siporin (1980) states,
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"comprehensive, systemic approaches to programs and cases need social

work and interdisciplinary teams with many different kinds of knowledge

and skillsn (p. 5IB).

rt is interesting to note the increasingly broad focus being

brought to the social work assessment process. The charity
Organization Society, which originat.ed in England in the mid-nineteenth

century, was the forerunner of bhe social work profession. This

socieLy used the 'friendly visitorn to assess the needs of individuals

and families to determine whether Èhey were worthy of financial
assistance. Attempts were made by the nfriendly visitorn to understand

the social events which were inducing ¡rcverty for the ctient. rn the

1920s, the Social-Settlement Movement provided another setting for
social work practise. The focus of this movement was also primarily

centered on bringing about social changes at various levels so as to
help bhe poor. In the L920s, "social work made a rapprochement with

Freudian psychoanalysis, and the crient,s feelings, thoughts,

fantasiesr and memories becanre important to the social worker in
assessing and inbervening in the client's life-space" (Strean, 197g, p.

9). There vras an increasing recognition that social problems related

to ¡nrsonal and interpersonal problems. By the rate r920s, the

basically socio-economic orienLation of social work was modified into
an approach which courd be calLed "psychosociaLn. The rnin principles

of the psychosocial approach were delineated in the 1950s and I960s.

Based on a Freudian conceptualization of personarity, this approach

concerned itself with both the social context and the inner realities
of a person (sLreanr 1978). Recent1y, the psychosocial perspective has
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been extended and elaborated bo include the biological aspects of a

person, thus becoming the nbiopsychosocial' approach. such an approach

recognizes that nthere are interconnections between biological,

economic, and sociat-psychological components of human functioningn

(Northen, 1982, p. 26\. More specifically stated, "sensitivity to the

interactive effects of bj.ological function on the behavior or condition

under investigation is always necessary and sometimes criticar.
when biological dysfunction is in process it is inevitable that

psychosocial effects will also be experiencedn (Cohen, 1979, p. 27).

Thus, the historical trend in social work has been towards an

increasingly broad assessment of the client's situation. The more

comprehensive the assessment analysis becomes, the more readily can the

orientation being brought by the body therapies be incorporated into

lhe social work assessment process. The emerging emphasis in social

work on the biological dimensions of a person in relationship to the

social and psychological aspects is compatible with the body therapy

emphasis on the body as a reflection of psychological and social forces

(Johnsonr 1983). Because of this, it can be anticipated that the trend

in social work theory could increasingly move towards an acceptance and

incorporation of the assumptions of body-mind integration on which the

body therapies are based.

use of the ecol-ogical systems theory in social work has other

implications for the inclusion of body therapy into social work.

siporin (1980) declares that the systems orientation "encourages the

social worker to be theoretically and technically ecrectic, in the

best sense of the term. This reans to take and test the best of the
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various schools of therapy . . . as they are consistent with the basic

social work value system and conceptual framework and as they are

validated through practise experience and research' (pp. 516-517).

Given that body therapy can be subsumed under a general definition of
social work and is in harmony with its basic values, body therapy could

be employed as part of the neclectic" approach advocated by siporin.
Body therapy could add a new and rich theoretical and practise model to
those arready connnonly used by sociat workers. rt could deepen the

quality of the assessment as well as provide tools to intervene at a

level so far neglected by social workers. while the depths of the

intrapsychic and interpersonal processes have been plumbed by social

workers, the actual physicar body of the client has rarely been

touched.

Ecologíca-l systems theory suggests thaL analysis and intervention

can take place at a variety of levels. what is most important is to
determine at what lever(s) to intervener ârìd how to do so. For

example, a lonely, depressed, tense vloman could receive a variety of
therapeutic interventions if she chose to see a social worker. A

cognitive verbal approach could attempt to uncover the reasons for the

depression and try to remove the causal factors through verbal means.

A behavioral approach could be employed to reward the woman for
engaging in non-depressive behaviors. or a body therapy approach coul_d

use muscle manipulation and catharsis to free the tension and release

the emotionar blockages causing the depression, providing that the

depression resulted frqn such blockages. The particular approach used

would depend on the assessment by the social worker, the knowledge and
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skill level of the social worker, as well as the therapeutic setting.

social work operates at a number of systemic levels, among them

the intrapsychicr the interpersonal, and the interfaces between people

,and their environments. Ecological systems theory, as mentioned,

provides a means to conceptualize and organize interventions at these

various levels. Body therapy, too, is a multi-leveled theory. The

bocly is seen as a complex interrelationship of tissues, cognition, and

emotion. That change in any one part of the body will affect other

aspects of the body is assumed. rL is arso assumed that peopre's

bodies are affected by their physical, emotional, and cultural

environments, and that changing the structure and functioning of the

body will affect oners environment to some degree (Dychtwald, Ig77).

Furthermore, the energy model of the body utilized by body

therapies is also compatible wiLh systems theory. systems theory sees

living systems as organized in a heirarchical manner, that is, "they

are nested in one another in the same way that a set of Chinese boxes

fit inside one another--from the smallest to the largestn (Germain,

1978r p. 537). rn like manner, the energy moder views energy flow as

occurring at many interrelated levels (Mishra, 1981). The cells, organ

systems, and different segrnents of the body all have their own energy

dimensions and movements. The energv flow at the level of the body

connects as well with the larger energy fields contained in the

universe (Til1er, L974). Energy flow in one area of the body may be

affected by the energy blockages in another area of the body.

Restoring flw witl enhance the whole person. Thus, energy, as a

manifestation of living systems, has some of the same characteristics
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as the properties of living systers as described by systems theory.

B. FACTORS SUGGESTING EXCLUSION

Àlthough this writer has argued that. the body therapies could be

integrated into the praclise of social work at a number of levels, this

has not taken place. rn fact, there is little indication that body

therapies are being recognized or accepted by the social work

profession or that social workers even have any significant knowtedge

about the body therapy approach. Bilodeau (L979), who perused 3,437

articles from social work periodicals over a period of 10 years,

reported finding only three articles on Transactional Analysis, one

article on Gestalt therapy, and no articles on Reich, Bioenergetics, or

body therapy. This writerfs review of the social work literature has

corroborated the dearth of material discussing any aspect of body

therapy, the impact of humanism, or the influence of the human

potential movement on the social work profession. There are a number

of possible reasons why bhis may be so.

Differing models

As has been previously mentioned, a plethora of models of practise

based on differing theoretical orientations have been generated within

social work over the years. These models can be either viewed as

providing a rich choice of diverse interventions, or as comprising a

confusing jumble of ill-fitting approaches. This lack of cohesiveness

within social work makes it difficult to present a clear analysis of
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why body therapy has not been incorporated into social work. whire

several reasons for this come to mind, such as the conservatism of

social work, inst,itutional resistance to new, potentially disruptive

approaches' and the traditional lack of body contact between social

worker and clientr these reasons are only the manifestations of a more

fundamental difficulty. This difficulty is a reflection of some basic

ciifferences in the model proposed by the body therapies and the models

generally employed within social work.

rn order to anaryze these differing orientations, a broad

framework is needed to provide an over-all perspective. lnt¡rile

ecological systems theory can provide a unifying theoretical framework,

it is limited in that it does not present a unified theory of behavior,

and is fairly abstract (Germain, I97B). A more practise based model

helpfur for the purpose of this anarysis has been proposed by Kuypers

(1984) in a paper entitled, "Choice in social work practice: Dialogues

on Health, Error, and changen. Kulpers proposes that, given the wide

eclecticism of social work, the making of choices in regard to models

of intervention is centraL to the profession. The making of these

choices is not a neutral or an easy process, particularily so because

they are nade subjectively without the direction of an external and/or

universal frame of reference. According to Kulpers, whether or not

practitioners are a\¡rare of it, their choices in practise relate in some

way to three distinct areas of theory having to do with health, error,

and change. To explicaLe the assumptions underlying the choices makes

it ¡nssible to nake more knowledgeable choices and to expand oners

repertoire of choices. It also enables one to weigh the bheoretical
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models in terms of the emphasis they prace on the areas of health,

error, and change.

.The n¡odel outlined by Kulpers (1984) is divided into the three

guadrants of health, error, and change (see Figure IV). Hea1th has to
do with what is seen as the ideal state of being. Depending on the

rpdel follovred' it rnay be sbatecl in terms of global human potential,

such as in humanism, or as more discrete, limited goa1s, as in

behaviorism. HovJever health is conceptualized, it has a strong impact

on how problems and goals are defined. The error quadrant involves an

explanaLion of why there is an absence of health. Error may be seen as

resulting frorn many sources, such as faulty learning or energy

bJ-ockages. In the change quadrant, the focus is on how change wi1l

transpire' whether by establishing the appropriate conditions so that

the changes can occur naturally ¡ ot by engaging in forceful

interventions.

"Vfhen all theory domains are present, problem definition may be

grounded by universal conceptions of health and by specific

considerations of context and history, goals may be focused on

processes which promote and maintain error, and interventions may serve

to influence these processesn (Kulpers, 1984, p. 6). Most theoretical

and practise models, however, do not egually emphasis the areas of

change, errorr and health. In some theories one area is dominant while

the other areas are given litt1e consideration. Other theories stress

two of the areas, while only weakly considering the third. When a

theory does not contain a balanced emphasis of the three major areas,

there are six possible combinations of emphasis which may result.
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This illustration is used with the permission of Dr. Joe Kuypers, 1984.
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wL¡en a theory of health is dominant, there is a clear focus on

what comprises hearth but a lack of awareness of what produces

ill-health and how health is to be achieved. An exclusíve focus on

health makes it impossible to plan effective corrective actions because

the etiology of the problem is not understood. For exampre, a weight

loss progran may view health as maintaining a nnormaln weight, error as

overeaLing, and change as dieting. Health, as defined by an

appropriate weight, is focused on without an awareness of the

psychological dlmamics which may be underneath the compulsion to

overeat. Thus, the proposed intervention is incomplete.

vùhen a theory of error is dominant, there is crarity about the

factors which make for error, but a rimited sense of what comprises

health and how it is to be achieved. Because problems are defined in
'negative vùays, the goal focuses on erradicating the problem without

proposing healthy alternatives. For example, in Lhe child welfare

system, families often define one particular child as the locus of the

family's problems. The solulion is to get rid of the probrem and

restore nnormaln family functioning by put.ting the chitd into
placement. The social worker is often subjected to great pressure by

the family as well as by other professionals to accept this kind of

error based assessment and intervention. unfortunately, with the

primary focus on error, health tends bo go unnoticed.

Vlhen a theory of change is dominant, the focus is on facilitating
change without a clear sense of what makes for error and what comprises

a healthy alternative. Methods of change are promulgated without a

definition of what is to be changed and why it needs to be changed.
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Technique becomes glorified and interventions are made on the basis of
what technique is presently in vogue, or what the practitioner knows

hov¡ to do. Because change may be produced for the sake of change, the

,iatrogenic risks are high. rt is an emphasis on the change domain that
Strean (1981) is criticizing when he writes about "the emergence of
therapeutic interventions determined by fashion, created very often by

people whose work is insufficiently based on clinical studies but who

nonetheless propose therapies insufficiently measured against the

criteria of usefulnessn (p. 1671. To this Billups (19g4) adds that ,in

thinking of practice chiefly as a method-specific activity, social
workers become easity trapped in a double error of prediagnosing

problems and predetermining interventionsn (p. 174).

The error factor when one theoretical area is emphasized at the

expense of the rest is considerable. !,lhen two areas are stressed the

danger is not as severe, as a broader perspective is utilized. when

the theory of heatth and error are dominant there is a strong

understanding of what makes for health and error, but little avrareness

of how to bring about change and whether or not change will occur.

Íhis situa[ion may arise when a practitioner has a strong academic

background but little experience. The ability to analyze may be high

but the ability to intervene is low.

when bhe theories of health and change are dominant a clear

statement of health is coupled with the technigues necessary to attain
the goal of health. Approaches which take a preventative stance toward

health, such as the holistic health movement, fall into this categoryr

as do many of the programs of the human potential movement. The error
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which produces the problems is litt1e emphasized, while positive change

is stressed.

l'fhen theories of error and change are dominant change stragies are

brought to bear on the error producing forces. A healthy alternative

is not. specified as the goal is to alleviate that which is causing the

distress.

An anarysis of the differing emphases on change, error, an<1 health

by social work and body therapy provides some indications as to why the

former has not incorporated the latter. The difference, broadly

stated, between social work and body therapy is that social work

focuses primarily on the error and change domains while body therapy

emphasizes the health and change domains.

One of the important factors influencing social workrs emphasis on

error and change has been the impact of psychoanalysis. Back in the

1920s during the early years of sociar work, the nfriendly visitorn

soon realized that changing a clientrs environment or giving advice was

not particularily effective in changing such things as self-destructive

behavior or a l-ow self-image. The social worker required a theory that

provided more than an analysis of social factors resulting in

maladjustment. Psychoanalysis was embraced as the solution, for it
provided a way of explaining the internal processes of clienbs. During

the 1930s through to the 1950s psychoanalysis and social work

maintained a close rerationship. social workers caÍìe to use such

useful psychoanalytic notions as transference, resistance, defenses,

anxietyr and the unconscious. During the 1960s and 1970s social work

and psychoanalysis became more distant as other theoretical
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orientabions gained in preeminence. There was a shift from a focus on

ego functioning to an emphasis on diagnosing families, dyads, and

groups (Streanr 1979). Hot¡reverr the legacy of the psychoanalytic

, influence remains strong. 'psychoanalysis and ego psychology have

contributed greatly to the theoret,ical underpinning of basic social

work skills" (Strean, 1978, p. 27).

The focus of the psychoanatytic Freudian model has been on the

error domain. As Shapiro (1983) comments,

from a Freudian perspective, nental heal-th probrems are realry

innate and built into the structure of the organism. Freud

believed that the ego uses various defence mechanisms such as

repressionr reaction formation, intellectualization, sublimation,

projection, and regression, to protect itsetf from the instinctual

rlemands of the id. The etiology of disease or mental health

problems is thus held to lie with the instinctual impulses of the

id and the egors attempts to repress them" (p. 44Ð.

The adoption by traditional social work of the psychoanalyt.ic model led

to what has become known as a medical model or disease metaphor of

practiser which retain Freudian theory's strong emphasis on the error

domain. The theme underlying the individualized focus of psychodlmamic

theory nwas the notion that the individuar is the respository of

negative baggagen (Weick, 1981, p. 140). Furthermore, nthe disease

model irnplicit in the study-diagnosis-treatment formulation employed by

caseworkers. . presupposes ¡nthology at the outseto (Stein, 1976,

p.163). The concentration of the psychoì-ogicar that this model

entailed 'led practitioners to seek causation of problems wibhin the
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person, so that peopre in states of trouble, conflict, maladaption,

disturbance, etc.r were viewed as tsickf or tresponsibler or inadeguate

to meet the demands of societyn (Meyer, 1976, p.130).

, fr€ focus on the health domain is not strong in psychoanalytic

theory. Given that historical Freudian thinking starts from a

basically bleak picture of human nature, the best that can be done

health-wise is to create the optÍmat condibions possible for the egor

thaL is, to lessen the error factor. This is done in
psychoanalytically oriented therapy by understanciing and uncovering

early traumatic events, recovering repressed memories, and making the

unconscious conscious. The healthier the person, according to Freud,

the less material is repressed in the unconscious and the more

self-awareness one possess about, the çrast.

The effect of the Freudian approach on social work resulted in
social workers focusing on and attempting to ameliorate the effects of

the internal pathology of their clients. nThe process of treatment or

intervention dictated the need to locate the internal cause and

eradicate it. social workers [who] sa\¡¡ the disease or defect as

residing in the individual . developed technigues to treat the

person. The failure of a technigue to eliminate the defect was often

attributed to the individual's intransigence in responding to the

outside forcen (Weick, p. 141). Thus, the result of the Freudian

influence on social work was to focus the change process on the error

dimension with only a weak emphasis on the hearth dimension.

while social work has become less identified with the

psychoanarytic tradition with the advent of new approaches, the focus
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in social work has remained more heaviry weighted on error than on

health. one example of this is bhe probtem-solving approach developed

by Perlman (1957) and ex¡nnded by other theorists such as Compton and

,Galaway (1975). undergirded by theories of ego psychology, role

theory, anri learning theory, the problen-solving model assumes that all
of life is a problem-solving process and that an inability to deal with

a problem is the result of a lack of motivation, opportunity, or

capacity to soLve the problem. Thus, the error is the identified
problem while the change process involves assisting the individual,

family, or group to maximize their choices and resources in solving the

problem.

The behavior-modification approach has also become a dominant

ínfluence in social work. rt is simirar to the problem-sorving

approach in that it focuses on change and error rather than on health.

vlhile space does not permit a detailed discussion of the health,

change, and error emphasis of the many models used by social workers, a

cursory examinabion of the models of crisis intervention, psycho-social

therapy, and clinical social work alr confirm that the over-all

emphasis of social work practise is on error anci change rather than on

hea1Lh and change.

Weick (1981) advocates that social work greatly expand its view of

health, rather than seeing it merely as the mirror image of disease.

she proposes that health be seen as a nqualitative expression of the

interaction among environments . [and] as the product of the

on-going mutual interaction between Ehe physical and social elementsn

(p. I42). Such a definition implies that behavior is a health issue
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and that an assessment and diagnosis of health encompasses a personrs

overall state of health and well-being. This neans that 'both physical

and social factors need to be appraised to determine in what ways an

, individual's heatth can be enhancedn (p. r42). To Íìove from a

pathology based to a health basecl perspective weick suggests that,
although the notion of healing is an alien concept to social workers,

they view clients as possessing the ability to heal themselves, since

tüeick assunes that people have remarkable powers to change themselves.

To recognize oners ability to change as a personal power

reinforces the notion that people have the ability to act upon

themselves in a way that strengthens them. This is an essentially

radical perspective because it puts individuals directly in touch

with the power to affect their lives. The power within, because

it is based on a view that links internal and external factors,

can lead to possibilities for change outside the individual
(weick, 1991, p. I42).

This 'radicaln view of health espoused by weick is an integral part of

the way body therapies view health.

rn contrast to social work, body therapies strongry emphasize the

health domain. Each therapy has specific change tactics designed to

attain and maintain health. While there is some articulation of error,

this aspect is not strongly emphasized. Figure V outlines the views of

health, error, and change of each of the body therapies discussed in
this thesis.

Body therapies are health focused in that Lhey are founded on an

optimistic view of people's abitity to grow, change, and mature. They



CHANGE

Deep breathing, massage
Insight, interpretation
Stress positions, catharsis
Character analysis

Breathing
Catharsis
Insight
Bioenergetic positions

Teaching how to prevent mis-
Use and how to learn healthy
patterns of movements

Teaching and re-education of
body-mind

Physical manipulation of body
to improve position of parts

Various exercises to expand
body awareness

ERROR

Chronic muscular armoring
Sexual stasis
Character armoring

Chronic muscular spasticity
Conflict between mental and
physical levels

Ego defenses
Energy blocks
I^/ithdrawal from life of the

body

t'End-gainingt'

"Debauched kinaesthesia"
"Mis-Use"--haphazard
movements

Inefficient use of energy

Ineffectual "parasitic'r
movements

Poor t.eaching and poor
learning

HEALTH

ItGenital characterrt
Full orgastic potency
Free, natural energy flow
Sexual liberation

I{el1 grounded
Capable of giving and
receiving love

Self-discovery
Free movement of energy
Free of internal barriers such
as ego defenses, repressed
feelings, and chronic muscle
.Lmsion

Good ttUsett

Minimum energy used with
maximum balance and stability

Balanced energy flow
Harmonious interrelationship
of parts

"Primary Controltt

l.lell organízed body posture
Effortless efficient use of
energy

Ease of movement
ttAwareness in actionrl

1]{ERAPY

REICH

BIOENERGETICS

ALEXANDER

FELDENKRAIS

FIGURE V

HEALTH, ERROR, AND CHANGE DIMENSIONS OF BODY THERAPIES
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CHANGE

Systematic realignment of
muscles and bones by means
of deep tissue massage

The ttintensivet', insight
Catharsis, deep breathing
The "Primaltt experíence
Dissolving deep energy blocks
by progressively stripping
away layers of defenses

ttFocusingt'--a blending of
mind and muscle in a bodily
experience

Release of energy blocks
through touch

Eating healthy foods
Physical exercise
Focusing on positive thoughts
and feelings

Creating conditions under
r+hich an organismic process
of energy release can occur
spontaneously

Touch, verbalization, insight

ERROR

Random body out of alignment
Muscular blocks
Habitual misuse of body

ttPrimal Paintl
ttPrimal Scenett
Neurosis--a pathology of the
whole person

Living by the values of
others

Blockages of energy flow in
characLer armor and body

Blockages to movement
Energy blockages
Divisions and tensions in
the body

HEALTH

Body vertically and symmetrÍc-
ally aligned

Light, easy, efficient move-
ments

Free flow of energy

Defense free, tensionless,
nonstruggling, integrated,
stable, authentic, genuine,
self-accepting

In touch with onets own flow
of life

Balanced free flow of energy

Ease of body movemenÈ
Capacity for pleasure
Freedom for the whole person

THERAPY

ROLFING

PRIMAL

FOCUSING

POLARITY

SPOI{TANEOUS
BODY

EXPERIENCING

FIGURE V

HEALTH, ERROR, AND CHANGE D]MENSIONS OF BODY THERAPIES
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are undergirded by a humanistic philosophy which assumes that people

will nove towards hearth if given the opportunity to do so. An

ascending of Maslowrs (1968, 1971) heirarchy of needs impties

progressive Íìovement toward an increasingly higher tevel of health:

In ascending this heirarchy the needs appear to shift from clearly
physi.orogical to apparentty more psychoJ-ogicar in nature, from

strong to subtle, fron prepotent to less potent and more easily

disrupted, from spontaneous to requiring cultivation, from

deficiency to sufficiency, from egocentric to selfless, from

avoidance to approach, from external to internal reinforcement,

from field dependence to fietd independence, and from frequent to

rare in the population (Walsfi & Vaugham, 1983, p. 406).

IL is inberesting to note that although the values of social work are

also humanistic in their orientation, sociar work has not generally

adopte<i theories which espouse a strongly positive view of hearth.

The body therapies define their focus on the health domain in a

number of ways. rn accord with humanistic philosophy and the human

potential movement, health is seen as potentiar. The capacity and

potential for health is assumed to be inherent within people. It
simply needs to be uncovered and encouraged for it to frourish. The

belief in the nwisdom of the bodyn is an example of this thinking. As

long as the messages being given by the body are heeded, it is berieved

that the body will let us know what is needed for it to be healthy.

Thus, a therapy like Polarity therapy attempts to create Èhe right

conditions so that nature can do the healing.

Health is also defined by the body therapies in terms of balance.
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There needs to be a baLanced emphasis on all aspects of

functioning--social, physiorogicar, psychorogical, spiritual¿ and so

forth. Health is affecLed if one part of the person is out of balance

with the other parts. Structural Integrat.ion, the peldenkrais method,

and the Alexander technigue are all methods which focus on the physical

alignments and movements of Lhe body in an attempt to create a balance

among alt body parts. polariby therapy attempts to achieve balance

through eating correct.ly, exercising, and releasing energy blocks.

The movement of energiy is used by most of the body therapies to
define health. The free unhampered movement of energy throughout the

body is equated with health. nHealth can be defined as a condition in
which an organismrs energy patterns or rhythms are regulaLed and thus

abte to flow freelyn (Schwarz, 1978, pp. I40-l4l). OE, phrased more

poetically, nhealt.h is bliss, wholesomeness, flowing energy in harmony

with totality' (Gunter, 1983, p. 109). Conversely, disease is seen as

a blockage or imbalance of energy in the body. Reichian therapy,

Bioenergetics, and Polarity therapy are among the body therapies which

actively attempt to restore a free, healthy flow of energy to the body.

Although they emphasize health more than error, body therapies do

have some explanations for error. Ore of the reasons given for error,

faulty learning, is the same reason many social workers would propose.

The Feldenkrais rethod and the Alexander technique both view people's

problems with movement as resulting from poor learning.

Error is also seen as resulting from trauma. The body therapies

accept the notion of body memory, bhat is, the belief that all our life
experiences are imprinted in our body tissues. If we have experienced
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traumatic events at any age, including prenatalry, these will affect

our person in adverse ways, unless they can be properry dealt with.

Primar therapy praces a strong emphasis on the earry experience of

painful traunatic events which result in neurosis.

A third error body therapies refer to could be called nconditioned

containmentn. This refers to the view 'that in the course of becoming

a member of a curture and of a family and smal-L group, certain

inherently heatthy aspects of our being are denied expressionn

(xuypers, 1984, p. 23). The body therapies would generally agree that

many of our emotional and physical problems are based on faulty

cultural norÍìs. Johnson (1983), in a discussion of how our bodies are

shaped by our culture, declares that neach of our bodies is an

artifice, a conrnunity project visibly manifesting the values of those

ímplicated in the taskn (p. 66).

Thus, while both social work and body therapy come from a

compatible humanistic value base, their conceptualizations in the

domains of health and error differ significantly enough to make it
difficult for social work to accept body therapy as one of its
theoretical and practise modalities.

The conservatism of social work

one of the reasons cited by Bilodeau (1979) for the rack of

acceptance of body therapies by social work is the conservabisrn of the

latter. Bilodeau states that social work is sl-ow and prudent, is

careful about incorporating radical changes, and tends to maintain the

status guo. Such an analysis fits with the view Galper (1975)
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espouses: nAt the root of social work theory and practice are

conservativer or system conserving, assumptions about individuals, the

society, and the ways in which change occurs in the society. These

assumptions accept what exists at present in society as being, on the

whore, both inevitable and propern (p. 88). This conservatism is

enhanced and sustained by what often becomes a close identification of

the soci¿tl worker with the power of the state. Many social workers

provide legally mandated services in the areas of child welfare,

probation, or parole. Many others have res¡rcnsibility for disbursing

scarce and valued resources allocated by the government for public

welfare, mental health services, and so forth. Because of this, it
would not l:e surprising if social workers became a conservative force

identified with the ¡rcwer of the state. Galper (1980) argues that all
social agencies "o¡:rerabe as mechanisms of social control. They

generally provide minimal service to preople whose need is substantial.

They attempt to cool out, pacify, and isorate potentially disruptive

populations. They create and maintain artifical and divisive barriers

between peoplen (p. 19I).

The point here is not to debate Galper's nradicaln view of social

work but to suggest that social work does indeed have a conservative

bias which makes it unlikety to guickly accept new, noticeably

different therapies.

InstiLutional resistance

Many social workers are employed by large instiLutions such as

hospitals, welfare departments, school boards, and government
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departments. rt appears to be the nature of institutÍons, both large

and small, to be cautious in allowing that which may be upsetting or

disruptive. Given that a direct touching of the body of the client is
not condoned as an acceptabre practise by the social work profession,

the institution which emproys the social worker may welr discourage

t'hat from occurring. Furthermore, some of the body therapies involve
catharsis. This can be very upsettinq to instit.utions if other clients
or staff can hear the noise. unress adequate soundproofing can be

ensured, it is risky to engage in 'noisyn therapy within an institution
due to the complaints which may be received.

The social worker

Engaging in body therapy is a gualitatively different experience

than engaging in any other social work practise. Given the 'hands-on"

nature of body therapy, social workers must be comfortable with the use

of touch. They must also be able to handle high emotional intensity on

the part of clients, and be willing to direct people to feer and

intensify their pain rather than just talking about the feeling.
Social work education generally does not provide this kind of training
or exposure, and thus social workers have little opportunity to rearn

bhe approach. Not only that, body therapy is often personally

threatening to the social worker because it sometimes entaits going

into the depths of one's being--a very frightening prospect indeed.

Swmnary

This chapter has discussed a number of the factors influencing the
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inclusion and exclusion of body therapy into the practise of social

work. It has been argued that body therapy could be accepted by social

work because it fits within the general definiLion of social work and

because its value base is compatible with that of social work. Given

that social work embraces many diverse theoretical and practise models,

and thab these nrodels can be organized under a systemic point of view,

it is logical that body therapy courd take its place as one of the

systemic rnodels utilized by the social work profession.

Because sociar work is generalry not aware of body therapy and

does not utilize its [heoretical orientation, explanations as to why

this is the case have been proposed. The principte reason forwarded to

explain the distance between social work and body therapy has to do

with their differing theoretical emphases. Body therapy emphasizes the

t-heoretical domains of health and change while social work stresses the

error an<ì change domains. other reasons cited for body therapy's

non-acceptance have to do with the conservatism of social work,

ins[itutional resistancer and the lack of exposure to and training in

the area of body therapy by social workers.
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CÛNCLUSTON

social work, as it is currently practised, accepts the division
between body and mind. According to weick (l9gl), the social work

professionrs ncomfortable acceptance of the body-mind dichotomy is an

unfortunate distortion. This dichotomy places the mind and its
processes in a superordinate role and views the body as a pliable,
although puzzling, accoutrement. The body has been the mind's

embarrassing appendagen (p. r4l). To rectify this dichotomy weick

advocates that, while the prevailing person-in-environment paradigm can

remain the central focus of social work, the profession must transcend

ibs present conventional wisdom by strenglhening and enriching this
paradigm with na theory of human behavior that gives vitality to the

complex interaction between people and environmentn (p. 143). such a

concept of environment would incorporate such external social and

physical influences as culture, economics, technology, politics,
climate, food, noise, and biorogical rhythms, as well as such internal
infruences as emotions, thoughts, beliefs, intrapsychic processes,

genetic traits, adaptive ca¡ncity, netabolism and organ functioning.

'such a theoryn, weick asserts, "would work toward a stronger slmthesis

of ¡ærson and environment and free workers to practice in ways

compabible with the profession's values' (p. 143).

Body therapies, with their integration of body and mind, their
holistic approach to healbh, their awareness of environmental impacts

on all aspects of a person, and their well-deveroped intervention

: rì.r l

:':'
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techniguesr contain the potential for enriching and strengthening

social workrs person-in-environment paradigm of which weick (l9gl)

writes. social work, in conjunction with body therapies, could then

help fulfilt the vision of which Rappaport (1975) speaks: 'We can

envision a bota] approach to health--a reunion of the psyche and soma,

a merging of the technigues and professions which now separate us into

mental ancl physical beings. when life is viewed holistical1y, the

methods of healing and caring for it will ¡nrtake of that unitary

visíonn (p. 68).
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